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Abstract

Boundary quantum phases —a special type of quantum phenomena— occur in the

boundary part of the system. The boundary part can be a surface of a bulk material,

an interface between two distinct system, and even it can be a single impurity or a

impurity cluster embedded into a bulk system. The boundary degree of freedom can

be affected by strong electron correlation effects, mesoscopic effects, and topological

effects, which, therefore, induce a vast variety of exotic boundary quantum phases.

Many techniques for precise fabrication and measurement in nanostructures had been

developed, which can provide ways to prob, understand, and control those boundary

quantum phases.

In this thesis, we focus on three types of boundary quantum phases : Kondo ef-

fects, boundary quantum phase transitions, and Majorana fermions. Our motivation

is to design and prob those effects by using a important type of nanostructures, i.e.

quantum dots. A vast variety of models related to quantum dots (QDs) are studied

theoretically including: a QD coupled to a mesoscopic bath, a quadruple QD system

with metallic leads, a QD with dissipative environments, and a QD coupled to a

Majorana fermion zero mode.

Quantum dots provide a way to study the interplay of Kondo effects and meso-

scopic fluctuations. In chapter 5, we consider a model including an Anderson im-

purity (small QD) coupled to a mesoscopic bath (large QD). Both the weak and

strong coupling Anderson impurity problems are characterized by Fermi-liquid the-
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ories with weakly interacting quasiparticles. We find that the fluctuations of single

particle properties in the two limits are highly correlated and universal : The distri-

butions of the spectrum within the Kondo temperature collapse to universal forms;

and the strong coupling impurity changes the wave functions corresponding to the

spectrum within the Kondo temperature.

Quantum dots also bring the possibility to study more complex “quantum im-

purities” (multi-QDs) and the competition among different interactions, which may

induce exotic effects: boundary quantum phase transitions and novel Kondo effects.

In chapter 7, we design a quadruple quantum dot system to study the competi-

tion among three types of interactions: Kondo, Heisenberg, and Ising. We find a

rich phase diagram containing two sharp features : a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless

type quantum phase transition between a charge-ordered phase and a charge liquid

phase and a U(1)×U(1) Kondo state with emergent symmetry from Z2 to U(1). In

chapter 8, we study a dissipative resonant tunneling model in which the coupling of

a fermionic bath competes with a dissipation-induced bosonic bath. We establish an

exact mapping from this dissipative resonant level model to a model of a quantum dot

embedded into a Luttinger liquid wire. We also find two kinds of boundary quantum

phase transitions (a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless type and a second order type).

Finally, in chapter 9, we propose an experimental system to detect Majorana

fermion zero modes. This system consists of a spinless quantum dot coupled to a

Majorana fermion which exists in the end of a p-wave superconductor wire. The Ma-

jorana Fermion strongly influences the transport properties of the quantum dot. The

zero temperature conductance peak value (when the dot is on resonance and sym-

metrically coupled to the leads) is e2/2h. In contrast, if the wire is in its topological

trivial phase, the result is e2/h; if the side-coupled mode is a regular fermionic zero

mode, the result is zero. Driving the wire through the topological phase transition

causes a sharp jump in the conductance by a factor of 1/2. This result can be used
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to detect the existence of Majorana fermions.
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1

Introduction to Boundary Quantum Phases

A physical system can usually be divided into a bulk part and a boundary part which

encloses or demarcates the region that the bulk system occupies. If the dimension

of the bulk part is d, the dimension db of the boundary part should be smaller than

d. Physically, the boundary part can be a surface, an interface between two distinct

systems, and even it can be a single impurity or a impurity cluster embedded into

a bulk system. Although many research efforts in physics focus on the properties of

the bulk part, many exotic quantum phenomena also occur in the the boundary part

of some systems.

1.1 Three Examples of Boundary Quantum Phases

One famous example of boundary effect is called Kondo effect: A single magnetic

impurity spin (boundary part) coupled to a fermionic bath (bulk part) shows a

strong correlation effect at low temperature. Physically, when the magnetic atoms

are embedded into the metal, the resistance of the metal increases as the tempera-

ture decreases. This is in sharp contrast to the traditional picture: The resistance

of a pure metal usually decreases as temperature is lowered, since the lattice vibra-

1



tion becomes weak and electron resistance decreases. Even if the static impurities

are added, the resistance will tend to a constant but won’t grow as temperature

is lowered. By using a perturbation theory, Jun Kondo showed that [1] degener-

ate magnetic impurities interact with the electrons in the metal and increase the

resistance as temperature is lowered. However, perturbation theory shows a non-

physical divergence at low temperature, and becomes invalid below an energy scale

TK called the Kondo temperature. Later, many non-perturbative methods [2, 3, 4]

were proposed, and the single impurity Kondo problem is now fully understood. The

electrons in the metal forms an antiferromagnetic interaction with the impurity spin,

which induces the spin flip of the magnetic impurity. These spin flip processes result

in a new resonant state near the Fermi level, and therefore lead to the increase of the

resistance. As the temperature is further lowered below the Kondo temperature TK ,

the impurity spin will be screened and form a Kondo singlet between the impurity

spin and the electron in the Fermi sea.

The second example is the so-called boundary quantum phase transition [5]. A

quantum phase transitions (QPT) corresponds to transformation of a quantum sys-

tem from one state to another state by varying an external parameter, which ex-

hibits a non-analytic change and often has critical behaviors. The QPT is driven by

so-called quantum fluctuations due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. If the

transition is due to the bulk degree of freedom, the transition is called bulk QPT.

Boundary part of some systems can also undergo a non-analytic change and become

critical near the transition point. Such transitions are boundary QPT.

The third example is the Majorana fermion, which is its own anti-particle. It

satisfies the fermion commutation relation {γi, γ†j} = δij with γi = γ†i . Majorana

fermion firstly dates back to E. Majorana’s discovery [6] in particle physics. Sixty

years later, it is realized that [7, 8] Majorana fermion may be found in a special type

of superconductors. The superconductors impose a particle-hole symmetry on their

2



quasi-particle excitations γE with excitation energy E, i.e. γ†E = γ−E. If the zero

energy (E = 0) quasi-particle state exists, one have the Majorana fermion γ†0 = γ0.

The zero energy state exists in the boundary state of topological superconductors.

In short, topological superconductors have the superconducting state (with finite

excitation gap) in the bulk, but have the metallic state (gapless) in the boundary.

The examples of topological superconductor includes the one dimensional (1D) p-

wave spinless superconductor and two dimensional px + ipy spinless superconductor.

Majorana fermion bound states exist at the boundary: the end of the finite 1D

p-wave spinless superconductor [8] and the vortex core of the 2D px + ipy spinless

superconductor [7]. Majorana fermion bound states show non-Abelian statistics, and

therefore, attract a great deal of attention due to both their fundamental interest

and potential application for topological quantum computation.

1.2 Nanostructure Realizations and Detections

The nanostructures refer to the systems with the size between molecule-sized and

micrometer-sized structures, i.e. the structures between 1 nanometer and 100 nanome-

ters. Nanostructure science and technology has been growing explosively in the past

few years. Many techniques for precise fabrication, control, and measurement of

the nanostructure had been developed, which provides revolutionary way to study

physics.

One important type of nanostructures is quantum dot (QD), in which the elec-

trons are confined in a nano-scale region of space. The confinement results in the

discreteness of the energy states and the charging energy (that is the energy cost

when adding an extra electron into the QD). When the temperature is smaller than

the level spacing and charging energy of the QD, the system is cooled down to its

quantum ground state with integer number of electrons. The number of electrons in

the dot can be precisely controlled by an external gate capacitively coupled to the
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dot. The quantum dot can be realized in many systems including: two dimensional

electron gas (lateral QDs) and carbon nanotube (CNT QDs). The lateral QDs are

made of a small region in two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) with potential con-

trolled by electronic gates. The CNT QDs are made of a finite region in the carbon

nanotube.

In the simplest QD (no orbital degeneracy), when the number of electrons in QD

is even, all energy states in the low temperature are either fully occupied (by spin

up and down electrons) or empty, which leads to zero spin. On the other hand,

when the QD is occupied by odd number of electrons, the highest non-empty level is

occupied by a single electron. In that case, the QD behaves like a magnetic impurity

with half-integer spin. When the coupling between the QD and a lead is allowed,

the dot plays the role of the magnetic impurity and the lead plays the role of the

electron sea. The Kondo effects in QDs were theoretically predicted [9, 10] and then

considerably later confirmed experimentally [11, 12, 13].

Quantum dots bring the possibility of three novel twists to the traditional Kondo

problem. The first twist is that the density of states in the electron sea may have

low energy structure and features, in contrast to the flat band typical of the original

Kondo effect in metals. The second follows from the unprecedented control over the

shape, parameters, and spatial organization of quantum dots: such control makes

it possible to design and study more complex “quantum impurities” such as the

multi-channel, multi-impurity Kondo problems [14, 15]. The third twist is that the

dissipation effect can be introduced by adding resistive leads so that the electron

tunneling between QDs and leads may exchange energy with outside environment.

For the first twist, the quantum dot playing the role of the quantum impurity

need not be connected to macroscopic leads, but rather may interact instead with

a larger dot. The larger dot may itself be large enough to be modeled by a sea of

non-interacting electrons (perhaps with a constant charging energy term) but, on
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the other hand, be small enough to be fully coherent and display finite size effects

[16]. The spectrum and the wave-functions of the electron sea display mesoscopic

fluctuations [16], which will affect the Kondo physics and hence lead to what has

been called the “mesoscopic Kondo problem” [17]. the consequences of mesoscopic

fluctuations on Kondo physics in the low temperature regime, T�TK , remain largely

unexplored. To understand how mesoscopic fluctuations affect the Kondo effects in

the low temperature regime is the motivation of the chapter 5.

For the second and the third twist, one can study the competition among dif-

ferent interactions. Coupled quantum dots may induce different interactions in the

systems: Kondo interaction between the QD and the fermionic leads, and exchange

interactions between different QDs. The effect of the dissipative leads can actu-

ally be modeled by bosonic bath. Exotic correlation effects can be induced by the

competitions among the Kondo interaction due to the fermionic leads, the exchange

interaction between different QDs, and the interaction with the bosonic bath. Those

correlation effects include novel Kondo effects, boundary quantum phase transitions,

and quantum critical behaviors. How to design, detect and understand those exotic

correlation effects is a main motivation for the chapter 7 and 8.

Another important nanostructure is nanowire, which is a one dimensional or

quasi-one dimensional wire with the diameter of the order of a nanometer. Recently,

it has been realized that the 1D spinless p-wave superconductor can be achieved in a

semiconductor nanowire with Rashba spin-orbit interaction to which both a magnetic

field and proximity-induced s-wave pairing are added [18, 19]. Therefore, Majorana

fermion bound states exist and are located at the end of the wire [18, 19]. Other

realizations of Majorana fermion in 2D nanostructures are also proposed[20, 21, 22].

In view of these proposals, how to detect and verify the existence of MBS becomes a

key issue. When a QD is coupled to the Majorana fermion (the end of the 1D wire),

the properties of the QD can be changed, which might provide a way to detect the
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existence of the Majorana fermion. This is the motivation for the chapter 9.

1.3 Summary and Outline

In this thesis, I will mostly focus on theoretical investigation of mesoscopic, strong

correlation, and topological effects in nanostructures. Specifically, I will study the

following problems:

1. The Kondo impurity coupled to a mesoscopic bath : How do the mesoscopic

fluctuations affect the Kondo effect? How are the statistical fluctuations con-

nected from the strong coupling limit (low temperature T � TK) to the weak

coupling limit (high temperature T � TK)?

2. How can the novel correlation effects, such as boundary quantum phase transi-

tions and novel Kondo effects, be achieved by inducing the competition among

different interactions : Kondo interactions between the QD and fermionic bath,

exchange interactions between different QDs, and the interaction between the

QD and the dissipation-induced bosonic bath.

3. The QD coupled to a Majorana fermion: How do the QD properties change in

the presence of Majorana fermion? Can we verify the existence of the Majorana

fermion by measuring the properties of the QD?

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Background reviews of three boundary

quantum phases are shown in chapter 2, 3, and 4. In chapter 2, I will review the

Kondo effect in quantum dot. Chapter 3 includes some pedagogic introductions for

quantum phase transitions. After that, the concepts and examples of the boundary

quantum phase transitions are introduced in chapter 4. In chapter 5, I will study the

Kondo impurity with a mesoscopic bath and try to answer the first question above. In

chapter 6, the quantum Monte Carlo method is introduced to solve quantum impurity
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models; and a new method to calculate the linear conductance of those models is

developed, which is one of the key methods for chapter 7. The second problem listed

above is investigated in chapter 7 and chapter 8. A quadruple quantum dot system is

proposed to study the boundary quantum phase transition and novel Kondo effect in

chapter 7. In chapter 8, we establish an exact mapping from a model of a resonant

level (quantum dot) with dissipative leads to a model of a resonant level embedded

into a Luttinger liquid wire, and we also find two kinds of boundary quantum phase

transitions (a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless type and a second order type) in such

model. The third problem above is answered in chapter 9 : An experimental setup

is proposed for detecting a Majorana fermion consisting of a spinless quantum dot

coupled to the end of a p-wave superconducting nanowire.
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2

Background: Kondo Effect in Quantum Dots

This chapter provides a review of the Kondo effect in quantum dots which is relevant

to chapter 5, 6 and 7. This chapter only contains review material and not my original

work.

First of all, I review the basic physics of quantum dots : a model to describe

quantum dots, Coulomb blockade phenomena, and random matrix theory for dis-

order quantum dots. After the concept of the Kondo effect in a quantum dot is

introduced, I review the basic theories to understand the Kondo effect : an effective

Hamiltonian to describe the Kondo physics, weak coupling perturbation theory for

the high temperature regime, a renormalization group method (poor man’s scaling),

and Nozières Fermi liquid theory for the low temperature strong coupling regime.
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Figure 2.1: A SEM image of three carbon nanotube QDs. A carbon nanotube
(CNT) is on top of SiO2 insulator layer. Four metallic leads are connected to the
CNT. An electrostatic gates are deposited on the back of the insulator layer, which
are used to control the energy levels of QDs. Image courtesy: Henok Mebrahtu
(Finkelstein Lab, Duke University).

2.1 Quantum Dot

Quantum dots (QDs) are finite confined regions of space with a discrete set of energy

states which can be filled with electrons [23]. The level spacing ∆, representing the

energy difference between the ground state and first excitations, should be small

compared to the temperature, so that the quantum mechanical separation between

energy levels can be observed. The lifetime of the electron state in the dot must

be long enough, i.e. the coupling to leads must be small enough, to be able to

detect the discreteness of the energy levels. In the solid state, quantum dot can be

realized in many different systems: lateral QDs in semiconductor heterostructures,

semiconductor nanowire or carbon nanotube QDs, metallic QDs, and so on. We will

take lateral QDs and carbon nanotube QDs as examples. Lateral QDs are a small

region in two-dimensional electron gas (2 DEG) which is made of some semiconductor
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heterostructures. 1 Electrons are confined in a finite region in 2 DEG by imposing a

small area of potential drop using electrostatic gates. When connecting the QD to

a large area of 2 DEG, one can measure the transport through the QD. The carbon

nanotubes (CNTs) with finite length exhibit discrete energy states and behave also

like quantum dots, as shown in Fig. 2.1. To study the transport properties, two

metallic leads are connected to the CNT QD. Two electrostatic gates on top of the

CNT QD (shown in Fig. 2.1) are used to control the tunneling between the dot and

two leads as long as the QD energy level.

2.1.1 Model Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian for a quantum dot model with interacting electrons confined in a

finite region has the general form [24],

Hdot =
∑
n,s

εnd
†
n,sdn,s +

1

2

∑
s,s′

∑
ijkl

Vijkld
†
isd
†
js′dks′dls . (2.1)

Here, the operator d†n,s creates an electron with spin s in the dot orbit state n. The

first term in Hdot represents the non-interacting part, and the dot energy levels εn

are discrete due to electron confinement. The second term indicates the Coulomb

interaction between the electrons with potential coefficient Vijkl. Such Coulomb inter-

action term includes three different interaction channels 2 : direct channel, exchange

channel, and Cooper pair channel. Therefore, the universal Hamiltonian has the

following form [25, 26]:

Hdot =
∑
n,s

εnd
†
n,sdn,s + EC(N̂ −N0)2 − ESŜ

2
+ ΛT̂ †T̂ . (2.2)

1 Here, the heterostructures are made of two semiconductors such as InAs with GaP and GaAs
with AlxGa1−xAs.

2 Here, we drop a residual interaction term, which in is negligibly small [24] if the electron-electron
interaction is not very strong and Thouless energy (see section 2.1.3) is larger than the mean level
spacing of the dot.
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where

N̂ =
∑
ns

d†n,sdn,s , Ŝ =
∑
nss′

d†n,s
σss′

2
dn,s′ , T̂ =

∑
n

d†n,↑d
†
n,↓ (2.3)

are the operator of the total number of dot electrons, the dot spin operator, and the

Cooper pair creation operator.

For weak electron-electron interaction in the confined systems here, the direct

channel leads to the constant density-density interaction (shown in second term of

the right hand side in Eq. (2.2)) : Adding an extra electron into the dot costs

a finite “charging energy” Ec = e2/2C, where C is the total capacitance of the

dot. The ES term in Eq. (2.2) comes from the exchange channel of the electron-

electron interaction, and describes the intra-dot ferromagnetic exchange interaction.

If the spacing between the highest occupied level and lowest unoccupied level is

smaller than ES, the exchange interaction plays an important role which induces the

formation of a higher spin state. For ES � ∆, the exchange term can be neglected

[27, 28, 25]. The last term in Eq. (2.2) represents the interaction in the Cooper

pair channel. For attractive interaction (Λ < 0), the interaction will be enhanced

in the renormalization process, and leads to the superconducting instability and the

formation of a superconducting gap. For repulsive interaction, the interaction Λ is

negligibly small. Finally, the dot Hamiltonian reduces to the constant interaction

model

Hdot =
∑
n,s

εnd
†
n,sdn,s + EC(N̂ −N0)2. (2.4)

Here, N̂ is the electron number operator of the dot. In Eq. (2.4), one also considers

the effect of a gate Vg capacitively coupled to the dot, which can control the average

electron number of the dot. The parameter N0 is related to the gate potential by

N0 = CgVg/e, where Cg is the capacitance between the dot and the gate. The classical

electrostatic potential for different N is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a): Different parabola
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Figure 2.2: Coulomb blockade oscillation. The linear conductance G =
limV→0 dI/dV as a function of gate voltage Vg, where G0 = 2e2/h. The data are
obtained from Alexander Makarovski’s thesis (Finkelstein Lab, Duke University).

represents the potential for different N ; and as Vg increase, the lowest energy state

has progressively larger N . The crossing points between those parabolas correspond

to energy degeneracy points.

2.1.2 Coulomb Blockade

One can measure the differential conductance G = dI/dV through the quantum dot

by adding two external leads. The linear conductance G corresponds to the zero bias

limit V → 0. The energy levels in the dot can be controlled by varying the potential

on the gate, which is capacitively coupled to the dot. When linear conductance G is

measured as a function of the gate voltage, G is observed to exhibit a periodic peak

structure shown in Fig. 2.2. This phenomenon is known as “Coulomb blockade”.

To understand this phenomenon, let us consider a system for a quantum dot

coupled to leads, the Hamiltonian is given by

H = Hdot +Hleads +HT. (2.5)

The dot Hamiltonian Hdot is shown in Eq. (2.4). The second term Hleads describes the
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electrons in the leads. In most cases, the electrons are approximately non-interacting

particles with plane-wave like eigenstates (A case with interacting electron leads will

be shown later in chapter 4.). The Hamiltonian for the leads can be written as

Hleads =
∑
α,ks

εα,kc
†
α,kscα,ks, (2.6)

where α is a channel index indicating different quantum channels that couples to the

dot. For a simple case, the dot connects two leads : left (L) and right (R) leads, so

the channels correspond to α = L or α = R. The last term represents the electron

tunneling between the dot and leads, and has the form

HT =
∑
α,nks

tαnc
†
α,ksdn,s +H.c. (2.7)

Here tαn are tunneling matrix elements between the state k in the lead channel α

(α = L/R for the simple case above) and the dot state n.

The tunneling mixes the states between the dot and leads, and thus leads to

a broadening of the energy levels in the dot. The width Γαn of the broadening

corresponding to the dot level due to channel α is given by Γαn = πρ|tαn|2 with the

lead density of state ρ.

In the regime of Γαn � ∆, the width is much smaller than the level spacing, so

that the discrete levels in the dot are still well-defined. In that case, the number of

electron in the dot is also well-defined integer N for most range of gate voltage Vg

in the low temperature limit. Adding an extra electron into the dot costs a charging

energy Ec, and therefore, the conductance through the dot for zero bias (i.e. linear

conductance) is “Coulomb blockaded”. On the other hand, when varying the gate

voltage into a small window (with the width Γαn for T � Γαn or T for lΓαn � T )

so that one of the dot energy level is close to the Fermi energy, an addition of

a single electron to the dot does not cost energy. This small window is around
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Figure 2.3: (a) : Classical electrostatic potential of the quantum dot as a function
of the gate voltage Vg, in which the effect due to the level spacing ∆ is also included.
Different parabola represents the potential for different N ; and as Vg increase, the
lowest energy state has progressively larger N . The crossing points correspond to the
energy degenerate points with large fluctuations. (b) : The average number Q = 〈N̂〉
of electrons of the dot exhibits the staircase signature. The jumps in Q coincide with
the crossing points in (a). (c) Linear conductance exhibits the Coulomb blockade
oscillation.

the energy degenerate points (crossing points of parabolas for classical electrostatic

potential) as shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). In such a small window, the number of electrons

in the dot can fluctuate, which allows an activationless electron transfer through the

dot. When the linear conductance G is measured as a function of gate voltage, one

will observe the oscillation between low-conductance regime (with broad Coulomb

blockade valleys) and high-conductance regime (with sharp conductance peaks). This

is the so-called Coulomb blockade oscillation. The schematic of Coulomb blockade

is shown in Fig. 2.3.
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2.1.3 Random Matrix Theory for Disordered Quantum Dots

In the real experiments, the quantum dot are disordered and show mesoscopic fluc-

tuations [29]. For example, the energy level spacing and conductance peak heights

extracted from Coulomb blockade measurements do not have constant values, but

exhibit special distributions [29]. Random matrix theory (RMT) [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]

provide a way to study the statistical fluctuations in the universal regime. The uni-

versal regime has the time scale which is longer than the ergodic time τerg of the

dot, i.e. the time electrons take to escape across the dot. If one can also define the

Thouless energy of the system as ET = ~/τerg, the universal regime corresponds to

the energy scales below the Thouless energy ET.

Based on RMT, the statistical properties only depend on the underlying sym-

metries. To study the statistical behaviors of certain system, one can study statis-

tical fluctuations of a special type ensemble of N × N random matrices H. Dyson

[29, 34, 35] found there are three types of ensembles depending on the symmetries of

the system. The systems with time-reversal symmetry and spin rotational symme-

try can be described by Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE), and the Hamiltonian

matrix H is a real symmetric matrix. If the time-reversal symmetry is broken by

magnetic field, irrespective of spin rotational symmetry, the Hamiltonian matrix is

complex Hermitian corresponding to Gaussian Unitary ensemble (GUE). If the spin

rotational symmetry is broken by spin-orbit interaction and the time-reversal sym-

metry is preserved, the system can be described by Gaussian symplectic ensemble

(GSE). The matrix elements for GSE are real quaternion q, which is a 2× 2 matrix

q = a0I + i
∑

j ajσj (I is unit matrix, σj are Pauli matrices.).

The nearest-neighbor level spacing distribution for the quantum dot can be ob-
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tained from RMT, and they satisfy the Wigner-Dyson distribution :

PWD(s) =



π
2
se−πs

2/4 (GOE)

32
π2 s

2e−4s2/π (GUE)

218

36π3 s
4e−64s2/(9π) (GSE)

(2.8)

where s is in the unit of the mean level spacing ∆.

The corresponding wavefunction ψn of the dot eigen-energy n can be also de-

scribed by RMT. The distribution of the quantity γ = y/y with y = |ψi|2 satisfies

the Porter-Thomas distribution [36, 29]:

P (γ) ==


e−γ/2√

2πγ
(GOE)

e−γ (GUE)

4γe−2γ (GSE)

(2.9)

In fact, the tunneling elements tαn shown in Eq. (2.7) are related to the wavefunction

ψn corresponding to the dot energy state n : |tαn|2 ∼ |ψn|2. Therefore, |tαn|2/|tαn|2 =

Γαn/Γα also satisfies the Porter-Thomas distribution.

2.2 Kondo Effect in Quantum Dot

Traditional Kondo effect in metal arises from the interaction between a single mag-

netic atom and many electrons in the non-magnetic conductors. As the temperature

decreases, the resistance of pure metals drops, some of which eventually become su-

perconducting at extremely low temperatures. However, with the magnetic atoms

added in, the resistance increases as the temperature is lowered as shown in Fig. 2.4.

In 1964, Kondo explained this resistance increase by using second order perturbation

[1]. However, petturbation theory makes unphysical prediction that the resistance

approaches infinite at zero temperature; and his theory only works above so called
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Figure 2.4: The resistance as a function of temperature. Blue : For normal
metal, the resistance decreases as temperature decreases, and finally saturates at
T = 0. Green: For superconductor, the resistance jumps to zero below a critical
temperature. Red : When magnetic impurities are added into the normal metal, the
resistance increases as temperature decreases, which is called Kondo effect.

Kondo temperature TK . The understanding of the physics below TK emerged in late

1960s from the P. Andersons “poor mans” scaling theory [2] based on perturbative

renormalization group analysis. It shows that the coupling between the magnetic

impurity and Fermi sea will grow as one integrates out high energy excitations.

Although the “poor man′s” scaling theory cannot predict exact properties at low

temperature, it gave a reasonable prediction that the impurity spin is screened by

the conduction electrons, and form the so-called “Kondo singlet” in low tempera-

ture limit T � TK . Later on, the physics near for T � TK was understood by

Nozières and his Fermi liquid picture [3]. The full crossover regime is totally solved

by Wilson’s numerical renormalization group method [4].

In quantum dots (QD), the electrons are confined in a semiconductor nano-

structure, where the discrete energy states are formed and the number of electrons

can be controlled precisely. As shown in section 2.1, the electrons can tunnel into

a QD one by one by tuning the applied gate voltage. In the simplest case, when

the number of electrons occupied in QD is even, all the energy levels are either fully

occupied (by ↑ and ↓ electrons) or empty, which leads to zero total spin. While the
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Figure 2.5: The illustration of a spin flip process. The quantum dot is described
by an Anderson type model with on-site Coulomb interaction U . The energy level
εd of the dot is below the Fermi energy and εd +U is above the Fermi energy, so the
dot is occupied by a single electron. The outer blue regions represent the Fermi sea
of the leads. Adding or removing an electron of the dot costs an energy U . Such
transitions only occur in the virtual processes. In this figure, the spin-up electron
in the dot tunnel out and form the classical forbidden virtual state. Then, another
spin-down electron in the Fermi sea tunnel into the dot, after which the spin in the
dot change sign. The virtual processes leading to the sign change of the dot spin are
called “spin flip processes”. The “spin flip processes” are key to the Kondo effect,
which introduce a new narrow resonance state with the width of TK near the Fermi
level.

number of electron is odd, the top level is filled with one electron resulting in a spin

S = 1/2 3. This localized spin, embedded into the electron Fermi sea in the lead,

mimics the case of magnetic impurity in the metal in which there is a well-known

many body phenomenon-the Kondo effect. Theory predicts that such Kondo effet

exists in quantum dots [9, 10], for recent review, please refer to Ref. [24]. The main

difference between the Kondo effect in metal and in quantum dot comes from the

geometric difference of the two systems. In metal, electrons are scattered from the

impurity, and the Kondo resonance increase the resistance; however, in quantum

dot, electrons travel trough the dot, thus, the Kondo resonance increases the con-

ductivity. The first experimental signature of Kondo effect in quantum dot is given

by Goldhaber-Gordon and his collaborators [37, 38] : The conductance enhancement

3 Here, we neglect a ferromagnetic exchange coupling of the quantum dot when level spacing is
large. If the level spacing is smaller than the ferromagnetic exchange coupling, the total spin of
quantum dot can be S = 3/2, ....
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Figure 2.6: A single quantum dot (QD) coupled to left lead (L) and right lead
(R).

is observed as temperature decreases. Later on, the same signature is confirmed by

other groups [12, 13].

By now, the single impurity Kondo effect is well understood. The antiferromag-

netic exchange interaction between the impurity spin and conductance electrons flips

the spin of impurity from up to down or vice versa. These spin flips lead to a new

resonance state near the Fermi level which results in the increase of the resistance,

as shown in Fig. 2.5. When the temperature is below the Kondo temperature TK ,

the impurity spin will be entirely screened by spin-flip process, and a stable singlet

state is formed between the impurity spin and the electron in the Fermi sea. The re-

sistance reaches its maximum when T tends to zero. In the following, we will review

the details of the Kondo effect in the quantum dot.

2.2.1 Effective Low Energy Hamiltonian

In this section, we will derive an effective Hamiltonian to capture low energy physics

of the spin 1/2 QD. Consider a quantum dot coupled to leads as shown in Fig. 2.6,

the Hamiltonian [24] is shown in Eq. (2.5) with α = L,R for left and right leads.

If the temperature is low enough, we can only consider a single level in the dot,

below which all the levels are occupied by two electrons (spin up and down), above
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which all the levels are empty. In that case, the system can also be described by an

Anderson-type model

H =
∑

α=L/R,ks

εα,kc
†
α,kscα,ks +

∑
α,ks

(
tαc
†
α,ksds +H.c.

)
+
∑
s=↑,↓

εdd
†
sds + Und↑nd↓, (2.10)

where ds denotes the operator associated with such single level of the dot, and nds =

d†sds. εd is the energy for the dot level, U = 2EC is the on-site Coulomb interaction.

cα,ks represents the electrons in the lead α. tα is the tunneling matrix element between

the dot and the lead α.

If the dot is in a regime −U < εd < 0 so that the level is occupied by one

electron, the dot behaves like a spin 1/2 impurity. In that case, the doubly occupied

and empty states are higher excitations, which only appear in the virtual processes.

An low energy effective Hamiltonian can be obtained by taking into account those

virtual processes within lowest order perturbation theory [39, 40]. The Hamiltonian

in Eq. (2.10) can be written as a matrix form

H =

HH
00 V0,1 0

V10 HL
11 V12

0 V21 HH
22

 . (2.11)

Here, HL
11 is the Hamiltonian projecting onto the subspace of the single occupied

state, which is the low energy part. HH
00 and HH

22 are Hamiltonians projecting onto

the subspace of empty state and doubly occupied state, which is the high energy

part. The off-diagonal elements Vij indicates the hybridization between the subspace

i and subspace j. The low energy effective Hamiltonian can be obtained by block-

diagonalizing H through an unitary transformation

UHU † =

H̃H
00 0 0

0 H̃L
11 0

0 0 H̃H
22

 . (2.12)
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Then, based on a second order perturbation theory, the effective Hamiltonian at low

energy corresponds to

Heff = H̃L
11 = HL

11 + V1,2
1

E −HH
22

V2,1 + V10
1

E −HH
00

V01, (2.13)

where E is the eigen energy for the intermediate state. After a second order per-

turbation treatment (tunneling tα is small parameter), one can obtain the effective

Hamiltonian [24]

Heff =
∑

α=L/R,ks

εα,kc
†
α,kscα,ks +

∑
αα′

Jαα′
−→s αα′ ·

−→
S (2.14)

where

−→s αα′ =
∑
kk′

∑
ss′

c†α,ks

−→σ ss′

2
cα′,k′s′ , (2.15)

and

−→
S =

∑
ss′

d†s

−→σ ss′

2
ds′ . (2.16)

Jαα′ indicates the exchange interaction between channel α and α′, and form a 2× 2

Hermitian matrix Ĵ . The bare value is given by

Jαα′ =
2

U
t∗αtα′

( 1

U + εd
+

1

−εd
)
. (2.17)

A rotation in the L − R space can diagonalize the matrix Ĵ (with a diagonal term

J1 and J2) [24]. The Hamiltonian reduces to a spin
−→
S with two decoupled channels

(γ = 1, 2)

Heff =
∑

γ=1,2,ks

ξkψ
†
γksψγks +

∑
γ

Jγ
−→s γ ·

−→
S (2.18)

where the new filed ψγ,ks are some linear combination of the original operator cL/R,ks.

It seems like we obtain a two channel model here, while further investigation shows
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that the model is just a single channel model. The trace of the matrix Ĵ for the

original model is

Tr(Ĵ) =
2

U
(|tL|2 + |tR|2)

( 1

U + εd
+

1

−εd
)
> 0 for − U < εd < 0. (2.19)

The determinant of the matrix Ĵ for the original model is

det(Ĵ) ∝ det

(
|tL|2 t∗LtR
t∗RtL |tR|2

)
= 0. (2.20)

The L−R rotation does not change the trace and determinant,so we have J1 +J2 =

Tr(Ĵ) > 0 and J1 · J2 = det(Ĵ) = 0. Therefore, one of the exchange interaction must

be zero (J2 = 0) and the other one is anti-ferromagnetic coupling (J1 = J > 0). The

effective low energy Hamiltonian reduces to [24]

Heff = H1 +H2 (2.21)

where

H1 =
∑
ks

ξkψ
†
1ksψ1ks + J−→s 1 ·

−→
S

H2 =
∑
ks

ξkψ
†
2ksψ2ks (2.22)

After the rotation in L − R space, the channel 2 decouples and effective theory

becomes a single channel model. This model is also called Kondo model.

The thermodynamic properties of the quantum dot in the low temperature regime

will not be affected by the L − R rotation (unitary transformation), however, the

transport properties, like current and conductance through the dot, does change

under such L − R rotation. The correct way to calculate the conductance is to

first write down the current operator directly from the original model (before the

L−R rotation), and then perform the L−R rotation to the current operator. Such
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procedure guarantees that one can obtain the correct current operator in terms of

the new operators (after the L−R rotation). From a Kubo formula, one can obtain

the linear conductance through the dot in low temperature regime [24]

G =
2e2

h

4ΓLΓR
(ΓL + ΓR)2

∫
dω
(
− df(ω)

dω

)1

2

∑
s

[−πρImTs(ω)]. (2.23)

Here, ΓL/R = πρ|tL/R|2 represents the coupling between the dot and leads, and ρ is

the density of state at Fermi level. f(ω) is the Fermi distribution function, and the

Ts(ω) is the t-matrix for the Kondo model in Eq. (2.21) and (2.22).

2.2.2 Weak Coupling Perturbation Theory

In this section, we will review the perturbation method for the Kondo Hamiltonian

Eq. (2.21) and (2.22). From now on, we will label the effective Hamiltonian

as HKondo. We choose the coupling J as the small parameter in the perturbation

method, therefore this method only works at weak coupling regime J � 1. Let us

write the Kondo Hamiltonian into

HKondo = H0 + V, (2.24)

where H0 is the free fermions

H0 =
∑
ks

ξkψ
†
1ksψ1ks (2.25)

and V is the perturbative part

V = J−→s 1 ·
−→
S . (2.26)

The corresponding t-matrix has the following form

T = V + V
1

E −H0

V + V
1

E −H0

V
1

E −H0

V + ... (2.27)
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The imaginary part of the t-matrix can be obtained by the optical theorem [24],

which yields

− πρImTs =
1

2
πρ
∑
σ

∑
s′σ′

|〈k′s′, σ′|T|ks, σ〉|2, (2.28)

where s represents the spin state of free electrons in Fermi sea, and σ indicates the

spin state of the impurity
−→
S . If we feed t-matrix Eq. (2.27) into Eq. (2.28) and

evaluate each terms up to a leading logarithmic contribution, one can obtain [24]

− πρImTs =
3π2

16

∣∣∣ρJ + (ρJ)2 ln
(
D/ω

)
+ (ρJ)3

[
ln
(
D/ω

)]2
+ · · ·

∣∣∣2, (2.29)

where D is the high energy cut-off, i.e. band width of the lead.

The leading order term is a trivial constant ρJ , and does not induce the con-

ductance increase as temperature decreases. The second order term (ρJ)2 ln
(
D/ω

)
depends on ω and shows logarithmic divergence as ω → 0. If we truncate the series

and keep the terms only up to (ρJ)3, a term ln(D/T ) appears in the linear conduc-

tance for the case T � D , which leads to the conductance increase as temperature

decreases. This is exactly what J. Kondo did in 1968 [1]. The detail in the calcu-

lations also shows that the logarithmic divergence only comes from the “spin flip”

processes, i.e. the processes which change the spin of the impurity
−→
S as shown in

Fig. 2.5. The logarithmically divergent contributions appear in all orders of pertur-

bation theory, which shows that the Kondo problem belongs to non-perturbative

problems.

The summation of all the terms (leading logarithmic terms) in Eq. (2.29) yields

− πρImTs =
3π2

16

ρJ

1− ρJ ln
(
D/ω

) . (2.30)

If one define the so-called Kondo temperature

TK = D exp
(
− 1

ρJ

)
, (2.31)
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Eq. (2.30) becomes

− πρImTs =
3π2

16

1

ln |ω/TK|
. (2.32)

Substitution of Eq. (2.32) into the conductance formula Eq. (2.23), and evaluate the

integral over ω in the leading logarithmic approximation, one yields [24]

G =
2e2

h

4ΓLΓR
(ΓL + ΓR)2

3π2/16

[ln(T/TK)]2
. (2.33)

This result only works in the regime TK � T � D, and higher order logarithmic

terms appear for lower temperature. The perturbation result totally break down as

T → TK , which shows a non-physical logarithmic divergence.

2.2.3 Poor Man’s scaling

The perturbation theory shows the logarithmic divergence as T → TK , and it breaks

down in the low temperature regime. To understand the physics for the low tem-

perature, one can apply a scaling analysis 4 to the Kondo model. Historically, this

scaling method is called “Poor Man’s” scaling which was first carried out by Ander-

son [2]. The idea of this approach is that high energy excitations can be absorbed

as a renormalization of the coupling.

To carry out this scaling procedure, one can divide the conduction band into two

parts : a narrow strip of energies of the width δD � D and the remaining states

0 < |εk| < D − δD. The evolution of the coupling J(D) can then be obtained by

integrating out the electron states in the strip δD of the conduction band edge. The

integration in such procedure associates with the transition processes between the

low energy states near Fermi level and the high energy states in the strip (D− δD <

4 Strictly speaking, poor man’s scaling method is based on a high temperature perturbative
renormalization group method, and therefore can not catch the low temperature physics correctly.
However, this scaling method will tell us the coupling grows as temperature decreases at least near
weak coupling fixed point. A reasonable conjecture, i.e. strong coupling at low temperature limit,
can be made from this method, which is confirmed by numerical calculations [4].
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|εk| < D). Those transitions need to cost high energy ∼ D, therefore, they can only

occur in the virtual processes. The summation of all the transitions which involve

virtual states within the strip (D−δD < |εk| < D) leads to a second order correction

to the coupling J

δJ = ρJ2 δD

D
(2.34)

Therefore, after integrating out the high energy states in the strip, the Kondo cou-

pling J is modified by an amount of δJ . The effective Kondo Hamiltonian becomes

HKondo(D′) =
∑
ks

ξkψ
†
1ksψ1ks + J(D′)−→s 1 ·

−→
S , |ξk| < D′ = D − δD, (2.35)

where

J(D′) = J(D) + ρJ2 δD

D
. (2.36)

The high energy fluctuations strengthen the antiferromagnetic Kondo coupling. Then,

the scaling equation for Kondo coupling J can be obtained

dJ(D)

d lnD
= −ρJ(D)2. (2.37)

The right hand side of the scaling equation is always negative : The Kondo coupling

J grows as the energy scales is reduced, and decreases as the energy scales increases.

The solution of the scaling equation is

J(D′) =
ρJ(D)

1− ρJ(D) ln(D/D′)
(2.38)

We can define a energy scale TK when the coupling J(D′) diverge :

1− ρJ(D) ln(D/TK) = 0, (2.39)

and one can obtain Kondo temperature, which is exactly the same as the one defined

in the perturbation theory

TK = D exp
(
− 1

ρJ

)
. (2.40)
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Figure 2.7: Schematic renormalization group flow from a weak coupling fixed point
(T � TK), via a crossover regime, to a strong coupling fixed point (T � TK). The
arrow indicates the flow direction as one integrates out the high energy excitations.

In high temperature regime T � TK , the Kondo Hamiltonian flows to weak

coupling limit (J << 1), therefore, the perturbation for the coupling is valid and

gives the correct result for the conductance calculation. As temperature decreases,

the coupling J grows. Although the weak coupling scaling methods are not logically

correct for T ≤ TK (due to the singularity in Eq. (2.38) ), Anderson and Yuval

[41, 42] pointed out that it is reasonable to assume that the Kondo coupling flows

to a strong coupling fixed point with J � D. If this assumption is true, the strong

coupling fixed point is stable fixed point and there is not extra fixed point between

strong coupling fixed point and weak coupling fixed point J � D. The schematic

phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.7 indicates the flow from a weak coupling fixed point,

via a crossover regime to a stable strong coupling fixed point.

2.2.4 Strong Coupling Fixed Point

The first controlled analysis of the full regime (from high T to T = 0) was carried out

by Wilson using a numerical renormalization group method [4], through which the

assumption of the strong coupling fixed point was confirmed. Later on, Nozières [3]

proposed an elegant argument to understand the physics near strong coupling fixed

point. Nozières considered a spin 1/2 impurity coupled to a one dimensional chain
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as shown in Fig. 2.8. The Hamiltonian for this model is

HNozieres = −t
∑
s

∞∑
j=0

(
c†j+1,scj,s +H.c.

)
+ J

∑
s,s′

c†0,s
σss′

2
c0,s′ · S, (2.41)

The high temperature regime T � TK corresponds to Fig. 2.8 (a) with a weak

coupling between the site-0 and the impurity spin
−→
S . The strong coupling fixed

point corresponds to the case with J � t. The local spin
−→
S strongly couples to an

electron at the site-0, forming a “Kondo singlet” represented by

|GS〉 =
1√
2

(
| ⇑↓〉 − | ⇓↑〉

)
(2.42)

where ⇑ (⇓) indicates the local spin
−→
S , and ↑ (↓) refers to the spin state of the

electron at the site-0. So, the magnetic impurity spin is screened by the conduction

electrons at T = 0. In this limit, the other part of the chain (j = 1, 2, ...) only weakly

couples to the Kondo singlet as shown in Fig. 2.8 (b). Therefore, the strong coupling

fixed point Hamiltonian can be written as

HSC = −t
∑
s

∞∑
j=1

(
c†j+1,scj,s +H.c.

)
+ weak interaction (2.43)

The second term is the weak interaction due to the virtual transitions which break

the Kondo singlet.

Just like weak coupling fixed point, the strong coupling fixed point (at T = 0)

also corresponds to non-interacting electrons. but it has one less site (site-0) due

to the formation of the Kondo singlet. If the wavefunction of a conduction electron

far from the impurity is ψ ∼ sin(kFx) with Fermi momentum kF , the formation of

the Kondo singlet induces an effect of the phase shift by one lattice spacing a. The

wavefunction becomes ψ ∼ sin(kFx+δ) with δ = kFa. Since the Kondo Hamiltonian

has the particle-hole symmetry, the lattice Hamiltonian should have one electron per
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Figure 2.8: Nozières’ picture for the both weak coupling and strong coupling limit.

site, then one can obtain kF = π/(2a). Therefore, at strong coupling limit, the

conduction electrons interacting with local spin is completely characterized by the

scattering phase shift at Fermi level

δs =
π

2
. (2.44)

Now, we want to calculate the conductance through the dot in strong coupling

fixed limit T � TK . We first consider the T = 0 limit. As discussed above, this

limit corresponds to a Kondo singlet and non-interacting electrons with π/2 phase

shift. The t-matrix of the conduction electrons interacting with Kondo singlet can

be completely described by the phase shift δ. The standard scattering theory leads

to the t-matrix expression

− πρTs(0) =
1

2i
(Ss − 1), with Ss = e2iδs , (2.45)

where Ss is the scattering matrix for spin s electrons. Substitution of Eq. (2.45) into

the conductance formula Eq. (2.23) yields

G(T = 0) =
2e2

h

4ΓLΓR
(ΓL + ΓR)2

1

2

∑
s

sin2 δs =
2e2

h

4ΓLΓR
(ΓL + ΓR)2

. (2.46)

The formation of the Kondo singlet induces a δ = π/2 phase shift for electrons at

the Fermi level (ω = 0). As shown by Nozières [3], the phase shift at finite ω deviate
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from the δ = π/2 result, and yields a ω dependence

δs(ω) =
π

2
+

ω

TK
, forω � TK . (2.47)

In addition, virtual processes induce a local repulsive interaction between conduction

electrons [3, 24, 43], which give rise to an inelastic contribution to the t-matrix.

Performing a second order perturbation theory (the small parameter corresponds

to the coupling between the Kondo singlet and the conduction electrons.), one can

obtain the inelastic contribution

− πρTin(ω) = i
ω2 + π2T 2

2T 2
K

. (2.48)

Including both elastic and inelastic part, the t-matrix reads [24]

− πρTs(0) =
1

2i

[
e2iδs(ω) − 1

]
+ e2iδs(ω)

[
− πρTin(ω)

]
(2.49)

Substitution of Eq. (2.49), (2.47) and (2.48) into the conductance formula Eq. (2.23)

yields

G =
2e2

h

4ΓLΓR
(ΓL + ΓR)2

[
1− (πT/TK)2

]
, T � TK . (2.50)

In this regime, the conductance shows a quadratic temperature dependence, which a

typical Fermi liquid behavior [3]. Therefore, this strong coupling theory by Nozières

is also called “Nozières Fermi liquid theory”.

Perturbation theory does not work for the crossover regime, i.e. the regime

between strong coupling limit and weak coupling limit. For the crossover regime, the

conductance can be calculated numerically by Wilson’s numerical renormalization

group method [4, 44]. The exact solution of Kondo model was found independently

by Andrei [45] and Wiegmann [46] using Bethe ansatz. Fig. 2.9 shows the schematic

linear conductance as a function of the temperature in the full Kondo regime.
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Figure 2.9: Sketch of the linear conductance as a function of temperature in the
Kondo regime : From weak coupling regime to strong coupling regime.
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3

Background: Quantum Phase Transition

This chapter provides a review of quantum phase transition which is relevant to

chapter 7 and 8. This chapter only contains review material and not my original

work.

First of all, the concept of a quantum phase transition is introduced. This is

followed by the physics near a quantum critical point for continuous phase transition,

i.e. quantum criticality. Then, the concept of the renormalization group flow and

fixed point are introduced to understand quantum phase transition. Finally, I will

review Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition.
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3.1 Quantum Phase Transition

A phase transition corresponds to the transformation of a thermal equilibrium sys-

tem from one state to another by varying an external parameter. During the phase

transition, the system properties undergo a qualitative change. Usually, the phase

transition occurs at finite temperature, where thermal fluctuation (kBT ) drives the

system from ordered state at low temperature to the disordered state at high tem-

perature. The ordered and disorder here means the presence or absence of certain

symmetry (translational, rotational, spin state) in a many-body system. One can

define a quantity called order parameter σ to characterize different phases, like mag-

netization for ferromagnetism-paramagnetism phase transition. In a phase transition,

the system usually undergo a symmetry breaking from disordered state σ = 0 with

higher symmetry to ordered state σ 6= 0 with lower symmetry.

Phase transitions are divided into three classes : first order phase transition,

second order phase transition, and BKT phase transition. First order phase tran-

sition exhibits a discontinuity in the first derivative of the free energy. During the

transition, the system absorbs or releases a fixed amount of energy, and the order

parameter discontinuously jump to zero as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.1. At

the first order phase transition point, the two phases co-exist with fixed tempera-

ture. Second order phase transitions show no discontinuity in the first derivative but

exhibit a discontinuity in the second derivative.The order parameter vanishes con-

tinuously when approaching the transition point from ordered phase as shown in the

right panel of Fig. 3.1. Such kind of phase transitions are also called continuous phase

transitions. The transition point for this case is so-called “critical point”, which is

not the mixture of the ordered and disordered phases but has its own special prop-

erties :a divergent susceptibility of order parameter, an infinite correlation length,

and a power-law decay of correlations near critical point. Actually, the critical point
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Figure 3.1: The order parameter is zero at the disordered phase and non-zero
at the ordered phase. Left : For first order phase transitions, the order parameter
discontinuously jump to zero at transition point. Right : For second order phase
transition, the order parameter vanishes continuously at the transition point.

itself is a new unstable phase. BKT phase transition exhibits no singularity in any

derivative of the free energy at the transition, and therefore it is also called infinite

order phase transition.

Any phase transition at finite temperature driven by the thermal fluctuation

belongs to classical phase transition. Classical systems are frozen into fluctuationless

state at zero temperature (T = 0), therefore, no thermal phase transition can occur

at zero temperature for such systems since thermal fluctuation vanishes. However,

phase transitions also exist at T = 0 when quantum mechanics dominates. To

understand how can quantum mechanics induce phase transition, we can think about

a particle in a double well potential. Classically, the particle is fixed in either left

or right well at zero temperature, and thermal fluctuation can drive the particle

movement between left and right well when the fluctuation is larger than the barrier

height. When quantum mechanics is considered, the quantum particle can tunnel

between left and right well even at T = 0. Those tunnelings are driven by so

called quantum fluctuations rooted in the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Just

as tuning temperature for thermal fluctuations, quantum fluctuations can be tuned

by varying some physical coupling in the system, e.g. barrier height for the double
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well potential problem, pressure and magnetic field for some other systems. In that

sense, quantum fluctuations at T = 0 can induce quantum phase transition (QPT)

[47]. Quantum phase transition can also be classified as first order, second order and

BKT types. First order QPT just corresponds to a level crossing in the many-body

ground state, and thus it can occur in a finite-size system. The second order and BKT

QPT must involve an infinite number of the many-body eigenstates, and therefore

the thermodynamic limit is required. These QPTs becomes a smooth crossover for

finite-size system.

For a particular system, both classical and quantum phase transition can occur.

To see which one dominates, we need to compare two energy scales: the thermal fluc-

tuation kBT and the quantum fluctuation ωc, which is the typical energy at which

long-distance order parameter fluctuates [47]. As the system approaches the transi-

tion point |t| = |(g− gc)/r| → 0 (with the physical parameter g and transition point

gc), the quantum fluctuation ωc goes to zero in a power law ωc ∝ |t|ν for contin-

uous phase transition (shown in section 3.2), or exponentially ωc ∝ exp(−α/
√
|t|)

for BKT phase transition (shown in section 3.4). In that sense, for T 6= 0 the ther-

mal fluctuations are always larger than quantum fluctuations at the transition point,

therefore, quantum phase transition only exists at T = 0.

3.2 Continuous Phase Transition and Quantum Criticality

In this section, I will review continuous quantum phase transitions at T = 0, for

details please refer to Ref.[47, 48]. In such transitions, quantum fluctuations drive the

system undergoing a transition from quantum ordered phase to quantum disordered

phase characterized by an order parameter σ, which is zero (〈0|σ|0〉 = 0, where |0〉 is

the ground state) in the disordered phase and non-zero in the ordered phase. Here,

quantum fluctuation can be controlled by the external parameter g.

One important quantity to characterize the quantum phases is the correlation
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function of the order parameter field 〈0|σ(x)σ(y)|0〉, where |0〉 is the ground state,

and x,y is the spatial coordinate. In disordered phases, the correlations are expected

to be short-ranged with exponential decay [47]

〈0|σ(x)σ(y)|0〉 ∼ e−|x−y|/ξ (3.1)

for large |x − y|, and where ξ is “correlation length”. In the ordered phases, the

average of the order parameter is non-zero 〈0|σ|0〉 6= 0, and the correlation functions

tend to constant in the large distance limit [47]

lim
|x−y|→∞

〈0|σ(x)σ(y)|0〉 ∼ const. (3.2)

One can easily find that Eq. (3.1) cannot transform into Eq. (3.2) analytically as

a function of g. There must be a transition point separating two different phases,

which is called “critical point”. As g approaches the critical point gc in the side of

the disordered phase, the correlation length ξ diverges [47] as

ξ ∼ |t|−ν (3.3)

where ν is the correlation length critical exponent and t = |g−gc|/r is the dimension-

less measure of the distance from the critical point. The critical point gc cannot be

described by either Eq. (3.1) or Eq. (3.2), the correlation function of which exhibits

the power law dependence on |x− y| at large distances. If one define ∆ representing

the energy of the lowest excitation above the ground state [47], then ∆ gives the fluc-

tuations of the spectral density at T = 0, i.e. quantum fluctuation. As g approaches

gc, excitations exist at arbitrary low energies for infinite-size system (such systems

are called gapless), and ∆ vanishes [47] as

∆ ∼ |t|zν (3.4)

Then, one can obtain the correlation time τc ∼ 1/∆ describing the timescale for

the decay of the fluctuation. As approaching the critical point, the correlation time
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diverges as

τc ∼ ξz ∼ |t|−zν (3.5)

where z is the dynamical critical exponent. The equation (3.5) holds for both g < gc

and g > gc with the same critical exponents ν and z.

Close to the critical point, there is only one characteristic length scale ξ and only

one characteristic time scale τc. At the critical point, both ξ and τc diverge, and

fluctuations occur on all length scales and time scales. The physics of the critical

point only depends on their critical exponents which can be the same for different

physical systems. The systems with the same critical exponents belong to the same

universal class that is determined only by the symmetry of the order parameter and

the dimensionality of the system.

The transition point, i.e. quantum critical point, is very special: The ground state

wave-function are highly entangled quantum state, which show power-law correlation

behavior

〈0|σ̂zi σ̂zj |0〉 ∼
1

|xi − xj|α
, for large |xi − xj| (3.6)

According to this power-law decay, if the system undergo a dilatation transforma-

tion (the length scale is stretched), the correlation function does not change expect

an overall prefactor. Therefore, quantum critical point is scale-invariant, at which

fluctuations extend over the entire system.

To understand when quantum mechanics dominates the transition, one need to

compare the quantum fluctuations characterized by energy gap ∆ and the ther-

mal fluctuations characterized by kBT . Quantum mechanics will dominate when

∆ > kBT ; on the other hand, for ∆� kBT the order parameter fluctuations can be

described by a purely classical model. Since the energy gap ∆ vanishes as approach-

ing transition point shown in Eq. (3.4), quantum fluctuations at critical point are

much smaller than thermal fluctuations at any finite temperature. Therefore, the
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the phase diagram near quantum critical point gc. Quan-
tum critical regime in the light pink shaded region is controlled by thermal excitations
of the quantum critical ground state. The crossover boundaries (dash lines) between
quasiparticle regions and the quantum critical region correspond to the dash line
given by kBT > ∆ ∝ |g− gc|zν . Order can exist at finite temperature. The solid line
corresponds to the the classical phase transition.

real quantum phase transition only occur at T = 0.

As discussed above, no quantum phase transition exists at finite temperature.

Then, one may ask the following question : How to access and study the quantum

critical behavior from finite temperature measurements ? Although quantum critical

point cannot be directly reached in any experiment, one can study quantum critical

behavior in an experimentally accessible regime, i.e. quantum critical regime [47, 48].

This is a novel continuum regime with comparatively high temperature, the boundary

of which corresponds to kBT > ∆ ∝ |g−gc|zν and kBT � J (T must be much smaller

than the energy cutoff of the model, otherwise the system becomes non-universal).

The physics in the quantum critical regime is primarily controlled by the quantum

critical point and its thermal excitations. The thermal excitations at quantum critical

point can not be described by Landau’s quasiparticle-like excitations; but exhibit

unusual finite temperature behaviors, such as unconventional power-laws, non-Fermi
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liquid behaviors, et al. If the order can exist at finite temperature [48], the classical

phase transition occur at finite temperature as shown in Fig. 3.2. Such classical phase

transitions can even be realized by tuning the coupling g at finite T . Quantum critical

point is just the ending point of the classical phase transition line. The physics

near the classical phase transition can be described by classical critical behaviors.

Schematic of the phase diagram near quantum critical point is shown in Fig. 3.2.

3.3 Renormalization Group and Fixed Point

After introducing the concept of the quantum phase transition, we want to know the

theoretical tool to study such phenomena. Perturbation theory only works for deep

ordered (g � 1 for transverse field Ising chain) or disordered phase (g � 1 ), but one

cannot directly write down a perturbative model for the physics near critical point. It

is also known that the excitations at the quantum critical point are not quasiparticle

excitations, therefore, cannot be described by Landau quasiparticle theory. Do we

have a theory to capture the physics of quantum phase transition and quantum

critical point? The answer is yes! Only certain features of the high energy physics

are relevant to the low energy excitations at low T . Therefore, if one can find a

way to systematically to get rid of the high energy excitations, the resulting effective

system with the modified couplings might shine light on the problem. Actually, such

methods exist, which are renormalization group (RG) methods. For review, please

refer to Ref. [49].

To see how RG works, one can consider a model Hamiltonian H(Λ) by an energy

cutoff Λ, which represents the energy of the largest excitation (band width for the

the solid state system). The RG procedure involves a scaling of the cutoff Λ by

Λ→ Λ′ = Λ/b , where b > 1. (3.7)

After integrating out the high energy excitations belonging to [Λ′,Λ], one can ob-
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tain an Hamiltonian H̃L for the remaining low energy excitations. The effective

Hamiltonian on the reduced scale can then be obtained by another energy rescaling

H(Λ′) = bH̃L. (3.8)

One can also think about the Hamiltonian in the form

H =

(
HL V †

V HH

)
(3.9)

where HL and HH act on the low energy and high energy subspace respectively, and

V is the matrix elements between them. The effective low energy Hamiltonian can

be obtained by a unitary transformation

H(Λ) −→ UH(Λ)U † =

(
H̃L 0

0 H̃H

)
(3.10)

By projecting onto the low energy subspace and rescaling, one again obtain the

Hamiltonian H(Λ′) = bH̃L. The transformation from H(Λ) to H(Λ′) is the “renor-

malization group” (RG) transformation.

Suppose the Hamiltonian contains a series of coupling terms {gi} indicating dif-

ferent interactions in the system. Those couplings evolve in the RG procedure, and

the evolution can be described by the scaling equations

∂gj
∂ ln Λ

= βj({gi}) (3.11)

If one have a series of fixed couplings {g∗i } such that all the β functions vanishes

βi({g∗i }) = 0, the series {g∗i } corresponding to a point in the phase diagram are

called fixed point. At the fixed point, when the energy decreases below the lowest

energy scale of the system, all couplings will remain unchanged under the RG pro-

cedure. For negative β function, the coupling grows as the cut-off D decreases, and
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the corresponding interaction term is called relevant. For positive β function, the

coupling diminishes as the cut-off D decreases, and the corresponding interaction

term is called irrelevant. The relevant couplings repulse the system away from the

fixed point; while the irrelevant couplings attract the system toward the fixed point.

The fixed point is called stable, if all the coupling are irrelevant near the fixed point;

while the unstable fixed point contains at least one relevant coupling near the fixed

point.

The key of renormalization group methods are those scaling equations, i,e. those

β functions. To make this concrete, we consider a fixed point action S0 describing

exactly solvable system and a set of perturbations Oi(r̂) with coupling constant gi

S = S0 +
∑
i

gi

∫
dDr̂ Oi(r̂) , (3.12)

where total dimension D = d + 1 with the spatial dimension d and one imaginary

time dimension. Suppose one can calculate the correlation for large distance limit

〈Oi(r̂)Oi(r̂
′)〉S0 ∼

1

|r̂ − r̂′|2∆i
(3.13)

where 〈...〉S0 represents the expectation value for the action S0; ∆i corresponds to

the scaling dimension of the operator Oi. Let us perform an infinitesimal RG step,

with a factor λ = 1 + dΛ/Λ on the energy, then the length variables will have an

inverse factor

ε→ ε̃ = λε , r → r̃ = r/λ (3.14)

The action becomes

S = S0 +
∑
i

gi

∫
dD(λ˜̂r) Oi(λ˜̂r)

= S0 +
∑
i

giλ
D−∆i

∫
dD˜̂r Oi(˜̂r) (3.15)
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Then, the scaling of the coupling constant gi can be easily obtained

gi → g̃i = λ∆i−Dgi =
(Λ + dΛ

Λ

)∆i−Dgi (3.16)

The lowest order (one-loop) scaling equations for the coupling constants yield

dgi
d ln Λ

= (∆i −D)gi (3.17)

Therefore, whether the perturbation is relevant or irrelevant depends on the scaling

dimension ∆i and the dimension D of the system : Perturbation Oi is relevant if

∆i < D, and is irrelevant if ∆i > D. Such operators are universal : The scaling

dimensions only depend on non-interacting action S0 and the operator itself, but

they do not depend on coupling constants {gi}. The operators with ∆i = D are

marginal perturbations. By investigating higher order (two-loop,...) terms in the

RG equations, those marginal operators can be identified as marginally relevant or

marginally irrelevant. These operators are not universal : Whether they are relevant

or irrelevant depends on the values of coupling constants {gi}.

As one integrate out the high energy excitations, the dimensionless coupling con-

stants flow in the {gi} parameter space, and the flow diagram can be obtained from

the scaling equations above. Let us consider a general theory [49] with two coupling

constants g1 and g2 : Its flow diagram is given in Fig. 3.3. g̃1 and g̃2 are the values

of g1 and g2 defined at certain energy cutoff. The arrows point to the directions of

coupling changes when the high energy fluctuations are integrating out. The flow

diagram has two stable fixed points A and B. If (g̃1, g̃2) is initially anywhere below

the line D − C − D′, the system will ultimately flow to the fixed point A, which

illustrates the concept of universality : All the systems below the line D − C − D′

have the same low energy behavior characterized by the fixed point A with coupling

constants (g̃1(A), g̃2(A)). The system above the line D − C − D′ flow to another
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of a flow diagram representing a continuous phase transition
[49]. A and B are two stable fixed point describing two different phases. C is an
unstable fixed point. D−C−D′ line represents the phase boundary. The transition
between phase A and phase B is a continuous phase transition. The critical point is
described by the unstable fixed point C.

fixed point B and form a different universality class. The transition between phase

A and phase B is a continuous phase transition. The unstable fixed point C has one

relevant perturbation, which will draw the system away from this fixed point if the

initial couplings have non-zero value along the relevant direction. The unstable fixed

point describe the phase of the critical point.

3.4 Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless Phase Transition

Previously, I mostly focus on continuous phase transitions involving the symmetry

breaking and the emergence of the local order parameter: Transitions undergo a

symmetry breaking from a disordered phase with zero order parameter to a ordered

phase with non-zero order parameter. There exist other type transitions without the

symmetry breaking and explicit local order parameter. The BKT Phase Transition
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[50, 51, 52] belongs to such types. Please refer to Ref. [49, 53] for reviews.

Let us consider the 2D X − Y model as the reference model for the review. This

is an example for classical BKT phase transition, and the quantum BKT transition

will been shown in next chapter. The Hamiltonian for the planar rotors of unit length

on a 2D square lattice reads

H = −J
∑
〈i,j〉

Si · Sj = −J
∑
〈i,j〉

cos(θi − θj) (3.18)

When the direction of the rotors changes smoothly from site to site, the Hamiltonian

in the continuum limit reduces to

H = E0 +

∫
d2r

J

2
(∂rθ)

2 (3.19)

As shown by Mermin and Wagner [54], the two dimensional systems with continuous

symmetry show no long range order at finite temperature. This can be seen from the

correlation function 〈S(r)S(0)〉 for d dimension. If one only consider the spin wave

excitations and neglect the vortices excitations, the correlation function yields

〈S(r)S(0)〉 '


e−const.T for d > 2

r−
T

2πJ for d = 2
exp(− T

2J
r) for d = 1

(3.20)

For d > 2, the correlation function tends to a non-zero constant as r → ∞, which

indicates long range order. In this case, the model exhibits a continuous phase

transition from high temperature short-range order phase to the low temperature

long-range order phase. For d = 1, the correlation function decays to zero exponen-

tially with the correlation length ξ = 2J/T . There is no long-range ordered phase

and no classical phase transition for 1D model. For d = 2, the correlation function

decays algebraically as a function of r with an exponent T/2πJ . Therefore, there is

no real long-range order for any temperature above zero in 2D, while the correlation
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are algebraic which is expected at the critical point of continuous phase transition.

The correlation length diverges in such phases. The phases with algebraic correlation

function are called algebraic long-range order phases.

The d = 2 result is not completely correct until now. When coupling J is smaller

than a critical value Jc or the temperature is above a critical temperature TBKT ,

the algebraic long-range order cannot exist and will reduced to short-range order.

Kosterlitz and Thouless [52] showed that there exists phase transition between an

algebraic long-range order phase and a short-range order phase. To understand this

transition correctly, vortex (topological) excitations are introduced [52]. The vortex

can be obtained by imposing the boundary conditions on a closed curve encircling

the center of the vortex ∮
∇θ(r) · dl = 2πn (3.21)

All pathes which do not encircle the vortex correspond to n = 0. The vortices with

n = 1 and n = −1 correspond to vortices and anti-vortices. The vortex with |n| > 1

is called multiple charged which need much more energy; therefore, one can neglect

them.

The free energy Fvor = Evor−TSvor of a vortex can be estimated by the following

way. If the vortex field has the spherical symmetry θ(r) = θ(r), one can obtain

2πn =

∮
∇θ(r) · dl = 2πr|∇θ| (3.22)

Then, one have |∇θ| = n/r. The energy Evor of a vortex can be obtained

Evor = E0 +

∫
dr
J

2

(
∇θ(r)

)
=

Jn2

2

∫ 2π

0

∫ L

a

dr
r

r2

= πn2J ln
(L
a

)
(3.23)
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where L is the system size and a is short-distance cutoff corresponding to lattice

spacing. The entropy Svor for the vortex can be estimated by the number of places

one can place the vortex center

Svor = kB ln
(L2

a2

)
(3.24)

If we only consider the vortex for n = ±1, the free energy reads

Fvor = E0 + (πJ − 2kBT ) ln
(L
a

)
(3.25)

The competition between the logarithmic dependence of the 2D vortex energy and

vortex entropy produces the vortex unbinding transition. For T < πJ/2kB, the

free energy F → ∞ as L → ∞; and therefore vortices will not be activated. For

T > πJ/2kB, the free energy F → −∞ as L → ∞; thus, the system can produce

vortices to lower its free energy.

In reality, vortex pairs rather than single vortices are bounded below a critical

temperature TKT, and unbounded above TKT. Below the transition temperature,

a small density of bound vortex pairs do not break the algebraic long-range order.

Above the transition temperature, the algebraic order is destroyed and reduce to a

short-range order, where the vortex is essentially free. This transition is called BKT

Phase Transition [50, 51, 52]. Kosterlitz [55] gave a detail derivation of the transition

by using real space RG scaling. Based on his scheme, the X-Y model with vortex

excitations can be written as a Coulomb gas model

Hvor

T
= −πJ

∑
r1 6=r2

n(r1) ln
( |r1 − r2|

a

)
n(r2) +

Ec
T

∑
r

n(r)2. (3.26)

The first term represents the interaction between different vortices n(r), where n(r) ∈

{−1, 1} for anti-vortices and vortices. The second term Ec represents the vortex core
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Figure 3.4: Schematic RG flow diagram for the BKT phase transition. x = g −
π/2 ∼ (T − TBKT) and y = π2y0 ∼ e−EC/T . For x > 0 (T > TBKT ), y grows under
the RG flow and the vortex core energy flows to zero, where vortices unbind. Below
a critical line (blue line), y will flow to zero corresponding to infinite vortex core
energy, where the vortices are bounded and the system show algebraic long-range
order. The blue line represents the critical line separating the two phases.

energy. The RG equations for the parameters g = T/J versus y0 ≡ e−EC/T are

dg

dl
= 4π3y2

dy0

dl
= (2− π

g
)y0 (3.27)

In the low temperature regime, the vortex core energy flow to infinity (y flows to

zero), in which the system has no vortices. y = 0 is a line of fixed points, which

are stable for T < πJ/2 . In the high temperature regime, the vortex core energy

flow to zero (y flows to finite value) so that vortices are free and break the algebraic

long-range order.

It is convenient to introduce new variables y = π2y0 ∼ e−EC/T and x = g−π/2 ∼

(T − TBKT), and then the RG equations reduces to

dx

dl
=

4

π
y2,

dy

dl
=

4

π
xy +O(x2y) (3.28)
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The RG flow diagram is shown in Fig. 3.4. One can also find

dx2

dl
=

8

π
xy2 =

dy2

dl
(3.29)

Then

d

dl
(x2 − y2) = 0 ⇒ x2 − y2 = t (3.30)

where t is a constant. For t = 0, the equation reduces to the straight line x = ±y,

where x = −y is the critical line separating two different phases. Approaching the

critical temperature TBKT from above, t can be approximated linearly by t = b2(T −

TBKT) with a constant b, which measure the distance from the critical hypersurface

x = −y.

We now calculate the correlation length near the BKT transition from the high

temperature side x2 − y2 = t > 0. Consider the scaling equation

dx

dl
=

4

π
y2 =

4

π
(x2 − t) (3.31)

The solution of this differential can be easily obtained

l − l0 =
π

4

1√
t
arctan

(x

t

)
− π

4

1√
t
arctan

(x0

t

)
(3.32)

Under the scaling x/t→∞, one can obtain the correlation length [49]

ξ ∼ el ∼ exp
( π2

8
√
t

)
∼ exp

( π2

8b
√
T − TBKT

)
. (3.33)

For BKT phase transition, the correlation length diverges exponentially as approach-

ing the transition point. This is in contrast to the power law divergence near the

continuous phase transition. The free energy density scales as f ∼ ξ−d with d = 2

for two dimensional system, we get

f ∼ exp
(
− π2

4b
√
T − TBKT

)
(3.34)
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All orders of derivatives of the free energy are zero as T → TBKT; therefore, no

discontinuities in any derivative of the free energy at the BKT phase transition. In

that sense, the BKT phase transitions are also called infinite order phase transition.
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4

Background: Boundary Quantum Phase Transition

This chapter provides a review of quantum phase transition which is relevant to

chapter chapter 7 and 8. This chapter only contain review materials and no my

original work.

First of all, the concept of boundary quantum phase transitions is introduced.

Then, I will review three types of model systems exhibiting boundary quantum

phase transitions : two-impurity Kondo models, spin-boson models, and models

with impurities in Luttinger liquid.
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4.1 Boundary Quantum Phase Transition

In last chapter, I review the concept of quantum phase transition, and a few examples

are discussed : Transverse field Ising model exhibits a continuous quantum phase

transition and 2D X-Y model exhibits a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) phase

transition. All the examples shown in last chapter belong to so-called bulk phase

transitions, which means that degrees of freedom of the whole system undergo a

non-analytic changes, and become critical near the quantum critical point.

In this chapter, I will review another interesting class of quantum phase transition–

boundary quantum phase transition [5]. The systems can usually be divided into a

bulk part with dimension d and a boundary part with dimension dB, dB < d. The

boundary part can be a surface, an interface, a single impurity or impurity cluster.

If only the boundary degrees of freedom undergo a non-analytic change, the system

exhibits a boundary quantum phase transition. To observe such transition, the bulk

part must reach the thermodynamic limit. Boundary quantum phase transition can

be first order, continuous, or BKT type. We will focus on continuous and BKT

boundary QPT here.

To realize such transitions, I will review several models in which the boundary

part consists of quantum impurities (two level system) and the bulk part can be

free fermions, bosons, or interacting systems. In section 4.2, I will review a model

including two quantum impurities with two free fermionic bath, i.e. two-impurity

Kondo model. Section 4.3 introduces a model with single impurity coupled to a

bosonic bath, i.e. spin boson model. Finally, section 4.4 is devoted to an example

of quantum impurities in an interacting one dimensional fermionic system. The

renormalization group (RG) flow diagram of the impurity-bath coupling is shown to

characterize the phases and the nature of the transition. Since the impurity-bath

coupling is related to the conductance through the impurities, the conductance can
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Figure 4.1: Left Panel : A double quantum dot system. Right Panel : a
modified double quantum dot setup includes two leads coupling to the right dot in
order to measure the conductance through the right dot.

be used as one of the characteristic observable for the transition. Other suitable

order parameters for the boundary QPT include the local susceptibility χloc, which

measures the impurity response to a field applied to the impurities, and the impurity

entropy Simp, which can be evaluated as the difference between the entropy of the

system with impurity and the entropy of the bath alone.

4.2 Two-Impurity Kondo Models

In this section, we will review a type of Kondo model including two impurity spins

[56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. The exchange interaction between the impurity spins competes

with the Kondo screening of each spin, which induces novel correlations and boundary

quantum phase transitions. The experimental realization of such models corresponds

to the double quantum dot system shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.1.

The Hamiltonian includes two individual single impurity Kondo systems and the

exchange interaction between two spin-1/2 impurities ŜL and ŜR, and can be written

as

H =
∑
α=L,R

[∑
k,s

εkc
†
α,kscα,ks + Jαŝα · Ŝα

]
+KŜL · ŜR (4.1)

where s indicates the spin up or down. ŝα represents the effective spin due to electrons
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Figure 4.2: Left Panel : RG flow diagram for JL = JR = J . There is a continuous
quantum phase transition between the individual Kondo screening phase and the
impurity singlet phase (no Kondo effect). The quantum critical point corresponds
to the unstable fixed point in the RG flow. Right Panel : Schematic of the linear
conductance through right dot (see the right panel of Fig. 4.1).

from the lead α, and has the form

ŝα =
∑
kk′

∑
ss′

c†α,ks
σ̂ss′

2
cα,k′s′ (4.2)

Each spin-1/2 impurity is coupled to its own lead α through the Kondo coupling Jα,

and can be screened to form Kondo singlet in each side by the leads. The interaction

between two impurities K competes with Kondo correlation; and therefore it may

induce quantum phase transitions [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. The nature of the quantum

phase transition depends on the coupling symmetry.

For SU(2) symmetric coupling, the direct exchange interaction between two im-

purities has the from

HL−R = KŜL · ŜR, (4.3)

which had been discussed in the literature [56, 57, 58, 59, 60].In the double quantum

dot setup, the coupling is anti-ferromagnetic,andK ∼ t2LR/U if the tunneling between

left and right dots tLR is small. Here, U is the charging energy of the quantum dot.

If the coupling K is small so that the Kondo correlation dominates the system, the

Kondo effect occurs separately (with Kondo temperature TK) between the left dot
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and left lead, and between the right dot and right lead. The exchange interaction K

between two impurities will flow to zero in the low temperature limit from the RG

point of view. On the other hand, when K is large so that the spin-spin exchange

interaction dominates the system, two spin-1/2 impurities first form a local spin

singlet. In that case, no Kondo effect can take place, and the coupling between

the dots and leads are weak. The two different phases are separated by a quantum

critical point at K = Kc ∼ TK characterized by an unstable non-Fermi liquid fixed

point (features a fractional residual impurity entropy of Simp = ln(
√

2)) shown in the

left panel of Fig. 4.2.

To detect the transition, one can measure the linear conductance through one of

the quantum dot (say right dot) [60]. The measurement needs an extra lead coupling

to the right dot as shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.1. For K < Kc, the Kondo

screening take places separately for both right and left dot; therefore, the linear

conductance goes to unitary limit G0 = 2e2/h as T → 0. For K > Kc, the dot-lead

coupling becomes weak in the low T limit due to the formation of the local spin

singlet between two dots; therefore, the linear conductance goes to zero at T → 0.

At the QCP K = Kc, the T = 0 conductance is G0/2 [60]. The schematic result is

summarized in the right panel of Fig. 4.2.

The direct electron transfer between left and right dots will introduce extra rele-

vant operators [59, 60], the sharp QPT reduces to smooth crossover and the QCP can-

not be reached. In the real double dot system, the exchange interaction K ∼ t2LR/U

requires tunneling tLR to be finite, therefore, sharp QPT and QCP cannot be real-

ized in such system. However, the finite temperature quantum critical regime with

non-Fermi liquid behavior might be detectable [61]. Based on discussion in Ref. [61],

although the system at K = Kc will finally (i.e. T = 0) flow to a Fermi liquid fixed

point in the presence of the dot-dot charge transfer, the system will exhibit a non-

Fermi liquid like quantum critical behavior for a temperature region T ∗ � T � TK .
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Here, T ∗ is a crossover scale [61] below which the system shows a Fermi liquid be-

havior.

When the SU(2) symmetry of the spin-spin coupling is broken, two spin-1/2

impurities couples via an Ising type interaction [62, 63, 64]

HLR = KzŜ
z
LŜ

z
R. (4.4)

For ferromagnetic coupling Kz < 0, the bare Hamiltonian exhibits a Z2 symmetry,

and the two Ising-coupled spin form magnetic mini-domain with pseudo-spin config-

uration | ↑↑〉 and | ↓↓〉. For large Ising interaction Kz and small dot-lead coupling

J , the tunneling between | ↑↑〉 and | ↓↓〉 is suppressed at low temperature and form

doubly degenerate ground state with ground state entropy S0 = ln 2. Such ground

state phase is called “frozen mini-domain” in reference [62]. On the other hand, if

the Ising interaction is smaller than a critical value Kz < Kc
z , the tunneling between

pseudo-spin | ↑↑〉 and | ↓↓〉 becomes relevant and flow to strong coupling fixed point

at low energy. Therefore, the pseudo-spin is screened by the lead electrons, and the

ground state corresponds to a pseudo-spin Kondo singlet. There is a quantum phase

transition between the frozen min-domain and a pseudo-spin Kondo singlet. Near the

transition, this model can be mapped to anisotropic Kondo model [62]; and therefore

the transition belongs to BKT quantum phase transition. As the Ising interaction

decreases further, there is a smooth crossover from the pseudo-spin Kondo to the

individual Kondo of each side (Kz = 0).

A capacitively coupled double quantum dot system [63, 64] is proposed to achieve

the Ising type two-impurity model as shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.3. The system

includes two capacitively coupled quantum dot, and each dot coupled to a metallic

lead. The Anderson-type Hamiltonian vojtaBQPTis

H =
∑
α=L,R

∑
k,s

εkc
†
α,kscα,ks +

∑
α=L,R

∑
k,s

V (c†α,ksdα,s + h.c.) +HD (4.5)
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Figure 4.3: Left Panel : A capacitively coupled double quantum dot with the
on-site charging energy U and the inter-dot Coulomb interaction U ′. Right Panel
: Schematic phase diagram for such system. The solid line represents the phase
boundary between Kondo screening phase and the frozen mini-domain phase. The
transition is BKT quantum phase transition. The dash line represents U = U ′.

The first term represents the L/R leads with the electron operator cα,ks for momen-

tum state k and spin state s. The second term indicates the coupling between the

dots and leads, where V is the coupling strength, d represents the electron operator

in the dot. The last term is the dot Hamiltonian

HD =
∑
α=L,R

(
εdn̂α + Un̂α,↑n̂α,↓

)
+ U ′n̂Ln̂R. (4.6)

Here εd is the energy of the dot, and

n̂α=L,R =
∑
s=↑,↓

n̂α,s =
∑
s

d†α,sdα,s (4.7)

is the occupation of the dot. U is the on-site charging energy of each dot, and U ′

denotes the inter-dot Coulomb interaction. When two electron sector n̂L + n̂R = 2

has the lower energy, i.e. the regime min(U,U′) < |εd| < U′ + max(U,U′), the

low energy effective Hamiltonian reduces to Ising-type two-impurity model shown in

Eq. (4.1) with Kz ∼ U ′. The phase diagram of the double dot system is obtained

by Galpin and his collaborators in Ref.[63]. The schematic phase diagram is shown

in the right panel of Fig. 4.3. By tuning either U or U ′, one can realize a BKT-

type quantum phase transition between the strong coupling Kondo screening phase
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and frozen mini-domain phase. From the phase diagram, one can easily find that

a necessary condition for QPT is U ′ > U . However, in the real experiment, it

is impossible to make the inter-dot interaction U ′ larger than the on-site charging

energy U . Later on, an experimental realizable system based on a spinless quadruple

dot system [65] is proposed to study the Ising-type two impurity model.

4.3 Spin Boson Model

After discussing the impurity model with fermionic bath, let us consider a quantum

impurity coupled to a bosonic bath. One of such models is so-called spin boson model

[5], which involves a single spin 1/2 impurity interacting with a bath of harmonic

oscillators. The spin boson model also exhibits rich phase diagram and boundary

quantum phase transitions.

Considering a spin S coupled to harmonic oscillator bath with bosonic operators

ai and a†i , the Hamiltonian of the spin boson model has the following form

H = −∆0Sx + εSz +
∑
i

ωia
†
iai + Sz

∑
i

λi(ai + a†i ) (4.8)

The tunneling between | ↑〉 and | ↓〉 is described by the coupling ∆0, and ε is the

longitudinal magnetic field. The coupling between the harmonic hath and the spin

is controlled via a coupling constant λ. The information of the coupling between the

bath and the spin is completely encapsulated by the bath spectral function

J(ω) = π
∑
i

λ2
i δ(ω − ωi) = 2παω1−s

c ωs, 0 < ω < ωc, (4.9)

where ωc is a cutoff, and the dimensionless parameter α = (1+s)λ2/ω2
c characterizes

the dissipation coupling strength. The case s = 1 is referred to as the ohmic spin

boson model; s > 1 is the super-ohmic situation; and 0 < s < 1 corresponds to the

sub-ohmic regime.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic RG flow diagram for (a) ohmic bath s = 1, (b) super-ohmic
bath s > 1 , and (c) sub-ohmic bath 0 < s < 1 [5].

The effect of bath is to renormalize the tunneling ∆0: When the tunneling ∆0

is renormalized to zero, the spin is trapped in one of spin states | ↑〉 or | ↓〉 to form

a localized phase; on the other hand, when ∆0 is renormalized to a finite value, the

system is in a delocalized phase. To understand how the bath-spin interact, one can

study the scaling of the coupling ∆ and α. A perturbative RG analysis near s = 1

for small coupling ∆ (∆ = ∆0/ωc is dimensionless) can be performed [66, 67], and

the scaling equations read

d∆

dl
= ∆(1− α)

dα

dl
= −α(∆2 + s− 1). (4.10)

In the case of ohmic bath spectrum s = 1, the RG equations are equivalent to

the ones from the anisotropic Kondo model 1 [67, 68]. The RG flow is shown in Fig.

4.4 (a). For α < 1, the tunneling ∆ grows under the RG flow and the dissipation

coupling α will flow to zero, which corresponds to the delocalized phase. However,

in the regime α > 1, small tunneling ∆ will flow to ∆ = 0 fixed points with finite

dissipation coupling α, while above a separatrix the tunneling ∆ will flow to the

1 The anisotropic Kondo model has the following exchange coupling : Hs−S = J⊥(s+S−+s−S+)+
JzszSz . In section 2.2.3 of chapter 2, we discussed the RG flow for a isotropic Kondo model, i.e.
Jz = J⊥.
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large limit. Therefore, one will observe a BKT quantum phase transition between a

localized phase and a delocalized phase by tuning the tunneling ∆.

In the case of a super-ohmic bath spectrum s > 1, there is no non-trivial fixed

point beyond α = ∆ = 0. As shown in Fig. 4.4 (b), the couplings will always flow to

the limit ∆ → ∞ and α = 0. The spin will always end up in the delocalized phase

in the zero temperature limit, and no quantum phase transition is allowed.

Finally, let us consider the sub-ohmic situation 0 < s < 1. The perturbative

RG shows that there exists an extra unstable fixed point α = 1 and ∆ =
√

1− s

perturbatively controlled for values near s = 1. The RG flow diagram in Fig. 4.4 (c)

shows that continuous quantum phase transition occurs between the localized phase

and the delocalized phase. An exact numerical calculation using a numerical renor-

malization group method [69, 70] shows that a continuous quantum phase transition

exists for the full sub-ohmic regime 0 < s < 1.

4.4 Impurity in Spinless Luttinger Liquid

4.4.1 Luttinger Liquid and Bosonization

In this section, I will review the basic idea of Luttinger liquid and bosonization

method, for details please refer to Ref. [71]. Consider non-interacting spinless elec-

trons in one dimension, the microscopic Hamiltonian takes the form

H =
∑
k

~2k2

2m
c†kck. (4.11)

In the ground state, the electron states are filled up to the Fermi energy εF or Fermi

momentum kF . The Fermi surface for 1D consists of just two point at ±kF as shown

in the left panel of Fig. 4.5. Around the Fermi points, the energy dispersion can be

linearized

εk = εF + (k ± kF )
∂εk
∂k

∣∣∣
k=kF

+O((k ± kF )2) ≈ ±vF (k ± kF ) for k ≈ ±kF . (4.12)
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Figure 4.5: Non-interacting electron in one dimension. Left panel : Dispersion
of 1D electrons, illustrating left and right Fermi point. Near the Fermi points, the
dispersion is approximately linear. The low energy excitations are particle-hole ex-
citations. Right panel : Spectrum of particle-hole excitations.

For low energy excitations, electrons moving in 1D can be separated into the left

moving channel cL,k = c−kF+k near k = −kF and right moving channel cR,k = ckF+k

near k = kF , both of which have linear dispersion relation. The left and right moving

channels are decoupled in the non-interacting Hamiltonian

H0 =
∑

k,r=R,L

vF (rk − kF )c†r,kcr,k. (4.13)

where r = 1 for right moving particles and r = −1 for left moving particles.

Based on the linear dispersion approximation, the low energy excitations are only

particle-hole pair excitations, which is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 4.5. The

energy spectrum of the particle-hole pair excitations is shown in the right panel of

Fig. 4.5. Since the energy dispersion is linearized near the Fermi points, the particle-

hole pairs show quasi-particle like dispersion near two Fermi points. Actually, par-

ticle and hole have the same group velocity and form a new coherently propagating

quasi-particle. Such coherent quasi-particle excitations correspond to the density

fluctuations which are essentially a superposition of particle-hole pairs

ρ†R/L(p) =
∑
k

c†R/L,k+pcR/L,k (4.14)

represented by a product of two fermion operators, and thus show bosonic nature.
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Now, we want to obtain the relation between the fermionic operator and bosonic

operators. Let us rewrite the fermion operator into the real space

ψ(x) = eikF xψR(x) + e−ikF xψL(x) (4.15)

where

ψR(x) =
1√
l

∑
k

eikxcR,k, ψL(x) =
1√
l

∑
k

eikxcL,k. (4.16)

The fermion operator ψR(x) [ψL(x)] destroys a right (left) moving fermion at point

x. It also satisfies the commutation relation

[ρ†r(p), ψr(x)] = −eipxψr(x). (4.17)

Then, one would find an operator in terms of ρr which can produce the same com-

mutator, and that is

ψr(x) = Fre
P
p e
ipxρ†r(−p)( 2πr

pL
) (4.18)

where a fermionic operator Fr is added to preserve the fermion commutation rela-

tion. It is convenient to introduce the “semi-classical” density operator and current

operator through two bosonic field φ(x) and θ(x) by

∂xφ(x) = −π[ρR(x) + ρL(x)]

∂xθ(x) = π[ρR(x)− ρL(x)] (4.19)

where ρr(x) = 1
L

∑
p e

ipxρr(p) is the density of L or R moving channel. The commu-

tation relation can be obtained by using the boson commutation rules

[φ(x), θ(x′)] = i
π

2
sign(x− x′). (4.20)

Then, one can rewrite the fermionic operator using following bosonization identity

ψr(x) =
Fr√
2πα

eirkF xe−i[rφ(x)−θ(x)] (4.21)
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where α is the short-time cutoff, and r = 1 (r = −1) for right (left) moving channel.

Now, we will consider the interaction effect in this one dimensional system. For

spinless fermions, the interaction only includes the forward scattering processes y4

and the dispersion processes y2

HFS = πvF
y4

2

(
ρR(x)2 + ρL(x)2

)
Hdis = πvF y2 ρR(x)ρL(x) (4.22)

The total Hamiltonian H = H0 +HFS +Hdis can be written into quadratic form

H =
u

2π

∫
dx
(
g(∂xθ(x))2 +

1

g
(∂xφ(x))2

)
(4.23)

where

u = vF [(1 +
y4

2
)2 − (

y2

2
)2]1/2 (4.24)

and

g =
(1 + y4/2− y2/2

1 + y4/2 + y2/2

)1/2

. (4.25)

Fig. 4.6 shows the phase diagram for interacting spinless 1D fermions. The non-

interacting system corresponds to g = 1. g < 1 represents the repulsive interaction,

while g > 1 represents the attractive interaction. When the interaction is repulsive

g < 1, the term ∂xφ(x) tends to be small compared to ∂xθ(x) so that the potential

energy is minimized. In the limiting case, one can obtain the density wave ρ(x) ∝

cos(2kFx − 2φ), which represents the charge density wave. When the interaction

is attractive g > 1, we expect the opposite case: ∂xθ(x) tends to be small. The

superconducting pair order OSU(r) = ψ†(r)ψ†(r + a) w e−i2θ(r)/πα will dominate.

As shown in Fig. 4.7, the T = 0 Fermi occupation function shows a power law

singularity at Fermi surface [71]

|f(k)− 1

2
| ∝ |k − kF |

g+g−1

2
−1. (4.26)
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Figure 4.6: Phase diagram for interacting spinless 1D fermions. The systems with
g < 1 show repulsive interaction and have charge density wave fluctuation. The
systems with g > 1 show attractive interaction and have superconducting diverging
fluctuation. g = 1 corresponds to the non-interacting 1D fermions.

For a Fermi liquid, fermionic quasi-particles are sharp excitations which exhibit a

discontinuity at kF . The power law signature shows that fermionic quasi-particles

do not exist in one dimension. Such systems are called a Luttinger liquid.

4.4.2 Single Barrier in Luttinger Liquid

In this subsection, I will review the effects of impurities in a Luttinger liquid based

on Kane and Fisher [72]. We will first consider a single barrier in a Luttinger liquid.

Phase diagrams and the transport properties are discussed.

First of all, let us consider a single barrier in the Luttinger liquid as shown in

Fig. 4.8. The barrier can be described by a potential scatterer V (x) which is non-zero

only near x = 0. The additional Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the electron

operator ψ(x), and

δH =

∫
dxV (x)ψ†(x)ψ(x). (4.27)

By using standard bosonization technique, one can rewrite it in terms of bosonic
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Figure 4.7: The T = 0 occupation f(k) show a power law singularity at Fermi sur-
face kF . This is in sharp contrast to Fermi liquids which have the usual discontinuity
at kF .

fields φ and θ, and then Hamiltonian becomes

δH =
∑

n=1,2,...

vn cos(2n
√
πθ) (4.28)

where the coefficients vn are the Fourier transform of the potential V (x) at momenta

2nkF : vn = V̂ (2nkF ). Physically, the interaction cos(2n
√
πθ) corresponds to the

process where n electrons are backscattered from one Fermi point to another Fermi

point, each of which has 2kF momenta change.

In the weak barrier limit, one can perform a perturbative renormalization group

analysis. The one-loop RG flow equations can be easily obtained by calculating the

Figure 4.8: A single barrier or weak link in a spinless Luttinger liquid.
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correlator of the operator cos(2n
√
πθ) (see section 3.3 in chapter 3), and one obtains

dvn
dl

= (1− n2g)vn (4.29)

where dl = dΛ/Λ with a high-frequency cutoff Λ. The most relevant term (or leading

order term) corresponds to the largest 1−n2g, which is the 2kF backscattering term

(n = 1). For attractive interaction g > 1, all backscattering (any n) terms flow

to zero. In that case, the weak barrier interaction is irrelevant, the conductance

approaches the result ge2/h [72] 2 for pure Luttinger liquid at low temperature.

For non-interacting case g = 1, the single electron backscattering, i.e. the 2kF

backscattering is marginal; and all higher order (4kF , 6kF ,...) processes will flow

to zero. For repulsive interaction g < 1, the 2kF backscattering is always relevant

and will flow to the large barrier limit. The 2nkF backscattering is relevant only for

g < 1/n2. A weak barrier for repulsive interaction will make the Luttinger liquid

insulating at zero temperature, and the single Luttinger liquid splits to two decoupled

systems at zero temperature.

Near large barrier fixed point, the weak barrier perturbation analysis is no longer

valid. Therefore, one should perform the perturbative RG analysis around the op-

posite limit : The barrier is replaced by a weak link or tunneling junction between

two semi-infinite Luttinger liquid leads. The Hamiltonian representing the electron

hopping across the weak link reads

δH = −t
(
ψ†(x = 0+)ψ(x = 0−) + h.c.

)
. (4.30)

The bosonization technique reduces the hopping Hamiltonian in terms of the field θ

[72]:

δH = −
∑
n

tn cos(2n
√
πθ) (4.31)

2 This is only true for infinite Luttinger liquid. For finite Luttinger liquid coupled to Fermi liquid
leads shown in Fig. 4.8, the conductance is e2/h.
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Figure 4.9: The phase diagram for spinless the Luttinger liquid with single barrier.
g is the interaction parameter. Both weak barrier limit (small v) and weak tunneling
limit (small t) are considered. The arrows indicate the RG flows. For attractive
interaction g > 1, the system will flow to a single pure Luttinger liquid fixed point;
the conductance is ge2/h at T = 0. For repulsive interaction g < 1, the system
will flow to a fixed point with two decoupled semi-infinite Luttinger liquid leads; the
conductance is zero at T = 0.

In this strong coupling limit, one can also perform a perturbative RG analysis,

and obtain the one-loop RG flow euqations [72]

dtn
dl

= (1− n2

g
)tn. (4.32)

For attractive interaction g > 1, t1 grows under the RG flow, and the system flows

to a single pure Luttinger liquid. For repulsive interaction g < 1, all tn flow to zero :

Two semi-infinite Luttinger liquid leads are totally decoupled. This is consistant with

the weak barrier analysis. The phase diagram for both limits is shown in Fig. 4.9.

The low T conductance can be obtained in the weak tunneling limit for g < 1 by

perturbation theory, and shows a power-law decay

G(T ) =
∞∑
n=1

bn t
2
n T

2(n2/g−1) (4.33)

If one only considers the leading order contribution, in the low temperature limit the

conductance scales as

G(T ) ∼ T 2(1/g−1). (4.34)
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Figure 4.10: Double barriers in a Luttinger liquid or a quantum dot embedded
into two semi-infinite Luttinger liquids.

4.4.3 Double Barrier in Luttinger Liquid and QPT

We now consider a spinless Luttinger liquid with weak double barrier scattering

potential V (x) [72], which can be described by two δ-function. The chemical potential

of the island between two barriers can be tuned by a gate voltage VG which couples

to the electrons in the island. For the symmetric barrier, the double barrier can

be mapped to an effective single barrier, in which the leading order term, i.e. 2kF

backscattering, has the following form

V 2kF
eff = V cos(πn0) cos(2

√
πφ). (4.35)

n0 can be controlled by the gate voltage. n0 = 1/2 corresponds to the condition for

the resonance. In that case, the 2kF backscattering vanishes due to extra symmetry.

For repulsive interaction, higher order terms are all irrelevant; therefore, the system

will flow to a pure Luttinger liquid fixed point with perfect transmission G = ge2/h

at T = 0. For off resonance case, n0 6= 1/2, the double barrier behaves just like a

single barrier.

When the barriers are very strong, adding an extra electron into the island needs

a charging energy, which is precisely the physics of the Coulomb blockade. The is-

land, in this case, can be considered as a spinless quantum dot as shown in Fig. 4.10.

When n0 is tuned to half integer, the two charge states (empty and filled) are degen-
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erate. The quantum dot corresponds to a two-level system, in which the transition

between two levels corresponds to hopping on and off the dot. The hopping elements

connecting the dot and the left or right leads are tL and tR. The model can be written

into a one dimension “Coulomb-gas” [72] in terms of the hopping elements tL and

tR. The partition function of such a Coulomb gas representation can be written as

Z =
∑
n

∑
{qi}

t
P
i(1+qipi)/2

L t
P
i(1−qipi)/2

R ×
∫ β

0

dτ2n...

∫ τ2

0

dτ1 exp
[
−
∑
i<j

Vij

]
(4.36)

where

Vij =
1

2g

[
qiqj +K1pipj +K2(piqj + pjqi)

]
ln(

τi − τj
τc

). (4.37)

τi is the imaginary time coordinate for the ith particle, and τc is a short time cutoff.

The particles in such a “Coulomb-gas” contain two types of charge, q charge and p

charge. qi = 1/2 (qi = −1/2) indicates the charge transfer to the right (left) in a

hopping event, and qi charge can have any order. pi = 1/2 (pi = −1/2) indicates

the hopping onto (off) the dot; therefore, charge pi must alternate (between 1/2 and

−1/2) in imaginary time. The initial value of K1 is 1; and the initial value of K2 is 0.

The RG equations (see section 3.3 in chapter 3) can be obtained from this Coulomb

gas model:

dK1

d ln τc
= −4τ 2

c [K1(t2L + t2R) +K2(t2L − t2R)] (4.38)

dK2

d ln τc
= −2τ 2

c [K2(t2L + t2R) + (t2L − t2R)] (4.39)

dtL
d ln τc

= tL[1− 1

4g
(1 +K1 + 2K2)] (4.40)

dtR
d ln τc

= tR[1− 1

4g
(1 +K1 − 2K2)] (4.41)

For the symmetric barrier tL = tR = t, the RG flow diagram is shown in left panel

of Fig. 4.11. In the case of g > 1/2, the hopping element t grows under the RG flow,
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Figure 4.11: Left Panel : Schematic RG flows for symmetric case tL = tR = t.
For g > 1/2, t always flows to the strong tunneling limit corresponding to perfect
transmission. For 1/4 < g < 1/2, there is a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless quantum
phase transition by tuning the tunneling t. For g < 1/4, t always flows to zero.
Right Panel : Schematic RG flows for two inequivalent tunnelings tL and tR for
1/2 < g < 1. For asymmetric case tL 6= tR, one of the hopping will flow to 0, and
the other will flow to the strong tunneling limit.

and goes to strong tunneling limit with perfect transmission G(T = 0) = ge2/h.

In the case of g < 1/4, the tunneling will always flow to zero, and the resonant

tunneling is destroyed at zero temperature. In the case of 1/4 < g < 1/2, a small

tunneling t < t∗ will flow to zero corresponding to two decoupled Luttinger liquids;

however, when t is increased above a critical value, the tunneling t will flow to the

large tunneling limit with perfect transmission. Therefore, by tuning the tunneling

t, one would observe a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless quantum phase transition at

zero temperature.

For asymmetric coupling tL 6= tR, the schematic RG flow is shown in the right

panel of Fig. 4.11 for 1/2 < g < 1[72, 73]. Both tL and tR will flow to the strong

coupling limit (perfect transmission) along the symmetric line tL = tR. For tL < tR,

tL will flow to strong coupling (perfect transmission) and tR will flow to zero. For

tL > tR, VR will flow to strong coupling (perfect transmission) and VL will flow to zero.

In that sense, asymmetric tunneling case corresponds to the single barrier problem
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in Luttinger liquid [72]. So, the zero temperature fixed point corresponds to two

disconnected semi-infinite Luttinger liquid with the resonant level being absorbed by

one of the two leads. We stress that the quantum phase transition can be realized by

tuning the coupling tL or tR, which is second order. The critical value corresponds

to the symmetric coupling case tL = tR, which separates the phases denoted as (0, 1)

and (1, 0). These two correspond to the dot merging with the L lead, while the R

lead decouples, or vice versa. Later on, in chapter 8, we will study a dissipative

resonant level model which show similar behaviors as this model, i.e. double barrier

in a Luttinger liquid.
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5

Mesoscopic Anderson Box
—From weak- to strong-coupling mesoscopic Fermi

liquids

Summary: Both the weakly coupled and strong coupling Anderson impurity prob-

lems are characterized by a Fermi-liquid theory with weakly interacting quasiparti-

cles. 1 In an Anderson box, mesoscopic fluctuations of the effective single particle

properties will be large. We study how the statistical fluctuations at low temperature

in these two problems are connected, using random matrix theory and the slave boson

mean field approximation (SBMFA). First, for a resonant level model such as results

from the SBMFA, we find the joint distribution of energy levels with and without

the resonant level present. Second, if only energy levels within the Kondo resonance

are considered, the distributions of perturbed levels collapse to universal forms for

both orthogonal and unitary ensembles for all values of the coupling. These univer-

1 Part of the text of this chapter has been adapted from the following previously published articles:
[a] Dong E. Liu, Sébastien Burdin, Harold U. Baranger, and Denis Ullmo, “From weak- to strong-
coupling mesoscopic Fermi liquids”, Europhysics Letters 97, 17006 (2012).
[b] Dong E. Liu, Sébastien Burdin, Harold U. Baranger, and Denis Ullmo, “Mesoscopic Anderson
Box: Connecting Weak to Strong Coupling” arXiv:1202.0626.
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sal curves are described well by a simple Wigner-surmise-type toy model. Third, we

study the fluctuations of the mean field parameters in the SBMFA, finding that they

are small. Finally, the change in the intensity of an eigenfunction at an arbitrary

point is studied, such as is relevant in conductance measurements: we find that the

introduction of the strongly-coupled impurity considerably changes the wave function

but that a substantial correlation remains.

5.1 Introduction

The Fermi liquid is a ubiquitous state of electronic matter [74, 75, 76]. Based on

Landau’s argument [74], in a Fermi liquid, the elementary excitations of interacting

fermions are described by almost independent quasi-particles. The examples include

the normal state of most metals at sufficiently low temperature and the liquid 3He

in the temperature range from well below Fermi temperature to superfluid transition

temperature. (Exceptions include quantum critical regime (thermal excitations near

quantum critical point) in chapter 3 and Luttinger liquid in chapter 4, in which

excitations are not quasi-particle like.) Indeed, it is so common that systems can

have several different Fermi liquid phases in different parameter regimes (controlled

by different fixed points), leading to cross-overs between Fermi liquids with differ-

ent characteristics. Examples of such cross-overs include, for instance, the half-filled

Landau level (high-temperature to low-temperature connection) [77], heavy fermion

materials [78, 76, 40, 79] (two different Fermi liquids are connected via a crossover

regime, i.e. quantum critical regime; the phase diagram is similar as Fig. 3.2 in chap-

ter 3.), as well as the simple spin 1/2 Kondo problem (crossover from weak coupling

fixed point to strong coupling fixed point as shown in 2) which will be our main

concern in this chapter. In the bulk, clean case, the evolution of the quasi-particles

in such a cross-over is straight forward: both sets of quasi-particles are labeled by k

because of translational invariance and so are in one-to-one correspondence. How-
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ever, in the absence of translational invariance—such as in a disordered or mesoscopic

setting—interference affects the two sets of quasi-particles differently. In such a sit-

uation, it is interesting to ask how the quasi-particles in one Fermi liquid are related

to those in the other.

The Kondo problem provides a particularly clear example: at weak coupling

(high temperature) the electrons in the Fermi sea are nearly non-interacting while

the strong coupling (low temperature) behavior is described by Nozière’s Fermi liquid

theory [3, 40]. The connection between high and low temperature is provided, e.g.,

by Wilson’s renormalization group calculation [4], yielding a smooth cross-over.

We now break translational invariance by supposing that the size of the Fermi

sea is finite; it could consist of, for instance, a large quantum dot or metallic nano-

particle. The density of states in the electron sea will typically have low energy

structure and features, in contrast to the intensively studied flat band case. The finite

size effects introduce two additional energy scales: (i) a finite mean level spacing,

leading to what is called the “Kondo box” problem [80, 81, 82], and (ii) the Thouless

energy ETh = ~/τc where τc is the typical time to travel across the finite reservoir.

When probed with an energy resolution smaller than ETh, both the spectrum and

the wave-functions of the electron sea display mesoscopic fluctuations, which affect

the Kondo physics [17, 83, 84]. Disorder in the electron sea causes similar effects

[85, 86, 87, 88].

Consider the system shown in Fig. 5.1: a small Kondo dot coupled to a large

“reservoir dot” probed weakly by tunneling from a tip. In the high temperature

regime, the small dot is weakly coupled to the large dot which is essentially non-

interacting. Mesoscopic fluctuations of the density of states translate into mesoscopic

fluctuations of the Kondo temperature. Once this translation is taken into account,

the high-temperature physics remains essentially the same as in the flat band case

[17, 83, 84]; in particular, physical properties can be written as the same universal
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of small-large quantum dot system. Left panel
: weak coupling limit T � TK. Right panel : strong coupling limit T � TK. The
energy levels and wave functions probed by the tip change from one Fermi liquid
regime to the other.

function of the ratio T/TK as in the bulk flat-band case, as long as TK is understood

as a realization dependent parameter [17, 83, 84]. In contrast, the consequences of

mesoscopic fluctuations for low temperature Kondo physics (T � TK, strong coupling

limit) remain largely unexplored. A few things are nevertheless known: for instance,

the very low temperature regime should be described by a Nozières-Landau Fermi

liquid, as in the original Kondo problem. Indeed, the physical reasoning behind the

emergence of Fermi liquid behavior at low temperature, namely that for energies

much lower than TK the impurity spin has to be completely screened, applies as well

in the mesoscopic case as long as T < ∆� TK [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. In this case,

the system consists of the Kondo singlet plus non-interacting electrons with a π/2

phase shift as shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.1.

Measurements of the conductance through the large dot or the ac response to

the tip reveal the mesoscopic fluctuations of the energy levels and wavefunctions

[16]. Thus, such experiments can probe the connection between the quasi-particles

in the two Fermi liquid regimes, as well as the properties of the intermediate strongly
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correlated Kondo cloud [91, 92, 93, 94]. In this chapter, we study this connection

explicitly, using slave boson mean field (SBMF) theory [40, 76, 79, 95, 96, 97, 98,

99] to treat the interactions and random matrix theory (RMT) [100] to model the

mesoscopic fluctuations. We find that the correlation between the properties of the

two sets of quasi-particles is substantial but not complete.

5.2 Model

5.2.1 Mesoscopic bath + Anderson impurity

We investigate the low temperature properties of a mesoscopic bath of electrons (e.g.,

a big quantum dot), coupled to a magnetic impurity (e.g. a small quantum dot or a

magnetic ion). The Hamiltonian of the system is

H = Hbath +Himp , (5.1)

where Hbath describes the mesoscopic electronic bath and Himp describes the interac-

tion between the bath and the local magnetic impurity. Here, in a particular realiza-

tion of this general model, the mesoscopic bath is described by the non-interacting

(i.e. quadratic) Hamiltonian

Hbath ≡
∑
i,σ

(εi − µ)c†iσciσ , (5.2)

where i = 1, · · · , N indexes the level, σ =↑, ↓ is the spin component, and µ is the

chemical potential. We assume that, in Himp, the local Coulomb interaction Und↑nd↓

between d-electrons is U = ∞, so that states with two d-electrons on the impurity

must be projected out. Assuming this constraint is implemented, the local impurity

term is taken as

Himp = V0

∑
σ

[c†0σdσ + d†σc0σ] + Ed
∑
σ

d†σdσ , (5.3)
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where the annihilation and creation operators dσ and d†σ act on the states of the

impurity (small dot). We assume that the local Coulomb interaction between d-

electrons is U = ∞, so that states with two d-electrons on the impurity must be

projected out. The state in the reservoir to which the d-electrons couple is labeled

r = 0 with the corresponding operator c0σ related to the bath eigenstate operators

ciσ through

c0σ =
N∑
i=1

φ?i (0)ciσ , (5.4)

where φi(r) = 〈r|i〉 denotes the one-body wave functions of the Hbath. The local

normalization relation
∑

i |φi(0)|2 = 1 implies that the average intensity is |φi(0)|2 =

1/N , where (·) denotes the configuration average. Finally, the width of the d-state,

Γ0, because of coupling to the reservoir is given in terms of the mean density of

states, ρ0, by

Γ0 ≡ πρ0V
2

0 , ρ0 ≡
|φi(0)|2

∆
=

1

D
(5.5)

where D = N∆ is the bandwidth of the electron bath.

To be in the “Kondo regime”, some assumptions are made about the parameters

of the Hamiltonians Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3). To start with, the dimensionless parameter

obtained as the product of the Kondo coupling,

JK ≡
2V 2

0

|Ed|
, (5.6)

and the local density of states, ρ0, should be assumed small: ρ0JK � 1, or equiva-

lently Γ0/Ed � 1. Indeed, this condition implies that the strength V 2
0 /NEd of the

second order processes involving an empty-impurity virtual-state is much smaller

than the mean level spacing ∆. Furthermore, the Kondo regime is characterized by

TK � Γ0, for which the fluctuations of the number of particles on the impurity is
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weak. If TK increases to the point that TK . Γ0, one enters the mixed valence regime

where these fluctuations become important.

5.2.2 Random matrix model

To study the mesoscopic fluctuations of our impurity model, we assume chaotic mo-

tion in the reservoir in the classical limit. Random matrix theory (RMT) provides

a good model of the quantum energy levels and wave functions in this situation

[16, 100]: we use the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE, β = 1) for time rever-

sal symmetric systems and the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE, β = 2) for non-

symmetric systems [100, 101]. The joint distribution function of the unperturbed

reservoir-dot energy levels is therefore given by [101]

Pβ(ε1, ε2, · · · , εN) ∝
∏
i>j

|εi − εj|β exp

(
− 1

4α2

∑
i

ε2i

)
, (5.7)

(with α =
√
N∆/π where ∆ is the mean level spacing in the center of the semicircle).

The corresponding distribution of values of the wave function at r = 0, the site in

the reservoir to which the impurity is connected, is the Porter-Thomas distribution,

pβ(xi = N |φi(0)|2) =
1

(2πxi)1−β/2 exp

(
−β

2
xi

)
. (5.8)

Furthermore, in the GOE and GUE, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are uncorre-

lated.

For the GOE and GUE, the mean density of states follows a semicircular law—a

result which is rather unphysical. Except when explicitly specified, we assume that

either we consider only the center of the semicircle or some rectification procedure

has been applied, so that we effectively work with a flat mean density of states.
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5.3 Slave boson mean-field approximation

Following the standard procedure [96, 97, 98, 102, 76, 79], we introduce auxiliary

boson b(†) and fermion f
(†)
σ annihilation (creation) operators, such that dσ = b†fσ,

with the constraint

b†b+
∑
σ

f †σfσ = 1 (5.9)

which projects out the doubly occupited state. The impurity interaction (5.3) is

rewritten as

Himp = V0

∑
σ

[b†c†0σfσ + bf †σc0σ] + Ed
∑
σ

f †σfσ . (5.10)

The mapping between physical states and auxiliary states of the impurity is

Physical state → Auxiliary state

|∅〉 → b†|∅〉

|σ〉 → f †σ|∅〉 .

| ↑↓〉 → projected out .

This auxiliary operator representation is exact in the limit U = ∞ as long as the

constraint (5.9) is satisfied and the bosonic term in Himp is treated exactly.

The mean-field treatment of the Anderson box Hamiltonian invokes two comple-

mentary approximations: (i) The bosonic operator b is considered as a complex field,

with an amplitude η and a phase θ. Since the Hamiltonian is invariant with respect

to the U(1) gauge transformation b → beiθ and fσ → fσe
iθ, the phase θ is not a

physical observable, and we choose θ = 0:

b, b† 7→ η , (5.11)
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where η is a positive real number. This approximation corresponds to assuming

that the bosonic field condenses. (ii) The constraint (5.9) is satisfied on average,

by introducing a static Lagrange multiplier, ξ. Hamiltonian (5.1) treated within the

slave boson mean-field approximation thus reads

HMF =
∑
σ

(
N∑
i=1

[
(εi − µ)c†iσciσ + ηV0φ

?
i (0)f †σciσ + ηV0φi(0)c†iσfσ

]
+ (Ed − ξ)f †σfσ

)
(5.12)

+ ξ(1− η2) .

The mean-field parameters η and ξ must be chosen so as to minimize the free energy

of the system, F = −T ln(Tr[e−HMF/T ]), yielding the saddle point relations

2ηξ = V0

∑
σ

N∑
i=1

[
φ∗i (0)〈f †σciσ〉+ φi(0)〈c†iσfσ〉

]
, (5.13)

1− η2 =
∑
σ

〈f †σfσ〉 , (5.14)

where the thermal averages 〈· · · 〉 have to be computed self-consistently from the

mean-field Hamiltonian. 2

5.3.1 Method for solving the mean-field equations

In this section, we explain how to solve the self-consistent equations for the effective

parameters, η and ξ. We start by introducing the imaginary-time equilibrium Green

2 The chemical potential µ can be considered as an external tunable parameter, or determined self-
consistently if one considers a given electronic occupancy Nc. In this latter case, Eqs. (5.13)-(5.14)
have to be completed by a third relation: Nc =

∑
lσ〈c

†
lσclσ〉.
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functions

Gff (τ − τ ′) ≡ 〈〈fσ(τ); f †σ(τ ′)〉〉 , (5.15)

Gfi(τ − τ ′) ≡ 〈〈fσ(τ); c†iσ(τ ′)〉〉 , (5.16)

Gif (τ − τ ′) ≡ 〈〈ciσ(τ); f †σ(τ ′)〉〉 , (5.17)

Gij(τ − τ ′) ≡ 〈〈ciσ(τ); c†jσ(τ ′)〉〉 . (5.18)

Using the equations of motion from the mean-field Hamiltonian Eq. (5.12) and after

straightforward algebra, we find

Gff (iωn) =

[
iωn + ξ − Ed − η2V 2

0

N∑
i=1

|φi(0)|2

iωn + µ− εi

]−1

(5.19)

Gif (iωn) =
ηV0φi(0)

iωn + µ− εi
Gff (iωn) , (5.20)

Gfi(iωn) =
ηV0φ

?
i (0)

iωn + µ− εi
Gff (iωn) , (5.21)

Gij(iωn) =
δij

iωn + µ− εi
+

ηV0φ
?
j(0)

iωn + µ− εj
Gff (iωn)

ηV0φi(0)

iωn + µ− εi
, (5.22)

where ωn ≡ (2n+ 1)πT are the fermionic Matsubara frequencies. Finally, the mean-

field equations (5.13)-(5.14) for η and ξ can be rewritten as

ηξ = V0T
N∑
i=1

+∞∑
n=−∞

[φ?i (0)Gif (iωn) + φi(0)Gfi(iωn)] ,

(5.23)

1 = η2 + 2T
+∞∑

n=−∞

Gff (iωn) . (5.24)
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Figure 5.2: The evolution of the energy levels and wave functions as a function of
coupling strength for a realization drawn from the GOE (calculated using infinite-U
SBMFT). (a) Energy levels near the Fermi energy µ = 0 for coupling V0 (from 0.423
to 1.0). (b) Zoom of a few levels above the Fermi energy. (c) The wave function
amplitudes |ψR|2 corresponding to the energy levels in (b) for an arbitrary position
R 6= 0. Parameters: band width D = 3, Ed = −0.7,T = 0.005 and N = 400.

Note the mean field approximation decouples the two spin components, and therefore

a factor 2 along with the “
∑

σ” is removed from Eq. 5.13. Self-consistency can

therefore be achieved by iterating successively Eqs. (5.19)-(5.21), which define the

Green functions in terms of the parameters ξ and η, and Eqs. (5.23)-(5.24), which

fix ξ and η from the Green functions.

As an example of the output from this procedure, we show in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3,

as a function of the strength of the coupling V0, the one-body energy levels that

result from a slave-boson mean field theory (SBMFT) treatment of the Anderson

box for a particular realization of the box. As we discuss in more detail below (see

section 5.5), a non-trivial solution of the SBMFT equations exists only for JK above
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Figure 5.3: The analog of Fig. 5.2 for the GUE; parameters are the same. Note
that the variation is smoother for these GUE results than for the GOE in Fig. 5.2.

some critical value J cK , or equivalently [see Eq. (5.6)] for V0 larger than a threshold

V c
0 . We thus show the non-interacting levels below that value and break the axis at

that point [V c
0 ' 0.423 (GOE) and V c

0 ' 0.453 (GUE) for the realizations chosen].

Clearly, the levels do indeed shift substantially as a function of coupling strength;

notice as well the additional level injected near the Fermi energy. The change in

the levels occurs more sharply and for slightly smaller values of V0 in the GOE case

than for the GUE. Finally, we observe that, as one follows a level as a function of V0,

little change occurs after some point. The coupling strength V0 at which levels reach

their limiting value depends on the distance to the Fermi energy; it corresponds to

the point where the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance becomes large enough to include the

considered level. These limiting values of the energies are the SBMFT approximation

to the single quasi-particle levels of the Nozières Fermi liquid theory.
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5.3.2 Qualitative behavior

Before entering into the detailed quantitative analysis, we describe here some simple

general properties of the mesoscopic Kondo problem within the SBMFT perspective.

We note first that the mean-field equations (5.23)-(5.24), have a trivial solution

η = 0 and ξ = Ed. This solution is actually the only one in the high temperature

regime: the mesoscopic bath is effectively decoupled from the local magnetic impurity

which can be considered as a free spin-1/2. The onset of a solution η 6= 0 defines, in

the mean field approach, the Kondo temperature TK.

Below TK, the self-consistent mean-field approach results in an effective one-

particle problem, specifically a resonant level model with resonant energy Ed+µ−ξ and

effective coupling ηV0. This resonance is interpreted as the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance

characterizing the one-particle local energy spectrum of the Kondo problem below

TK. The width of this resonance, Γ(η) = η2Γ0, vanishes for T = TK, and quickly

reaches a value of order TK when T � TK. Note that the mesoscopic Kondo problem

differs from the bulk case: mesoscopic fluctuations may affect the large but finite

number of energy levels which lie within the resonance.

The Anderson box is, however, a many-body problem. Its ground state cannot

be described too naively in terms of one-body electronic wave functions, and more

generally one should question the validity of the one particle description for each

physical quantity under investigation. That the low temperature regime of the Kondo

box problem is a priori known to be a Fermi-liquid makes however the situation

rather favorable. Indeed, as long as both the temperature T and the mean level

spacing ∆ are much smaller than the Kondo temperature, we expect the physics of the

Kondo box to be described in terms of fermionic quasi-particles. We take the point

of view that the mean field approach provides a good approximation for these quasi-

particles in this low temperature regime, and therefore for the physical quantities
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derived from them [103]. The notions of one particle energies and wavefunction

fluctuations in the strong interaction regime, which will be our main concern below,

are therefore relevant.

5.4 Formation and Effects of Kondo singlet : Qualitative analysis

In this section, we try to qualitatively understand : 1) how the wave function ampli-

tude at any point of the large dot is affected by the Kondo singlet in the mean field

theory, 2) how to relate the resonance width to the Kondo temperature. We find that

the width of the resonance is related to Kondo temperature Γ(η) ∼ TK; and the wave

function amplitude for energy levels within the Kondo resonance |λ−E0(ξ)| � Γ(η),

will be significantly affected by Kondo resonance.

5.4.1 Effects of the resonance

We start with a few basic comments about the eigenvalues {λκ− µ} and eigenstates

|ψκ〉 (κ = 0, 1, · · · , N) of the mean field Hamiltonian Eq. (5.12). Concerning the

latter, we shall be interested in the following quantity,

uκ ≡ |〈f |ψκ〉|2 (5.25)

uκ measures the overlap probability between the eigenstate κ and the impurity state

|f〉, which is a key ingredient in how the wave function amplitude at r is affected

by the Kondo resonance. For uκ6=0 ∼ 0, the small overlap shows that the impurity

coupling (Kondo resonance) does not affect eigenstate κ. In this section we use κ = 0

to denote the additional resonant level added to the original system, and so in the

limit V0 → 0, one has |ψ0〉 → |f〉 and λκ → εi=κ (κ = 1, . . . , N).

Expressing the Green function of the mean field Hamiltonian as

Ĝ(λ− µ) = [λ− µ−HMF]−1 =
N∑
κ=0

|ψκ〉〈ψκ|
λ− λκ

, (5.26)
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we can check that (λκ−µ) are the poles of the Green function Gff (z) = 〈f |Ĝ(z)|f〉.

From Eq. (5.19) we have therefore immediately that the λκ are the solutions of the

equations

∆

π

N∑
i=1

xi
λ− εi

=
λ− E0(ξ)

Γ(η)
, (5.27)

where we have used the notation

E0(ξ) ≡ Ed + µ− ξ

Γ(η) ≡ η2Γ0 = πρ0η
2V 2

0 (5.28)

for the center and the width of the resonance, and xi ≡ N |φi(0)|2 for the normalized

wavefunction probability at r = 0. Note first that Eq. (5.27) implies that there is one

and only one λκ in each interval [εi, εi+1]: the two sets of eigenvalues are interleaved

and so certainly heavily correlated. Furthermore, |〈f |ψκ〉|2 are the corresponding

residues, so that again from Eq. (5.19)

uκ =
1

1 +
Γ(η)

π

N∑
i=1

xi∆

(λκ − εi)2

. (5.29)

Eq. (5.27) is easily solved outside of the resonance, i.e. when |λ− E0(ξ)| � Γ(η):

in that case one contribution i(κ) dominates the sum on the left hand side. [With our

convention that κ = 0 corresponds to the extra level added to the original system,

we actually just have i(κ) = κ.] The solution for the fractional shift in the level,

δκ ≡ (λκ − εi(κ))/∆ is then given by

δκ '
Γ(η)

π

xi(κ)

λκ − E0

� 1 . (5.30)

Eqs. (5.29) and (5.30) then yields for the wave function intensity

uκ '
1

Γ(η)
π

xi(κ)

δ2
κ∆

' Γ(η)

π

xi(κ)∆

(λκ − E0)2
� ∆

|λκ − E0|
� ∆

Γ(η)
. (5.31)
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If the resonance is small [Γ(η)� ∆], all states are accounted for in this way, except

for λ0 ' E0 which is then such that uκ=0 ' 1.

If the resonance is large, Γ(η) � ∆, the states within the resonance – those

satisfying |λ − E0(ξ)| � Γ(η) – must be treated differently. Because the left hand

side of Eq. (5.27) can be neglected in this regime, these states have only a weak

dependence on Γ(η). The typical distance between a λκ and the closest εi is then of

order ∆, and the corresponding wave functions participate approximately equally in

the Kondo state,

uκ ∼ ∆/Γ(η) [inside the resonance] . (5.32)

In the limit TK ∼ Γη � ∆ (we will show in the next subsection TK ∼ Γ(η)),

only the wave function amplitudes for energy levels within the Kondo resonance,

|λκ − E0(ξ)| � Γη, will be significantly affected.

5.4.2 Formation of Kondo resonance

In this subsection, I will show how the resonance width Γ(η) is related to the Kondo

temperature. Let’s first consider the quantity

θκ ≡ 〈0|ψκ〉〈ψκ|f〉 . (5.33)

which represents the admixture of this eigensate with |f〉 and |0〉 =
∑

i φi(0)|i〉, the

electron-bath state connected to the impurity. Note that θκ is a real quantity. In

a similar way for uκ, the admixture coefficient, θκ, is the residue of 〈0|Ĝ(z)|f〉 =∑
i φ

?(0)Gif (z) at the pole zκ = λκ − µ. Applying Eqs. (5.20) and (5.27), we thus

immediately have

θκ = uκ ·
1

ηV0

Γ(η)∆

π

∑
i

xi
λκ − εi

= uκ ·
λκ − E0

ηV0

. (5.34)
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Assuming the resonance is large [Γ(η)� ∆], and inserting the limiting behaviors of

uκ Eqs. (5.31)-(5.32), we obtain

θκ ' θout
κ =

xi(κ)

π

∆

ηV0

Γ(η)

λk − E0

[|λκ−E0| � Γ] , (5.35)

θκ ∼
∆

ηV0

λk − E0

Γ(η)
[|λκ−E0| � Γ] . (5.36)

The self-consistent equations (5.13)-(5.14) or (5.23)-(5.24) can be written as (per-

forming the summation over Matsubara frequencies in the standard way [104] in the

latter case),

2V0

N∑
κ=0

(fκ−
1

2
) θκ = ηξ , (5.37)

nf =
N∑
κ=0

fκuκ =
1− η2

2
, (5.38)

where fκ = f(λκ−µ) = [1 + exp((λκ−µ)/T )]−1 is the Fermi occupation number. One

furthermore has the sum rules
∑

κ uκ = 〈f |f〉 = 1 and
∑

κ θκ = 〈0|f〉 = 0 [this latter

has been used to generate the 1/2 in (5.37)].

As mentioned in Sec. 5.3.2, the trivial solution of these mean-field equations (η=

0, ξ=Ed) is the only one in the high temperature regime. The Kondo temperature TK

is defined, in the mean field approach, as the highest temperature for which a η 6= 0

solution occurs. One obtains an equation for TK by requiring that the non-trivial

solution of the mean-field equations continuously vanishes, η → 0+, in which case

λκ=0 → E0(ξ), uκ=0 → 1, and uκ6=0 → 0. Eq. (5.38) then reduces to f(E0(ξ) − µ) =

1/2, implying E0(ξ) = µ and so ξ = Ed. Using Eq. (5.35) to simplify Eq. (5.37) then

gives the mesoscopic version [99] of the Nagaoka-Suhl equation [105, 106]

Ed
V 2

0

=
N∑
i=1

|φi(0)|2

εi − µ
tanh [(εi − µ)/2TK] . (5.39)
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The same equation for TK was obtained from a one-loop perturbative renormalization

group treatment [17, 107].

In the bulk limit (N → ∞ and no fluctuations) and for µ in the middle of

the band, this gives for the Kondo temperature T bulk
K = aK(D/2)e−1/JKρ0 , with

aK ' 1.13 · ·. Unless explicitly specified, we will always assume this quantity is

large compared to the mean level spacing. In this case, the fluctuations of the

Kondo temperature for chaotic dynamics described by the random matrix model in

Sec. 5.2.2 has been analyzed in Refs. [17] and [85] and more recently using SBMFT

in Ref. [99]. The main result is that δTK, the fluctuation of the Kondo temperature

around the bulk Kondo temperature, scales as

(δTK)2 ∼ T bulk
K ∆ . (5.40)

Now consider what happens as T decreases further below TK. Dividing Eq. (5.37)

by ηV0, we can write it as

ξ

V 2
0

=
N∑
κ=0

rκ
|φi(κ)(0)|2

λκ − E0

tanh [(λκ − µ)/2T ] , (5.41)

where rκ = θκ/θ
out
κ is one outside the resonance and scales as (λκ−E0)2/Γ(η)2 within

the resonance [see Eqs. (5.35)-(5.36)]. Eq. (5.41) has a structure very similar to the

equation for TK, Eq. (5.39). Indeed, ξ might not be strictly equal to Ed [and thus

E0(ξ) might differ slightly from µ] but its scale will remain the same. Then outside

the resonance, λκ ' εi(κ) and rκ ' 1. The main difference in the expression for ξ

is that the logarithmic divergence associated with the summation of 1/(λκ − E0) is

cutoff not only by the temperature factor tanh [(λκ − µ)/2T ] at the scale T , but also

by the ratio rκ at the scale Γ(η). As T becomes significantly smaller than TK, the

temperature cutoff becomes inoperative. This implies in particular that Γ(η) will

rather quickly switch from 0 to its zero temperature limit when T goes below TK.
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We shall in the following not consider the temperature dependence of Γ(η) but rather

focus on its low temperature limit.

We see, then, that both TK and Γ(η) represent physically the scale at which the

logarithmic divergence of
∑

i |φi(0)|2/(εi − µ) should be cut to keep this sum equal

to Ed/V
2

0 . Thus, as long as we are only interested in energy scales, we can write that

for T � TK,

Γ(η) ∼ TK . (5.42)

5.5 Mean field parameters, Wilson number, and Critical Kondo cou-
pling

We have computed numerically the self-consistent parameters η and ξ for a large

number of realizations of our random matrix ensemble at various values of the pa-

rameters defining the Anderson box model (always within our regime of interest,

T <∆�TK, except when explicitly specified). Fig. 5.4 shows the distributions of η

and ξ for a choice of parameters such that T bulk
K /Γ0 ' 0.24 (close to but not in the

mixed valence regime). We see that these distributions are approximately Gaussian

and centered on their values for the bulk flat-band case, though note the slightly

non-Gaussian tail on the left side in both cases. The distributions for the GOE and

GUE are qualitatively similar, with those for the GUE being, as expected, slightly

narrower.

The “Wilson number” is an important quantity in Kondo physics: it compares

TK with the energy scale contained in the ground state magnetic susceptibility. It

is defined as W ∗ ≡ TK χ0(T→0), where χ0(T ) ≡
∫ 1/T

0
〈Sz(τ)Sz(0)〉dτ is the static

susceptibility. W ∗ is thus the ratio between the characteristic high temperature scale

TK and the characteristic low temperature scale T0 = 1/χ0(T = 0) of the strong-

coupling regime [98].

In the bulk Kondo problem, there is only one scale, of course, and so the Wilson
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Figure 5.4: The distribution of the mean field parameters, critical coupling, and
effective Wilson number from SBMFT calculation for both GOE (blue solid line) and
GUE (red dash-dot line). (a) η, (b) ξ, (c) critical coupling J cK , and (d) the effective
Wilson number W ∗ = TKχ0(0). The vertical black dashed lines mark the values for
the corresponding bulk flat-band system. The following parameters were used: band
width D = 3, Ed = −0.7, V0 = 0.6, and T = 0.005. The mean level spacing is
∆ = 0.01, and the Kondo temperature in the bulk limit is T bulk

K ' 0.092.

number has a fixed value [40], namely 0.4128 (approximated as 0.349 in the SBMFT).

For our mesoscopic Anderson box on the other hand, this will be a fluctuating quan-

tity that has to be computed for each realization of the mesoscopic electron bath.

Computing TK according to Eq. (5.39) and expressing the static susceptibility as

χ0(T ) = T
∑+∞

n=−∞Gff (iωn)Gff (−iωn) with Gff (iωn) given by Eq. (5.19), we ob-

tain the distribution of the Wilson number shown in Fig. 5.4(d). Note the unusual

non-Gaussian form of the distribution, with the long tail for large W ∗. As a result,

the peak of the distribution is slightly smaller than the bulk flat-band value. The

magnitude of the fluctuations in W ∗ is modest for our choice of parameters (about

30%) but considerably larger than the magnitude of the fluctuations of the mean

field parameters in Fig. 5.4(a)-(b).

Another interesting global quantity is the critical Kondo coupling J cK [{εi}, {|φi(0)|2}]
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defined for a given realization of the electron bath by

1

2J cK
≡

N∑
i=1

|φi(0)|2

εi − µ
. (5.43)

Here, exceptionally, we move away from the regime T bulk
K � ∆. The discreetness

of the spectrum is what is making convergent the sum in the above expression, and

thus J cK can be defined only because of the finite size of the electron bath. In the

SBMFT approximation J cK is the realization-dependent value of the Kondo coupling

JK [defined in Eq. (5.6)] such that TK = 0 if JK < J cK and TK is non-zero if JK > J cK .

Note that the possibility of vanishing Kondo temperature TK has been discussed in

the framework of disordered bulk systems [85, 86, 87, 88, 108, 109]. Fig. 5.4(c) shows

the distribution of this critical coupling for a mesoscopic Anderson box. Note the

non-Gaussian form of the distribution and the similarity between the GOE and GUE

results. Remarkably the distribution functions do not vanish at J cK = 0, indicating

that there exist realizations for which the Kondo screening occurs for any coupling

V0 and impurity level Ed. Indeed, as pointed out in Ref. [99], a small J cK corresponds

to a situation in which the chemical potential µ lies very close to some level εi, which

then dominates the sum in (5.43). If µ exactly coincides with some εi, J
c
K = 0: the

large dot contains an odd number of electrons on average so that the impurity can

always form a singlet with the large dot [92].

5.6 Spectral fluctuations

The mean field approach maps the Kondo problem at low temperature into a resonant

level problem, Eq. (5.12), with two realization specific parameters: the energy of the

resonant level [E0(ξ), taking µ = 0 as the energy reference] and the strength of the

coupling to it. We have seen, however, that in the limit TK � ∆ [or equivalently

Γ(η) � ∆] the scale of the fluctuations of these parameters both go to zero as
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√
∆/Γ̄. Furthermore, as long as |λκ − E0| � Γ(η), the λκ and corresponding |ψκ〉

are relatively insensitive to Γ and E0 and thus to their fluctuations. We consider,

therefore, in a first stage the fluctuations implied by the resonant level model (RLM)

with fixed parameters, and then come back later to consider how the fluctuations of

the parameters modify the results.

For the analysis in this section and the next, it is convenient to rewrite the

resonant level model (RLM) as

HRLM =
N∑
i=1

εi|i〉〈i|+ ε0|f〉〈f |+ v

N∑
i=1

[
√
Nφi(0)|i〉〈f |+ h.c.]. (5.44)

Here, |f〉 is the bare resonant level state with energy ε0, and the |i〉 for i ≥ 1 are the

bare (unperturbed) states of the reservoir with wave functions φi(r). The eigenstates

of HRLM (perturbed states) are, as before, |ψκ〉 for κ = 0, · · · , N with corresponding

eigenvalues {λκ}. Finally, the coupling strength is taken to scale with system size as

v ∝ 1/
√
N so that the large N limit in the random matrix model can be conveniently

taken. The corresponding width of the resonant level is Γ ≡ πρ0Nv
2.

We use two complementary ways of viewing the RLM. First, as a microscopic

model in its own right, albeit non-interacting, one has v = V0/
√
N where V0 is the

hopping matrix element from the resonant level to the r = 0 site in the reservoir as

in Eq. (5.3). In this case the width of the level is simply Γ = Γ0, and , and ε0 is just

a parameter of the model. Second, if one views the RLM as the result of an SBMFT

approach in which the fluctuations of the mean field parameters are neglected, one

has v = η̄V0/
√
N , in which case Γ = Γ(η̄) = Γ̄ and ε0 = E0(ξ̄). We stress that in

both cases, ε0 is a fixed parameter, while εi 6=0 are random variables.

5.6.1 Joint Distribution Function

To characterize the correlations between the unperturbed energy levels and the per-

turbed levels, the basic quantity needed is the joint distribution function P ({εi}, {λκ}).
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As seen in Sec. 5.4.1, the RLM eigenvalues λκ are related to the unperturbed energies

through Eq. (5.27), which we rewrite as

N∑
i=1

xi
λκ − εi

=
λκ − ε0
v2

, (5.45)

remembering that xi ≡ N |φi(0)|2. Explicitly writing out the “interleaving” con-

straints, we obtain

εi ≤ λi ≤ εi+1, i = 1, · · · , N − 1

λ0 < ε1 (5.46)

λN > εN .

(Note we slightly change the way we index the levels λi with respect to section 5.3).

There is furthermore an additional constraint on the sum of the eigenvalues

D ≡
N∑
i=0

εi −
N∑
κ=0

λκ = 0 , (5.47)

a proof of which is given in Appendix A.

Since we know the joint distribution of the εi and |φi(0)|2, we now want to use

relation (5.45) to convert from the eigenfunctions to the λκ. A slight complication

here is that there is one more level λκ than wavefunction probabilities |φi(0)|2 (which

is why a constraint such as Eq. (5.47) needs to appear). It is therefore convenient

to include an additional “unperturbed” level at ε0 associated with a wave-function

probability x0, and to extend the summation in the left hand side of Eq. (5.45) to

i = 0. Assuming then that x0 has a probability one to be zero [i.e. that P (x0) =

δ(x0)] one recovers the original problems.

In terms of the Jacobian for this variable transformation, the desired joint distri-
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bution can then be written as

Pβ({εi}, {λκ}) = Pβ({εi}) δ(x0)
N∏
i=1

pβ(xi)

 det

[
∂xi
∂λj

] (5.48)

where Pβ({εi}) and pβ(xi) are given in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8). (We shall not assume

in this subsection that the spectrum {εi} has been unfolded.) In order to find the

Jacobian, we first find xi explicitly. Since Eq. (5.45) is linear in xi, inverting the

Cauchy matrix aκi = 1/(λκ − εi) yields

xi =
∑
κ

biκ
λκ − ε0
v2

, (5.49)

where [110]

biκ =
1

εi − λκ
A(εi)

B′(εi)

B(λκ)

A′(λκ)
,

A(z) =
N∏
κ=0

(z − λκ), B(z) =
N∏
i=0

(z − εi) . (5.50)

This expression can be simplified by using the residue theorem twice. First, note

that

xi = − 1

v2

(
1

2πi

∮
(z − ε0)B(z)

(z − εi)A(z)
dz

)
A(εi)

B′(εi)
. (5.51)

Second, the identity
∮ ∏

i(z − ai)/
∏

i(z − bi)dz = 2πi
∑

i(bi − ai) implies

xi =
1

v2
(εi − ε0 +D)

∏N
κ=0(λκ − εi)∏
i 6=j(εj − εi)

. (5.52)

For i = 0, this reads

x0 =
1

v2
D ·

∏N
κ=0(λκ − ε0)∏N
j=1(εj − ε0)

, (5.53)
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and thus x0 6= 0 implies that the λκ cannot coincide with ε0, leading then to

δ(x0) =
v2
∏N

j=1(εj − ε0)∏N
κ=0(λκ − ε0)

· δ(D) . (5.54)

The factor δ(x0) in Eq. (5.48) therefore imposes the constraint (5.47) that we know

should hold.

Now note that ∂xi/∂λκ is itself a Cauchy-like matrix ∂xi/∂λκ = risκ/(λκ − εi)

where

ri =
1

v2

∏
κ(λκ − εi)∏
κ6=i(εκ − εi)

and sκ = λκ − ε0 +D . (5.55)

The Jacobian, then, is given by

det

(
∂xi
∂λκ

)
=

N∏
i=0

ri

N∏
κ=0

sκ det

(
1

λκ − εi

)

=

∏
κ(λκ − ε0 +D)

v2N

∏
j>i(λj − λi)∏
j>i(εj − εi)

. (5.56)

From now on, since no further derivative will be taken, we can set x0, and thus

D, to zero, and thus assume the constraint (5.47) holds. The last ingredient we need

in order to assemble the joint distribution function is
∑

i xi:

∑
i

xi =
1

v2

∑
i

(ε0 − εi)
A(εi)

B′(εi)
= − 1

2πiv2

∮
(z − ε0)A(z)

B(z)
dz

= − 1

2πiv2

∮ ∏N
κ=0(z − λκ)∏N
i=1(z − εi)

dz . (5.57)

The relation

1

2πi

∮ ∏N
i=1(z − ai)∏N−1
i=1 (z − bi)

dz =
1

2

[N−1∑
i=1

b2
i −

N∑
i=1

a2
i +

( N∑
i=1

ai −
N−1∑
i=1

bi

)2
]

(5.58)
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and the sum constraint (5.47) then gives

∑
i

xi = − 1

2v2

( N∑
i=0

ε2i −
N∑
κ=0

λ2
κ

)
. (5.59)

Finally, assembling all the different elements, Eqs. (5.7), (5.8), (5.52), (5.56), and

(5.59), we arrive at the desired result for the joint distribution function: within the

domain specified in (5.46),

Pβ({εi}, {λκ}) ∝

∏
i>j≥1

(εi − εj)
∏

κ>ν≥0

(λκ − λν)

N∏
i=1

N∏
κ=0

|εi − λκ|1−β/2

× exp

[
− 1

4v2

(
β

N∑
κ=0

λ2
κ + (

v2

α2
− β)

N∑
i=0

ε2i

)]
δ
( N∑
κ=0

λκ −
N∑
i=0

εi

)
.

(5.60)

where α =
√
N∆/π.We stress again that in Eq. (5.60), ε0 is not a random variable,

but a fixed parameter.

5.6.2 Toy models

The joint distribution Eq. (5.60) contains in principle all the information about the

spectral correlations between the high and low temperature spectra of the mesoscopic

Kondo problem. It is, however, not straight forward to directly derive the explicit

expressions for basic correlation properties. Instead of pursuing this route, we shall

here follow the spirit of the Wigner approach to the nearest neighbor distribution

of classic random matrix ensembles [100] and introduce a simple toy model, easily

solvable, which provides nevertheless good insight for some of the correlations in the

original model.

Starting from Eq. (5.45) for the level λκ of the RLM, we first notice that the

resonance width Γ = πρ0Nv
2 defines two limiting regimes. When λκ is well outside
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the resonance, |λκ − ε0| � Γ, the low temperature level λi has to be (almost) equal

to εi or εi+1; as expected, the two spectra nearly coincide. On the other hand, well

within the resonance, |λκ − ε0| � Γ so that the r.h.s. of (5.45) can be set equal to

zero,

N∑
i=1

xi
λκ − εi

≈ 0 , (5.61)

thus providing a first simplification.

Let us now consider the level λκ located between εi and εi+1. It is reasonable

to assume that the position of λκ will be mainly determined by these two lev-

els and the fluctuations of their corresponding eigenfunctions |φi(0)|2 = xi/N and

|φi+1(0)|2 = xi+1/N , and that the influence of the other states will be significantly

weaker. Neglecting completely the influence of all but these closest ε’s, the problem

then reduces to the much simpler equation for λκ,

xi
λκ − εi

+
xi+1

λκ − εi+1

= 0 , (5.62)

where xi and xi+1 are uncorrelated and distributed according to the Porter-Thomas

distribution (5.8). One notices then that all energy scales (v, ∆, etc. ...) have

disappeared from the problem except for εi+1 − εi. The resulting distribution of λκ

is therefore universal, depending only on the symmetry under time reversal. One

can obtain the distribution of energy level λκ from the Porter-Thomas distribution

shown in Eq. (5.8)

P (λκ) =

∫
dxidxi+1

e−
β
2

(xi+xi+1)

[(2πxi)(2πxi+1)]1−β/2
δ
(
λκ −

xiεi+1 + xi+1εi
x1 + xi+1

)
. (5.63)
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Straightforward integration gives

P (λκ) =
1

π

1√
(εi+1 − λκ)(λκ − εi)

GOE (5.64)

P (λκ) =
1

εi+1 − εi
GUE . (5.65)

Breaking time-reversal invariance symmetry thus affects drastically the correlation

between the low temperature level λκ and the neighboring high temperature ones

εi and εi+1. Time-reversal symmetric systems see a clustering of the λκ’s close to

the εi’s—with a square root singularity—while for systems without time-reversal

symmetry the distribution is uniform between εi and εi+1.

In the GUE case, the Porter-Thomas distribution is uniform, which means that

the distribution can not be simplified by just two levels and the approximation

Eq. (5.62) does not hold for GUE. Therefore, we must consider a slightly more

elaborate version of our toy model. It is, for instance, possible to include the av-

erage effect of all levels beyond the two neighboring ones (for which we keep the

fluctuations of only the wave-functions, not the energy levels). Furthermore one can

take into account the term (λκ − ε0)/v that was neglected above, assuming that

its variation in the interval [εi, εi+1] is small. Introducing λ̄ ≡ (εi + εi+1)/2 and

σ ≡ (λκ−λ̄)/∆ ∈ [−1/2,+1/2], Eq. (5.62) is replaced by

xi
σ + 1

2

+
xi+1

σ − 1
2

= F(σ) , (5.66)

with

F(σ) ≡
∑
i 6=0,1

1

σ + 1
2
− i

+ π
λ̄

Γ
= π

(
tan(πσ) +

λ̄

Γ

)
−
(

1

σ + 1
2

+
1

σ − 1
2

)
. (5.67)
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Figure 5.5: The distribution of S (which includes both |λκ − εi|/|εi+1 − εi| and
|λκ − εi+1|/|εi+1 − εi|) for the resonant level model (a) GOE, (b) GUE, and for the
SBMFT treatment of the infinite-U Anderson model (c) GOE, (d) GUE. Insert of
(a): the cumulative distribution of the V0 = 0.9 GOE data compared to the toy
model. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) are the result of the toy model; those in (c)
and (d) show the RLM result for V0 = 0.9 and 1.3, respectively. Parameters: D = 3,
ε0 = 0 for the RLM and Ed = −0.7 in the SBMFT, 5000 realizations are used, and
there are 500 energy levels within the band.

Integrating over the Porter-Thomas distribution, we obtain in the GUE case

P (σ) = exp

[
−
(
σ +

1

2

)
F(σ)− umin

]
(5.68)

×
[
1 + umin + (

1

2
+ σ)F(σ) + (

1

4
+ σ2)

dF
dσ

]

with umin ≡ inf[0,−F(σ)]. Replacing F(σ) by zero in Eq. (5.68) of course recovers

Eq. (5.65).
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5.6.3 Numerical distributions

To characterize the relation between the weak and strong coupling levels, we consider

the distribution of the normalized level shift defined by

S ∈
{
|λκ − εi|
|εi+1 − εi|

,
|λκ − εi+1|
|εi+1 − εi|

}
. (5.69)

The range of S is from 0 to 1.

We start by considering the non-interacting RLM, introducing the resonant level

right at the chemical potential, ε0 = 0, and then analyzing those levels within the

resonant width, −Γ0/2 < λκ < Γ0/2. Fig. 5.5 shows the probability distribution P (S)

obtained by sampling a large number of realizations. We see that this distribution

is independent of the coupling strength (for levels within the resonant width). The

corresponding results for the toy model, Eqs. (5.64) and (5.68), are plotted in Fig. 5.5

as well. The toy model gives a good overall picture of both the distribution of S and

the difference between the orthogonal and unitary cases: the strong coupling levels

are concentrated near the original levels in the case of the GOE while they are pushed

away from the original levels in the GUE. Quantitatively, however, the weight in the

middle of the interval is greater in the full RLM than in the toy model. Comparing

the GUE case with the prediction Eq. (5.68) obtained from the second toy model,

we see that this difference can be attributed to the mean effect of the levels other

than the closest ones, which tend to push λκ into the middle of the interval [εi, εi+1].

Remarkably, as seen in Fig. 5.5, neglecting the fluctuations of the wave-functions

other than |φi(0)|2 and |φi+1(0)|2 tends to make this “pressure” toward the center

somewhat bigger than it would be if all fluctuations were taken into account.

One intriguing prediction of the toy model is the square root singularity at S = 0

and S = 1 in the GOE case. To see whether this is present in the RLM numerical

results, we plot the cumulative distribution function on a log-log scale in the inset
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in Fig. 5.5; the resulting straight line parallel to the toy model result (though with

slightly smaller magnitude) shows that, indeed, the square root singularity is present.

As predicted by the toy model, breaking time reversal symmetry causes a dramatic

change in P (S).

Results for the full SBMFT treatment of the infinite-U Anderson model are shown

in Figs. 5.5(c) and 5.5(d) for the GOE and GUE, respectively. Only levels satisfying

E0−Γ(η)/2 < λκ < E0 + Γ(η)/2 are included; these are the levels that are within the

Kondo resonance. Fig. 5.5 shows that the perturbed energy levels within the Kondo

resonance for the interacting model have the same statistical properties as the ones

within the resonance for the non-interacting model.

5.7 Wave-function correlations

We turn now to the properties of the eigenstates. A key quantity of interest in

quantum dot physics is the magnitude of the wave function of a level at a point in

the dot that is coupled to an external lead. This quantity is directly related to the

conductance through the dot when the chemical potential is close to the energy of

the level [16, 111]. If an extra lead is connected (with coupling VD−L) to the large

dot at position r, the conductance through the large dot level i can be measured. We

assume that the probing lead is very weakly coupled, so that the relevant quantity is

the magnitude of the wave function |ψi(r)|2 in the absence of leads. The conductance

through the dot level i is proportional to this magnitude via

G ∝ Γi = πV 2
D−L|ψi(r)|2ρ. (5.70)

Within our RMT model, all points other than the point r = 0, to which the impurity

is coupled, are equivalent. The evolution of the magnitude of the quasi-particle wave

function probability |ψi(r)|2, at some arbitrary point r 6= 0 as a function of the

coupling strength is shown in Fig. 5.2(c) for GOE and Fig. 5.3(c) for GUE. Note the
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large variation in magnitude, often over a narrow window in coupling V0, and the

fact that the magnitude of each level tends to go to 0 at some value of V0 (though

not all at the same value).

In order to understand how the coupling to an outside lead at r is affected by

the coupling to the impurity, we study the correlation between the quasi-particle

wave-function probability |ψκ(i)(r)|2 and the unperturbed wave-function probability

|φi(r)|2 [using the convention of Sec. 5.4.1, κ(i) = i]. More specifically, we will

consider in this section the correlator

Ci,κ(i) =
|φi(r)|2|ψκ(i)(r)|2 − |φi(r)|2 · |ψκ(i)(r)|2

σ(|φi(r)|2)σ(|ψκ(i)(r)|2)
. (5.71)

The average (·) here is over all realizations, for arbitrary fixed r 6= 0, and σ(·) is the

square root of the variance of the corresponding quantity.

We expect that, as for the energies, most of the wave-function fluctuation prop-

erties can be understood by starting from the RLM Eq. (5.44) despite the fact that

fluctuations of the mean-field parametersmare not included. We start therefore with

Fig. 5.6 which shows Ci,κ(i) for the non-interacting RLM as a function of the average

distance δε̄i = (i∆−D/2) between εi and ε0 = 0 (which is in the middle of the band).

In Fig. 5.6 (a) and (c), the correlator Ci,κ(i) has a dip at the position of the impurity

level. The width of the dip increases as the coupling V0 increases. Rescaling the

energy axis by Γ0, as done in Fig. 5.6 (b) and (d), shows that the width of the dip is

proportional to the resonance width. One also finds that Ci,κ(i) is ' 1 for the energy

levels outside the resonance, which is expected, but that Ci,κ(i) is slightly below 1/2

in the center of the resonance.

Turning now to the full self-consistent problem, we plot in Fig. 5.7 the wave-

function correlator Ci,κ(i) for the full SBMFT approach to the infinite-U Anderson

model. Panels (a) and (c) show that the wave-function correlation has a dip similar
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Figure 5.6: Wave function correlator Ci,κ(i) for the non-interacting RLM (η̄ = 1).
(a) GOE and (c) GUE, as a function of the average distance between εi and ε0. (b)
GOE and (d) GUE, as a function of rescaled average distance ε = (i∆ − D/2)/Γ0.
The dashed lines are the result of the analytic result as shown in Eq. (5.74) from
a toy model calculation. Parameters: D = 3, impurity energy level ε0 = 0, 5000
realizations, and 500 energy levels within the band.

to that in the RLM results. The dip is located at δε̄i = 0.0 for small coupling (i.e.

V0 = 0.6), and then moves to larger δε̄i as the coupling V0 increases. This is a natural

result for the highly asymmetric infinite-U Anderson model: for small coupling, the

SBMFT calculation leads to E0 − µ = Ed − ξ ≈ 0, while for increasing V0, E0 − µ

increases to positive values. In fact, the dip corresponds to the effective Kondo

resonance. Incorporating the shift of E0(ξ) and rescaling by Γ(η) ∼ TK , we plot

the wave function correlation as a function of δε̃ ≡ [(i∆−D/2) − (E0(ξ)−µ)]/Γ(η)

in Fig. 5.7 (b) and (d). All the curves collapse onto universal curves, one for the

GOE and another for the GUE. In addition, the universal curves are the same as the

universal curves for the RLM.

As anticipated, the (fixed parameter) resonant level model contains essentially all
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Figure 5.7: Wave function correlation, Ci,κ(i), for the SBFMT approach to the
infinite-U Anderson model. (a) GOE and (c) GUE, as a function of the average
distance from the middle of the band. (b) GOE and (d) GUE, as a function of
rescaled average distance δε̄ = [(i∆−D/2)−(E0(ξ)−µ)]/Γ(η). The black lines labeled
RLM are results for the non-interacting RLM at V0 = 0.5; the dashed lines are the
result of the analytic result as shown in Eq. (5.74) from a toy model calculation.
Parameters: D = 3, impurity energy level Ed = −0.7, 5000 realizations, and 500
energy levels within the band.

the physics controlling the behavior of the correlator Ci,κ(i). We can therefore try to

understand the behavior of this quantity without taking into account the fluctuations

of the mean field parameters.

Expressing the wave function probability |ψκ(r)|2 as the residue of Ĝ(r, r), and

using that in the semiclassical limit the magnitude of the unperturbed wave-functions

φi(r) are uncorrelated at different points and with the energy levels, from Appendix B

one can show that in the limit Γeff � ∆, the correlator is given by

Ci,κ = Ωκ
ii = uκ ·

|vi|2
λκ − εi

(5.72)

where vi = ηV0φi(0). An approximation to Ci,κ(i) can be obtained by taking the
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energy levels to be evenly spaced and replacing the wave function intensities by the

average value; this yields

(Ωκ
ii)

bulk ≡ 1

δ2
κ

∑
i

1

(i+ δκ)2

(5.73)

where δκ ≡ (λκ(i) − εi)/∆. Finally, as shown in Appendix B one can obtain

Ci,κ(i) '
1

[cotan−1 (δε̄i/Γ)]
2 (

1 + (δε̄i/Γ)2) , (5.74)

which, as anticipated, depends only on the ratio (δε̄i/Γ). The curve resulting from

this expression is shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 and is in good agreement with the

numerical data.

Eq. (5.74) provides a good qualitative and quantitative description of the energy

dependence of the correlator Ci,κ(i) [although differences between (Ωκ
ii)

bulk and Ωκ
ii are

visible]. In a conductance experiment, however, only the levels near the Fermi energy

that are within the Kondo resonance contribute to the conductance. In the middle

of the resonance, Ci,κ(i) is slightly less than one half. At temperature lower than the

mean spacing ∆, for which only one state would contribute to the conductance, there

would be some correlation, but only a partial one, between the fluctuations of the

conductance in the uncoupled system and the one in the Kondo limit.

5.8 Conclusions

We have obtained results for the correlation between the statistical fluctuations of

the properties of the reservoir-dot electrons in two limits: the high-temperature

non-interacting gas on the one hand (T � T bulk
K ) and, on the other hand, the quasi-

particle gas when the Anderson impurity is strongly coupled (T � T bulk
K ). The exact

treatment of the mesoscopic Kondo problem in the low temperature regime is, how-

ever, nontrivial. Since the very low temperature regime (T � T bulk
K ) is described by
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a Nozières-Landau Fermi liquid, we tackled this problem by using the slave boson

mean field approximation, through which the infinite-U Anderson model is mapped

to an effective resonant level model with renormalized impurity energy level and

coupling.

We derived the spectral joint distribution function, Eq. (5.60), which in princi-

ple contains all the information about the correlations between the high and low

temperature spectra of the mesoscopic Anderson box. In the spirit of the Wigner

surmise, a solvable toy model was introduced to avoid the complications of the joint

distribution function. The toy model provides considerable insight into the spectral

correlations in the original model.

The numerical infinite-U SBMFT calculation shows the following results. First,

the distributions of the mean field parameters are Gaussian. Second, the distribution

of the critical coupling J cK does not vanish at zero which shows that there exist some

realizations for which the Kondo effect appears at any bare coupling V0 and impurity

energy level Ed. Third, for the GOE, the spectral spacing distribution has two sharp

peaks at S = 0 and S = 1, showing that the two perturbed energy levels (i.e. those for

T � T bulk
K ) are close to the unperturbed ones (T � T bulk

K ). For the GUE, the peak

of the spectral correlation function is located at S = 0.5 corresponding to the center

of the two unperturbed energy levels. In addition, the spectral spacing distribution

for different coupling strengths V0 collapse to universal forms, one for GOE and one

for GUE, when we consider only energy levels within the Kondo resonance.

Finally, we studied the influence of the Anderson impurity on the coupling strength

between an outside lead and the energy levels of the large dot, as would be probed in

a conductance measurement. This is characterized by the intensity of the wave func-

tion at an arbitrary point. The correlation function of this intensity corresponding to

the unperturbed system and perturbed system shows a dip located at from Appendix

A the Kondo resonance, and the width of the dip is proportional to the width of the
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Kondo resonance. Only the part of the wave function amplitude that corresponds to

the perturbed energy levels within the Kondo resonance will be significantly affected

due to the coupling to the Kondo impurity.
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6

Conductance of Quantum Impurity Models from
Quantum Monte Carlo

Summary: The conductance of two Anderson impurity models, one with two-fold

and another with four-fold degeneracy, representing two types of quantum dots, is

calculated using a world-line quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method. 1 Extrapolation

of the imaginary time QMC data to zero frequency yields the linear conductance,

which is then compared to numerical renormalization group results in order to assess

its accuracy. We find that the method gives excellent results at low temperature

(T . TK) throughout the mixed valence and Kondo regimes, but it is unreliable for

higher temperature.

1 Part of the text of this chapter has been adapted from the following previously published article:
Dong E. Liu, Shailesh Chandrasekharan, and Harold U. Baranger, “Conductance of Quantum
Impurity Models from Quantum Monte Carlo”, Physical Review B 82, 165447 (2010).
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6.1 Introduction

Quantum dots provide a highly controlled and tunable way to study a range of

quantum many-body physics: various quantum impurity models and their associated

Kondo effects [14, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116] (see chapter 2), tunneling with dissipation

[117, 118] (see chapter 8), and Luttinger liquid effects [119, 120] (see Sec. 4.4 in

chapter 4), to name a few. The crucial experimental observable in these situations

is the electrical conductance G = dI/dV ; thus, calculating the conductance is a key

task for both analytic and numerical approaches. Numerical methods have indeed

been developed [121, 122, 123, 124], with remarkable agreement for small systems

between theory and experiment [125]. But these methods scale poorly for the larger,

more complex multi-dot systems [126, 127] that are currently of great interest. Here

we implement and test a way to calculate the conductance from a path-integral

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculation. While it yields less information than

the numerical renormalization group (NRG) [121] 2 in simple systems (e.g. a single

quantum dot), the method should scale readily to more complicated systems. Results

for two Anderson-type impurity models show that the method works very well at low

temperature.

For calculations of the conductance in simple quantum dot systems, the most

accurate results are obtained using the NRG method [121, 122, 123, 124]. NRG

becomes slow and even impractical, however, if there are many leads, a many-fold

degeneracy, or more than a few interacting sites. In such situations, the world-line

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method [128, 129] could be a valuable alternative

since it scales nicely as the problem size increases. However, QMC is formulated in

imaginary time rather than real time: to extract dynamic properties one must trans-

form from imaginary back to real time. The statistical error in the QMC data makes

2 NRG is a technique devised by K. Wilson to solve quantum impurity models. This method is
nonperturbative in all parameters, and the renormalization group steps are generated numerically.
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this an ill-posed problem, for which various extrapolation and continuation methods

have been developed [130]. To obtain the conductance of interest here, we extrap-

olate to zero frequency the appropriate correlation function evaluated using QMC

at imaginary Matsubara frequencies [131, 132, 133, 134, 135]. This has been used,

for instance, to study a one-dimensional Hubbard chain coupled to non-interacting

leads in the absence of the Kondo effect [135].

The aim of this chapter is to test the validity of the extrapolation method for

Anderson impurity models in both the mixed-valence and Kondo regimes. We study

the linear conductance (G = dI/dV in the zero bias limit V → 0) using QMC

in two models: a single impurity Anderson model with either two-fold or four-fold

degeneracy. The standard two-fold degenerate model is a simplified representation of

a single GaAs quantum dot connected to leads [14]. The four-fold degenerate model

represents a quantum dot in a carbon nanotube in which there is an additional

orbital degeneracy from the helicity of the states [14, 112, 113, 114]. This orbital

degeneracy is present in both the discrete states in the dot and the extended states

in the carbon nanotube leads. In section 6.2, we review the quantum Monte Carlo

method fo quantum impurity model. In section 6.3, we show how to calculate the

linear conductance by using QMC simulation along with the extrapolation method.

In section 6.4, the linear conductance results from QMC are shown and compared

with NRG results. Finally, conclusions are included in section 6.5.

6.2 Worldline Quantum Monte Carlo Method for Quantum Impurity
Model

Consider a model, then, in which a single level with Coulomb repulsion U represents

the quantum dot (which we also refer to as the impurity site) and is coupled to two

non-interacting bands, left (L) and right (R). The degeneracy of both the discrete

level and the free electrons is M ; we will consider the two cases M = 2 (standard
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2 3−1 0 1−2−3
Figure 6.1: The 1D infinite tight-binding chain, where the 0th site is the impurity
site (quantum dot).

single-level Anderson model) and M = 4 (both spin and orbital degeneracy). The

Hamiltonian is

H =
∑

k,i={L,R}

M∑
σ=1

εkc
†
kiσckiσ +

U

2
(N̂ −Ng)

2

+
∑

k,i={L,R}

M∑
σ=1

Vσ(c†kiσdσ + h.c.) (6.1)

where the electron number operator for the impurity site is N̂ =
∑M

σ=1 d
†
σdσ. The

energy in the bands is such that −D≤ εk ≤D where D is the half bandwidth, and we

assume a flat density of states, ρ=1/2D. The hybridization of the impurity to each

lead is given by Vσ which yields a level width Γσ=ΓL,σ+ΓR,σ with ΓL,σ=ΓR,σ=πV 2
σ ρ.

In terms of the gate voltage Ng (i.e. equilibrium occupancy for the dot), the energy

level of the dot is explicitly given by εd=U(1−2Ng)/2. Finally, in the absence of any

orbital degeneracy, the degeneracy of the d level is simply given by spin, σ=↑ or ↓.

A new basis for the two non-interacting bands can be independently constructed

by starting from the localized impurity state. In this way the model is mapped to

a one-dimensional (1D) infinite tight-binding chain [121], as shown in Fig. 6.1. We

use a large chain (∼106 sites) in order that its finite size is irrelevant for the physics

of interest. Then, in order to make the computation time manageable, logarithmic

blocking of the energy levels, i.e. Wilson chain [121] , is used to reduce the number

of effective sites. In this work, the logarithmic blocking factor is Λ=2.5 (the number

of effective sites is ∼61). We use a form of blocking [136] which avoids Λ-dependent

corrections [137] to the low-energy scales [i.e. TK(Λ)].
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Imaginary time axis

One dimensional chain along this axis

Figure 6.2: Illustration of discrete imaginary time world line representation for the
spin up or down chain. The sites on this lattice along the horizontal direction repre-
sent the sites of the chain shown in Fig. 6.1. The vertical imaginary time direction is
generated by performing the Trotter decomposition and inserting the complete set
of eigenstate. The 1st, 3rd, ... (from the bottom) row of plaquettes represent Heven,
which only includes the the hopping between ... (site i and site i + 1), (site i + 2
and site i + 3),..., and form a summation of commutable two-site problems. Each
two-site problem corresponds to a red shaded plaquette. In the same way, Hodd can
also be divided into a summation of commutable two-site problems, corresponding
to red shaded plaquettes on the 2nd, 4th, ... row.

We solve the resulting problem using the world-line quantum Monte Carlo method

with a directed-loop cluster algorithm [138, 83]. I will briefly review the world-line

representation, the directed-loop update, and physical quantities from QMC.

6.2.1 World Line Representation

For each single site in the chain (two total for spin up and down) shown in Fig. 6.1, the

corresponding Hilbert space is spanned by two states |0〉 (empty) and |1〉 (occupied).

The Hilbert space of the N-site chain is given by the tensor product of N single Hilbert

spaces, the size of which is huge, 2N . The basic idea of the world line approach is to
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split the Hamiltonian into the summation of independent two-site problems which

can be solved easily, which can be achieved by Trotter decomposition [128, 129].

First, one can write

H = H0 +Hint = Heven +Hodd +Hint (6.2)

where Heven and Hodd are sums of commutable two-site problems, and Hint is diagonal

in our chosen basis. . After performing the Trotter decomposition and inserting the

complete set of eigenstates |S〉 = |s1, s2, ...sN〉 with si = 0, 1 for each site, the world

line representation can be achieved

Z = Tr
(
e−βH

)
= lim

M→∞
Tr
(

e−
β
M

Hevene−
β

2M
Hinte−

β
M

Hodde−
β

2M
Hint

)M
=

∑
{S0,S1,...S2M−1}

〈S0 | e−εHeven|S2M−1〉〈e−
ε
2
Hint〉S2M−1

〈S2M−1 | e−εHodd |S2M−2〉

×〈e−
ε
2
Hint〉S2M−2

...〈S1 | e−εHodd |S0〉〈e−
ε
2
Hint〉S0

=
∑

{S0,S1,...S2M−1}

∏
{p}

Wp({p}) (6.3)

where the summation
∑

{S0,S1,...S2M−1}

extends over all configurations {si,j} , where

si,j = 0, 1 represents the ith site of |S〉j = |s1j, s2j, ...sNj〉. Here, {si,j} becomes a

matrix, and si,j live on the site (i, j) of the 1 + 1 dimensional checkerboard lattice

[129] as show in Fig. 6.2, with spatial index i = 1, 2, ...N , imaginary time index

j = 0, 1, ...2M − 1. The product
∏
{p}

extends over all red shaded plaquettes of the

lattice as shown in Fig. 6.2. p stands for the states at the corners of a plaquette p =

{(i, j), (i, j+1), (i+1, j), (i+1, j+1)}, and W({p}) = 〈si,jsi+1,j|e−εHi,i+1|si,j+1si+1,j+1〉

with Hi,i+1 is the part of Hamiltonian connecting the site i and i+ 1. The weight of
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the configuration {p} is

Wp({p}) =
∏
{p}

Wp(p), (6.4)

where Wp(p) is the weight for the single plaquette p. The Trotter number M in our

calculation is choosen such that ε = β/N'0.1/D.

6.2.2 Directed Loop Update and Physical Quantities

In QMC we generate a Markov chain through the space of world line configurations

to solve the 1+1 dimensional problem. The Loop algorithm [138] provides one of the

best ways to generate such a Markov chain for the present problem, which reduces

the autocorrelation time by several orders of magnitude compared with standard lo-

cal updating schemes. However, the conventional loop updates are limited to certain

regions of the parameter space. For example, the acceptance probability for a large

loop in high field is small [138]. Recently, the introduction of “directed loop updates”

[138] solves this problem. Directed loop updates construct a single loop iteratively in

the spacetime. A worm-head (corresponding to a site which is choosen stochastically

in the lattice) can move in any direction, including back-tracking. Every single pro-

posal of such a move is either accepted or rejected based on the Metropolis method.

The detail of the directed loop updates is [138] :1) pick an initial entrance plaquette

leg randomly among all legs; 2) choose an exit leg belonging to the same plaquette

in a probabilistic way by Metropolis method and the state on the entrance and exit

are changed with unit probability. 3) the process continues using the exit leg as the

next entrance leg; 4) when the initial starting leg is reached, the process stops. For

step 2), detailed balance, W ({p})P ({p} → {k}) = W ({k})P ({k} → {p}), should be

satisfied.
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The observables can be obtained for QMC from

〈O〉 =
Tr
(
e−βHO

)
Tr
(
e−βH

) =

∑
{p}
W ({p})O({p})∑
{p}
W ({p})

, (6.5)

where W ({p}) corresponds to the weight of a given world-line configuration and

O({p}) is the value of the observable for the given configuration. We can not measure

arbitrary observables within the world-line algorithm easily. The observables which

are diagonal in the basis used to construct the world-line representation are easy to

compute, which include energy, occupation number, spin-spin correlation function,

and so on. Some off-diagonal functions, like the two point imaginary Green function

〈ci(τ)c†j(0)〉, can be measured by virtually adding two operators in the loop [139].

6.3 Conductance Calculation in Quantum Monte Carlo

QMC is formulated in imaginary time instead of real time. If the dynamic properties

are needed, we need to transform the imaginary time back to the real time. This

“Wick rotation” can be easily carried out if one has the analytic expression of the

imaginary time Green function. However, with numerical data with error bars, the

transformation is an ill-posed problem. The most widely used technique to deal with

this problem is the maximum entropy method (MaxEnt) [130], in which a inverse

integration is needed based on Bayesian statistics. However, the inverse integration

is very sensitive to the quality of the QMC data, and thus MaxEnt is extremely

unstable in the low temperature regime since the world-line QMC method becomes

worse in the low temperature regime.

To find the conductance at low temperature, we proceed following the method

of Syljůasen in Ref. [135] which is itself closely related to several other approaches

[131, 132, 133, 134]. The linear conductance G can be obtained from a standard
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Kubo formula [132, 133, 135]

G = lim
z→0

Re
( 1

~z

∫ ∞
0

eizt〈[Jy(t) , Jx(0)]〉dt
)

(6.6)

where Jx is the current operator at the site x. The conductance formula is indepen-

dent of x and y. For an open chain, one has Jx(t) = d
dt
Px = i

~ [H,Px] with Px being

the sum of the electron charge density operators to the right of y, Px ≡
∑

x′≥x n̂x′ .

The time derivative of 〈Px〉 is the current through the bond between sites x− 1 and

x. Then, a partial integration yields

G = lim
z→0

Re
( 1

~z

∫ ∞
0

eizt
d

dt
〈[Py(t) , Jx(0)]〉dt

)
= lim

z→0
Re
( 1

~z

(
− 〈[Py(0) , Jx(0)]〉 − iz

∫ ∞
0

eizt〈[Py(t) , Jx(0)]〉dt
))

= lim
z→0

Re
(−i

~

∫ ∞
0

eizt〈[Py(t) , Jx(0)]〉dt
)

(6.7)

Although [Py(t) , Jx(0)] 6= [Jx(t) , Py(0)], their diagonal matrix elements in the en-

ergy eigenbasis are the same [140], and their off-diagonal matrix elements does not

appear in the expectation value. Therefore, one has

G = lim
z→0

Re
( i

~

∫ ∞
0

eizt〈[Jx(t) , Py(0)]〉dt
)

(6.8)

In the same way, one rewrite the current operator Jx(t) = d
dt
Px(t). Then, another

partial integration and Re(z) = 0 yield

G = lim
z→0

(
− Im(z)Im(

1

~

∫ ∞
0

eizt〈[Px(t) , Py(0)]〉dt)
)
. (6.9)

After an analytic continuation, the conductance at the (imaginary) Matsubara

frequencies, g(iωn) with ωn=2πnT , is then related in linear response to the density-

density correlation function.

g(iωn) =
ωn
~

∫ β

0

dτ cos(ωnτ)〈Px(τ)Py(0)〉. (6.10)
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We calculate g(iωn) for n > 0 from the world-line QMC data in this way. The linear

conductance G is obtained by extrapolating g(iωn) to zero frequency:

G= lim
ωn→0

g(iωn). (6.11)

Not all combinations of x and y can be used in Eq. (6.10) because the system is not

a physical chain but only effectively mapped to a chain. Notice that the current

through the four bonds closest to the impurity site (labeled 0) correspond to the

physical current. Real physical sites in the chain are only the site 0 (the dot) and

the sites ±1 (the points in the left/right leads which are connected to the dot).

Therefore, x and y must be chosen from among {−1, 0, 1, 2}. In addition, left-right

symmetry reduces the number of independent combination. In our calculation, we

choose three cases for x and y: (0, 1), (0, 0), and (−1, 0).

We carry out the extrapolation as follows. First, we try to fit the data at the

four or five lowest Matsubara frequencies [g(iωn) for n=1, ..., 4 or 1, ..., 5] to a linear

or quadratic polynomial. If this method yields a good fit, we simply extrapolate

the data by using the polynomial. If neither polynomial fit is good, the data at the

first 14 lowest Matsubara frequencies are fit by using a series of rational polynomial

functions of different degree [p/q] (e.g. p for the numerator, q for the denominator,

p=1 for a constant, p=2 for linear function, etc.) as described in Ref. [135]. We use

all p and q such that 5 ≤ p+ q ≤ 10 and p, q ≥ 2 but exclude cases in which spurious

poles appears. The final extrapolated value is the average of the results for these

different forms, and the error bar at zero frequency is the maximum spread 3 , which

is larger than the error bar of any single [p/q] extrapolation. To justify this method,

we check that three conditions are met. (i) The data for all the combinations of x

and y must extrapolate to nearly the same value (the current through different bonds

3 For each proper fitting function, we perform the extrapolation and obtain a result. Collecting
all the results from differnt fitting function mentioned above, we can obtain the maximum spread
of them which is the error bar for the conductance.
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Figure 6.3: Conductance through a single-level Anderson model without orbital
degeneracy as a function of gate voltage: QMC result (symbols) compared to NRG
calculation [124] (lines). Data for four temperatures are shown: T ' 0.11TK (brown,
dot-dashed, β = 98.3), T ' 0.24TK (blue, upper solid, β = 43.7), T ' 1.2TK (red,
dashed, β = 8.6), and T ' 6.1TK (black, lower solid, β = 1.7). For T ' 6.1TK, the
black stars are for (x, y) = (0, 1) while the black circles are for (0, 0). TK denotes
the Kondo temperature found by NRG [124] at the particle-hole symmetric point
(−εd/U=0.5). Note the high accuracy of the QMC result as long as T .TK.

at non-zero frequency can be different, but current continuity requires that at zero

frequency the current through all bonds be the same). (ii) The data should fit well

to most of the functional forms of degree [p/q] (we cannot exclude too many cases).

(iii) Finally, the conductance should have a small error bar (a large error bar shows

that the extrapolation is model dependent).

6.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we calculate the linear conductance using the QMC method as de-

scribed in section 6.3 for two models: a single impurity Anderson model with either

two-fold or four-fold degeneracy. The results are also compared to NRG calculations

[123, 124].
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6.4.1 Conductance without orbital degeneracy

We first consider the standard single-level Anderson model, M = 2 in Eq. (6.1).

We compare the conductance obtained by our QMC calculation to that from the

numerical renormalization group (NRG) calculation of Ref. [124] [see their Fig. 2(a)].

The parameters are D = 100, Γ = 1.0, and U = 3π. The NRG value [124] for the

Kondo temperature at the particle-hole symmetry point (−ε/U = 0.5), which we

denote TK throughout, is TK'0.1.

Fig. 6.3 compares our calculation of the conductance as a function of gate voltage

to the NRG results [124] for several temperatures. For −εd/U < 0 and −εd/U > 1,

the dot is empty and doubly occupied, so the dot spin is zero and no Kondo effect

occur. For 0 < −εd/U < 1, the dot is occupied by a single electron, therefore, the dot

spin is 1/2 and Kondo effect exist (as the temperature decreases, the conductance

increases as shown in Fig. 6.3). The QMC results are in excellent agreement with

the NRG results for T ≤ TK for all values of the gate voltage—that is, in both the

mixed valance and Kondo regimes. For T slightly larger than TK, agreement is good;

in contrast, note that there is a substantial error in the extrapolated conductance

value for larger T .

Some examples of the extrapolations used to obtain the conductance shown in

Fig. 6.3 are given in Figs. 6.4-6.6, moving from lower to higher temperature. Fig. 6.4

shows four examples of the conductance at imaginary frequency, g(iωn), for T <TK.

Examples of a linear fit [panel (a)], a quadratic fit [panel (c)], and rational polynomial

fits [panels (b) and (d)] are shown. In the mixed valance regime, −εd/U < 0.1 or

>0.9, a linear or quadratic polynomial works well, and the three curves for different

(x, y) all extrapolate to nearly the same value, leading to a small error bar. In the

Kondo regime, 0.1 < −εd/U < 0.9, the linear or quadratic polynomial does not fit

well, but the QMC data can be fit to a series of rational polynomials as discussed
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Figure 6.4: Conductance at Matsubara frequencies at low temperature (symbols)
for the single-level Anderson model without orbital degeneracy and the corresponding
fits used to extrapolate to zero frequency (lines). The values of T and −ε/U are (a)
0.11TK, −0.1; (b) 0.11TK, 0.5; (c) 0.24TK, 0.1; (d) 0.24TK, 0.3. Points for three
choices of (x, y) are shown: (0, 1) red triangles, (0, 0) blue squares, and (−1, 0) green
circles. A good quality extrapolation is obtained in all cases.

above. Almost all values of [p/q] work well, and the three sets of g(iωn) for different

(x, y) extrapolate to nearly the same value, leading to a small error bar. In this

temperature regime, then, the extrapolation is straight forward and the agreement

with the NRG result is excellent.

For T ∼ TK, two examples of the conductance function g(iωn) are shown in

Fig. 6.5. For the mixed valance regime [Fig. 6.5(a)], a quadratic polynomial works

well for (x, y) = (0, 0) and (−1, 0), and rational polynomials are used for (0, 1). All

three combination extrapolate to nearly the same value, so the result is accurate. In

the Kondo regime [panel (b),−εd/U = 0.5], g(iωn) for (0, 1) can be fit with rational

polynomials. However, for both other cases, (x, y) = (0, 0) and (−1, 0), there is a

small wiggle near ω=2πTK in the imaginary frequency conductance function g(iωn),

showing that there is important structure below that frequency. This strange struc-
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Figure 6.5: Conductance at Matsubara frequencies for T ' 1.2TK in the absence
of orbital degeneracy (symbols) and the corresponding fits used to extrapolate to
zero frequency (lines). The values of −ε/U are (a) 0.1 (mixed-valence) and (b) 0.5
(Kondo regime). Points for three choices of (x, y) are shown: (0, 1) red triangles,
(0, 0) blue squares, and (−1, 0) green circles. Extrapolation using (x, y) = (0, 1) is
accurate.

ture maybe related to the Kondo screening, but are not fully understood. Since there

is only one data point below ω=2πTK, the extrapolation is unreliable. Thus, we do

not use the data when structure appears at a frequency below which there are only a

few data points. The conductance in the Kondo regime for this temperature is based

only on (x, y)=(0, 1); nonetheless, the agreement with the NRG result is good.

Finally, for T > TK (Fig. 6.6), the functions g(iωn) for the three combination

of (x, y) do not extrapolate to the same zero-frequency value. Notice also that

the conductance obtained in the mixed-valence regime (the gate voltage at which

the conductance peaks for this temperature) has a large error bar. For the cases

(x, y)=(0, 0) and (−1, 0), the QMC data can be fit with a rational polynomial, but

the extrapolated result disagrees substantially with NRG. For the case (0, 1), the

average value of G from QMC roughly follows the NRG result (Fig. 6.3), but the
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Figure 6.6: Conductance at Matsubara frequencies for high temperature, T '
6.1TK, in the absence of orbital degeneracy (symbols) and the corresponding fits
used to extrapolate to zero frequency (lines). (a) −ε/U = −0.1; (b) −ε/U = 0.5.
Points for three choices of (x, y) are shown: (0, 1) red triangles, (0, 0) blue squares,
and (−1, 0) green circles. The black stars are the NRG data. The accuracy of the
extrapolation is poor in all of these cases.

large error bar in most cases indicates that the result has little meaning. Thus, the

QMC extrapolation method is unreliable for T substantially larger than the Kondo

temperature TK in the middle the conductance valley (−εd/U = 0.5) 4.

6.4.2 Conductance with orbital degeneracy

We now turn to considering an Anderson model in which all the states, both those in

the dot and in the leads, have an orbital degeneracy in addition to spin degeneracy:

M =4 in Eq. (6.1). This situation arises, for instance, in carbon nanotube quantum

dots connected to carbon nanotube leads [112, 113, 114, 141]. To assess the quality of

our QMC results, we compare with the NRG results of Ref. [123] (see their Fig. 16).

4 To be honest, we can only say that this method works very well for low temperature regime. Note
that the Kondo temperature in the mixed-valance regime (−εd/U 6= 0.5 but still 0 < −εd/U < 1)
should become exponentially small as εd moves away from the −εd/U = 0.5. In this regime, even
if T is much larger than its own Kondo temperature, the method works very well.
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Figure 6.7: Conductance in four-fold degenerate model as a function of gate
voltage: QMC results (symbols) compared with NRG calculations [123] (lines with
symbols). Results for three temperatures are shown: T ' 0.30TK (blue circles and
solid line, β = 79.4), 0.93TK (red squares and dashed line, β = 25.6), and 2.7TK

(green triangles or stars and dotted line, β = 8.77). For the highest temperature
(T ' 2.7TK), the QMC data labeled case 1 are based on (x, y) = (0, 0) and (−1, 0)
while those for case 2 use (0, 1). TK here denotes the Kondo temperature found by
NRG [123] at the particle-hole symmetric point. The good agreement of the QMC
data with the NRG results illustrates the value of the QMC approach, though note
the growing error bar when T & TK.

The parameters we use are D = 30, U = 0.1D = 3, Γ1,2 = 0.003πD, and Γ3,4 =

0.002πD. At the particle-hole symmetric point where the Kondo temperature is a

minimum, the NRG estimation [123] for TK yields TK ' 0.0042..

Fig. 6.7 compares our calculation of the conductance as a function of gate voltage

to the NRG[123] results. For T ≤ TK, the QMC and NRG results are in very good

agreement throughout both the mixed valence and Kondo regimes. For T > TK

(T ' 2.7TK), the QMC conductance roughly follows the NRG result but does not

accurately agree with it. In addition, a large error bar is encountered at the highest

temperature, showing that, as in the doubly degenerate case, the extrapolation is

not reliable for these temperatures.
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Figure 6.8: Imaginary frequency conductance function for single impurity An-
derson model with orbital degeneracy (M = 4). The values of T and −ε/U are (a)
0.30TK, 0.06, (b) 0.93TK, 0.15 (near particle-hole symmetry), (c) 2.7TK, 0.15, (d)
2.7TK, 0.02. Points for three choices of (x, y) are shown: (0, 1) red triangles, (0, 0)
blue squares, and (−1, 0) green circles. The black stars are the NRG data. The
extrapolation is successful at low temperature but becomes increasingly problematic
at higher temperature, T >TK.

Four examples of the extrapolation from the imaginary frequency conductance

function, g(iωn), are shown in Fig. 6.8. At low temperature, panel (a), the extrapola-

tion is good and consistent for all three values of (x, y) using the rational polynomial

fit. Near the particle-hole symmetry point and for T 'TK [panel (b)], the case with

(x, y) = (0, 1) fits nicely to a rational polynomial and the extrapolated value agrees

with NRG. For the other two curves [(x, y) = (0, 0) and (−1, 0)], a small wiggle ap-

pears near ω ' 2πTK, as in the case without orbital degeneracy (Fig. 6.5), making

extrapolation difficult. For larger T , panels (c) and (d), although the QMC data

for two cases [(x, y)=(0, 0) and (−1, 0)] can be fit to rational polynomials and yield

an estimated conductance with small error bar, the value does not agree accurately

with the NRG result. The (x, y)=(0, 1) yields a large estimated error. Therefore, as
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we saw in the case without orbital degeneracy, when the temperature becomes large,

the QMC method becomes inaccurate.

6.5 Conclusion

In summary, we developed and tested a method to obtain the linear conductance by

extrapolating from QMC data. By studying two cases for which NRG results exist in

the literature [124, 123], we demonstrated the accuracy of the extrapolation technique

as long as the temperature is not too high, T . TK (where TK denotes the Kondo

temperature at the particle-hole symmetric point). We expect that this technique

will be useful for finding the conductance of more complex quantum dot and/or

impurity systems, such as three and four quantum dot structures [126, 127, 142]. For

the high temperature regime, this extrapolation method become less reliable, while

the Maximum entropy method [130] provide a better way to perform the analytic

continuation of the QMC data in this regime, and then the conductance can therefore

be calculated.
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7

Quantum Phase Transition and Emergent
Symmetry in Quadruple Quantum Dot System

We propose a system of four quantum dots designed to study the competition between

three types of interactions: Heisenberg, Kondo and Ising. 1 We find a rich phase

diagram containing two sharp features: a quantum phase transition (QPT) between

charge-ordered and charge-liquid phases, and a dramatic resonance in the charge

liquid visible in the conductance. The QPT is of the Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless

type with a discontinuous jump in the conductance at the transition. We connect the

resonance phenomenon with the degeneracy of three levels in the isolated quadruple

dot and argue that this leads to a Kondo-like emergent symmetry from left-right Z2

to U(1).

1 Part of the text of this chapter has been adapted from the following previously published article:
Dong E. Liu, Shailesh Chandrasekharan, and Harold U. Baranger “Quantum Phase Transition and
Emergent Symmetry in Quadruple Quantum Dot System”, Physical Review Letters 105, 256801
(2010).
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L + 

L - 

R + 

R - 

Figure 7.1: Quadruple-dot (light orange) system with each dot coupled to a lead
(light blue). U and U ′ are electrostatic interactions while t and Γ involve electron
tunneling.

7.1 Introduction

Strong electronic correlations create a variety of interesting phenomena including

quantum phase transitions [143], emergence of new symmetries [144], and Kondo

resonances [145]. It is likely that new, yet undiscovered, phenomena can arise from

unexplored competing interactions. Today, quantum dots provide controlled and

tunable experimental quantum systems to study strong correlation effects. Further,

unlike most materials, quantum dots can be modeled using impurity models that can

be treated theoretically much more easily. Single quantum dots have been studied

extensively, both theoretically and experimentally, which has led to a firm under-

standing of their Kondo physics [14, 15]. More recently, the focus has shifted to

multiple quantum dot systems where a richer variety of quantum phenomena be-

come accessible [14, 15]. These include emergent symmetries (the symmetry of the

low energy physics is larger than the symmetry of the Hamiltonian) [146] and quan-

tum phase transitions [5, 62, 63, 64].

In this chapter, we propose a quadruple quantum dot system, that is experimen-

tally realizable, in which three competing interactions determine the low temperature

physics: (1) Kondo-like coupling of each dot with its lead, (2) Heisenberg coupling
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between the dots, and (3) Ising coupling between the dots. In principle, interactions

2) and 3) together form the anisotropic Heisenberg interaction. Ising interaction

will provide a way to tune the anisotropic parameter in the Heisenberg interaction

Thus, there are two dimensionless parameters with which to tune the competition.

The pairwise competing interactions, Kondo/Heisenberg and Kondo/Ising, have both

been studied previously. The two impurity Kondo model with a Heisenberg interac-

tion between the impurities shows an impurity QPT from separate Kondo screening

of the two spins at small exchange to a local spin singlet (local spin singlet) phase at

large exchange. This has received extensive theoretical [5, 59, 60] and experimental

[15] attention. The competition between Kondo and Ising couplings has also been

studied theoretically for two impurities [62], including in the quantum dot context

[62, 63, 64]; however, no experimentally possible realization of this competition has

been proposed to date 2.

Our system consists of four quantum dots and four leads, as shown in Fig. 7.1,

with two polarized (spinless) electrons on the four dots. We find that the system has

a rich phase diagram, Fig. 7.2, in terms of the strength of the Heisenberg interaction

controlled by t and the Ising interaction controlled by U ′. In the absence of the

Ising interaction we start in the local spin singlet (local spin singlet) phase. Upon

increasing the Ising strength, we find that the system first evolves continuously to a

new Kondo-type state with a novel U(1)×U(1) strong coupling fixed point, where the

symmetry of the low energy physics enhances from left-right Z2 to U(1). Then there

is a crossover to a SU(2) charge Kondo state. Finally, an additional small increase

in U ′ causes a QPT of the Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) type transition

to a charge-ordered state (CO) (as in Refs. [62, 63, 64]) consisting of an unscreened

2 Acutally, a capacitively coupled double quantum dot set[63] was proposed to study this com-
petition, and a quantum phase transition was found. However, to realize such QPT, the inter-dot
interaction (Coulomb interaction of electrons between two quantum dot) has to be larger than the
intra-dot interaction (on-site Coulomb interaction of electrons in each dot), which is impossible.
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Figure 7.2: Ground state phase diagram as a function of the Ising/Kondo tuning
U ′/Γ and the Heisenberg/Kondo tuning t/Γ, where U = 3.0 and Γ = 0.2. Two
distinct phases—charge-ordered (CO) and charge liquid—are separated by a BKT
quantum phase transition [blue crosses (numerical) and green dash line (schematic)].
Several cross-overs lie within the charge-liquid phase. Red stars mark the level cross-
ing where the U(1)×U(1) state is found (numerical). The charge Kondo regime lies
between the red and blue lines. “local spin singlet” denotes the local spin singlet state
(Heisenberg coupling dominates), while when both Heisenberg and Ising couplings
are weak [near the corner (t/Γ ∼ 0,U ′/Γ ∼ 0)], the system consists of individually
screened Kondo states on the left and right. The black dash line with arrow shows
where the calculations for Fig. 7.3 and 7.6 have been done.

doubly degenerate ground state.

7.2 Model

The quantum dots in Fig. 7.1(a) are capacitively coupled in two ways: U is the

vertical interaction (between L+ and L−; R+ and R−) and U ′ is along the diagonal

(between L+ and R−; L− and R+). Along the horizontal, there is no capacitive

coupling but there is direct tunneling t (between L+ and R+; L− and R−). Each

dot couples to a conduction lead through Γ = πV 2ρ where ρ is the density of states

of the leads at the Fermi energy. The whole system is spinless. We consider only
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the regime in which the four dots contain 2 electrons. The possible experimental

realization will be discussed in section 7.6.

The system Hamiltonian is

H = Hlead +Himp +Hcoup, (7.1)

where

Hlead =
∑
i,s,k

εkc
†
iskcisk (7.2)

describes the four conduction leads (i = L,R; s = +,−), and

Hcoup = V
∑
i,s,k

(c†iskdis + H.c.) (7.3)

describes the coupling of the leads to the dots which produces the Kondo interaction.

Himp is the Anderson-type Hamiltonian

Himp =
∑
i=L,R

∑
s=+,−

εdd
†
isdis +

∑
i=L,R

Un̂i+n̂i− (7.4)

+ U ′(n̂L+n̂R− + n̂L−n̂R+) + t
∑
s=+,−

(d†LsdRs + d†RsdLs)

We take U � U ′ so that there is one electron on the left, and one on the right.

We can reformulate Himp as an exchange Hamiltonian by noticing that the right-

hand (left-hand) sites form a pseudo-spin: ~Si =
∑

s,s′ d
†
si~σss′dsi/2. When t � U ,

the effective Hamiltonian can be obtained by Schrieffer-wolf transformation, and the

corresponding part for quantum dot reads

Heff
imp ' JH

~SL · ~SR − J̃zSzLSzR (7.5)

where JH ' 4t2/(U − U ′/2) and J̃z ' 2U ′. 3 Thus t controls the strength of the

Heisenberg interaction among the dots, and U ′ controls the Ising coupling. The

3 We do not include a Kondo coupling term here. A careful derivation including all the relevant
terms will be shown in section 7.4 and 7.5.
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eigenstates of the impurity site are the usual (pseudo)spin singlet and triplet states :

|S〉 = 1/
√

2(d†L+d
†
R− + d†R+d

†
L−)|00〉,

|++〉 = d†R+d
†
L+|00〉, |− −〉 = d†R−d

†
L−|00〉 (7.6)

|T0〉 = 1/
√

2(d†L+d
†
R−d

†
R+d

†
L−)|00〉. (7.7)

Two limits of our model have been studied previously. First, for U ′ = 0, the two

left (or right) dots are equivalent to a single spin 1/2 quantum dot (spin up and down

correspond to upper and lower dot) with the dot on-site Coulomb interaction U , then

the system becomes the well-known two impurity Kondo model [59, 60]. If direct

charge transfer is totally suppressed, a QPT occurs between a Kondo screened state

(in which the impurities fluctuate between all four states, singlet and triplet) and a

local spin singlet 4 (LLS) [59, 60], i.e. a singlet state from two spin 1/2 impurity.

When direct tunneling is considered in the real experimental system, the QPT is

replaced by a smooth crossover [60]. Second, when t = 0, the model can be mapped

to a two-impurity model with Ising type coupling [62, 63, 64], and has a Berezinsky-

Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) type QPT between the Kondo screened phase at small

U ′ and a charge-ordered (CO) phase at large U ′. The CO phase has an unscreened

doubly degenerate ground state corresponding to |++〉 and |−−〉, and the coupling to

the leads are weak. The Kondo screened phase has a non-degenerate singlet ground

state.

7.3 Numerical Results

Using the method shown in last chapter, we solve the Anderson-type model in Eq

(7.4) exactly by using finite-temperature world line quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)

simulation with directed loop updates [138, 83]. We study the regime in which there

4 Here, the spin means the pseudo-spin upper dot + or lower dot −.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Local charge susceptibility as a function of temperature. The
power-law behavior of the top three curves indicates the CO phase. The peak and
low-T constant in the lowest curves indicate the local spin singlet state. The low-T
saturation of the middle curves is due to Kondo-like screening. (b) Pesudospin-
pseudospin correlation as a function of U ′ for different β. Inset: Zoom near the
crossing point. The crossing of the singlet and doublet levels occurs at U ′LC = 0.142.
corresponding to level crossing. (U = 3, Γ = 0.2, and t = 0.3) The error bars are
from statistical error.

is a local spin singlet state in the absence of Ising coupling: 4t2/U > T
L/R
K where

T
L/R
K is the Kondo temperature of the left or right pseudospin individually. Taking

the leads to have a symmetric constant density of states, ρ = 1/2D, with half-band-

width D = 2, we focus on the case U = 3, Γ = 0.2, and t = 0.3. β = 1/T is

the inverse temperature. As U ′ is varied [a horizontal scan in Fig. 7.2(b)], the gate

potential is chosen such that εd = −(U+U ′)/2, placing the dots right at the midpoint

of the two electron regime.

7.3.1 Thermodynamics

As a first step toward distinguishing the different phases, we look at the local charge

susceptibility

χloc
c ≡

∫ β

0

〈A(τ)A(0)〉dτ (7.8)
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where

A ≡ nL+ + nR+ − nL− − nR−, (7.9)

and ni,s is the charge density of the dot labeled i, s. Fig. 7.3(a) shows χloc
c as a

function of temperature for different values of U ′. The curves show three types of

behavior. First, for small Ising coupling (U ′ ≤ 0.11), χloc
c is roughly constant at low

T and has a peak at higher temperature. This is the local spin singlet phase. The

value of T at which χloc
c peaks decreases as the energy spacing between the singlet

|S〉 and doublet, {|++〉, |− −〉}, decreases. Second, at the other extreme, for large

Ising coupling (U ′ ≥ 0.15), χloc
c behaves as 1/T down to our lowest T . This is a clear

signature of the CO phase (“mini-domain” of Ref. [62]) in which the two charge

states |++〉 and |− −〉 are degenerate and behave like a free pseudospin. Third, for

intermediate values of U ′, χloc
c becomes large and then either decreases slightly at our

lowest T or saturates. This behavior can be produced by either a near degeneracy

between the singlet and doublet states or by charge Kondo screening of the doublet

{|++〉, |−−〉}. As we will see from the conductance data below, the QPT to the CO

phase occurs at a value U ′BKT between 0.146 and 0.15.

To extract the position of the level crossing between |S〉 and {|++〉, |− −〉}, we

calculate the pseudospin correlation function 〈SzLSzR〉 as a function of U ′ for different

T [Fig. 7.3(b)], where Szi = (n̂i+ − n̂i−)/2. For U ′ = 0, the ground state is the local

spin singlet so that 〈SzLSzR〉 ' −0.2 is close to −1/4. On the other hand, for large U ′,

in the CO phase, 〈SzLSzR〉 is positive and approaches 1/4. (The charge fluctuations due

to tunneling to the leads causes the values to differ slightly from ±1/4, which is the

value for isolated dots.) The crossing point of the curves for different temperatures

gives the position of the (renormalized) level crossing. The inset shows that it occurs

at 〈SzLSzR〉 ≈ 1/12, which is consistent with the isolated-dots limit. The position of

the level crossing is, then, U ′LC ≈ 0.142; note that this does not coincide with the
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Figure 7.4: The 1D infinite tight-binding chain, where L0 and R0 mark the impu-
rity (quantum dot) sites.

QPT to the CO phase (0.146 < U ′BKT < 0.15).

7.3.2 Conductance

Conductance is a crucial observable experimentally. However, QMC is only able to

provide numerical data for the imaginary time Green function at discrete Matsubara

frequencies—the conductance cannot be directly calculated. The zero bias conduc-

tance for an impurity model can be obtained [135] by extrapolating to zero frequency.

In last chapter, we have shown that this method works very well for Anderson-type

impurity models in the Kondo regime at low temperature [147].

The quadruple quantum dot system can be mapped to a one-dimensional infinite

tight-binding chain as shown in Fig. 7.4, where a pseudospin is considered on each

site (corresponding to + or − in Fig. 7.1). As shown in last chapter, the linear

conductance can be obtained [135, 147] by extrapolating the conductance at the

(imaginary) Matsubara frequencies, g(iωn) with ωn = 2πnT , to zero frequency, G=

limωn→0 g(iωn),

g(iωn) =
ωn
~

∫ β

0

dτ cos(ωnτ)〈Px(τ)Py(0)〉 , (7.10)

where Py is the sum of the electron charge density operators to the right of y,

Py ≡
∑

y′≥y n̂y′ . Not all combinations of x and y can be used in Eq. (7.10) because

the system is not a physical chain, but only effectively mapped to a chain. Notice

that the current through the five bonds closest to the quantum dot sites (labeled L0

and R0) correspond to the physical current. Therefore, x and y must be chosen from

among {L1, L0, R0, R1, R2}. In addition, left-right symmetry reduces the number
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system and the corresponding fits used to extrapolate to zero frequency (lines). In
the calculation, the tunneling t = 0.3 and the coupling Γ = 0.2. The values of U ′

and β are (a) 0.2, 1000, (b) 0.11, 1000; (c) 0.137, 1000; (d) 0.141, 2000. Six different
curves in each figure correspond to six cases for x and y: (L0, L0), (R0, R0), (L1, L0),
(L1, R0), (L1, R1), and (L0, R0).

of independent combinations. In our calculation, we choose six cases for x and y:

(L0, L0), (R0, R0), (L1, L0), (L1, R0), (L1, R1), and (L0, R0). We carry out this

extrapolation as in Refs. [135] and [147]. For the CO and local spin singlet regions,

the first several QMC data points [g(iωn), n = 1, . . . ,m, where m = 4 to 6 depending

on the case] can be fit to a quadratic polynomial, as in Fig. 7.5(a)(b). For the Kondo

regime, the first 14 QMC data points [g(iωn), n = 1 . . . 14] are fit to a series of

rational polynomial functions [see Fig. 7.5(c)(d) for examples]. The conductance is

the average of the different extrapolation results, and the error bar corresponds to

the maximum spread. For all of the cases studied in this chapter, the extrapolation

appears to be straight forward and reliable (for cases in other systems for which the

extrapolation does not work well, see Ref. [147]).
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We use this method to find the conductance between the left and right leads

as a function of U ′ for different T ; the results are shown in Fig. 7.6. For U ′ small

(U ′ . 0.1), the conductance is small because the phase shift is nearly zero in the

local spin singlet state [59]. For U ′ large (U ′ > 0.15), the conductance is also small

and approaches zero as U ′ → ∞, consistent with the argument in Ref. [62]. At

intermediate values of U ′, there is a strikingly sharp conductance peak near the

value of U ′ where the level crossing occurs. Here, the conductance increases as T

decreases and approaches the unitary limit 2e2/h as T → 0. The position of the

conductance peak approaches the level crossing U ′ = 0.142 at low temperature. Its

association with the level crossing suggests that this peak comes from fluctuations

produced by the degeneracy of |S〉 and {|++〉, |− −〉}.

A sharp jump appears after the peak: notice that the conductance at U ′ = 0.146

increases at lower temperature while that at 0.15 decreases [see panels (b) and (c)

for clarity]. The latter behavior is the signature of the CO phase, while the former

suggests a Kondo-like phase, namely the dynamic screening of the {|++〉, |− −〉}

doublet. Thus, this sharp jump is associated with the BKT QPT from the screened

to the CO phase [62], which occurs between U ′ = 0.146 and 0.15.

The insert of Fig. 7.6 (a) shows that the conductance peak approaches the level-

crossing point as the temperature approaches zero, as expected from the T = 0

theory, but that the peak is not at the level-crossing point at non-zero T . This

shift in the peak position can be understood as follows. When the parameter U ′

increases toward the level-crossing point U ′LC ≈ 0.142, the singlet |S〉 is the ground

state of the dots, and the level splitting ∆ between |S〉 and the doublet {|++〉, |−−〉}

states decreases to zero at U ′LC. Following the argument in Ref. [24] concerning the

effect of a magnetic field on the usual quantum dot Kondo effect, we expect that the

effect of the level splitting ∆ at zero temperature should be similar to that of the

temperature at zero level splitting, though G(∆/TK, T = 0) and G(T/TK,∆ = 0)
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Figure 7.6: (a) Zero bias conductance as a function of U ′ for two values of β. Inset:
Zoom on the peak caused by the U(1)× U(1) ground state. The T = 0 expectation
from the effective theory near the level crossing is indicated schematically by the
black solid line; the two points of discontinuity (the level crossing and the BKT
QPT) are marked by dash lines. (b),(c) Conductance as a function of temperature
for U ′ = 0.146 and 0.15, respectively; the opposite trend in these two curves shows
that they are on opposite sides of the QPT. The error bars are from both statistical
and extrapolation error.

may have different universal forms. For finite ∆ � T , G can be approximated by

G(T/TK,∆ = 0) which saturates at 2e2/h at low temperature. On the other hand,

at T = 0, G(T = 0,∆) < 2e2/h (because the local spin singlet has a substantial

weight in the ground state). Therefore, the conductance G(T/TK,∆) may show a

peak at non-zero T , and does so for, e.g., U ′ = 0.135 in the insert of Fig. 7.6 (a).

Similarly, for fixed T 6= 0, G(∆/TK) may peak at non-zero ∆. In summary, although

the conductance peaks at ∆ = 0 for T = 0, at non-zero temperature, G(U ′) may

show a peak at U ′ < 0.142 corresponding to finite level splitting ∆.
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Figure 7.7: The eigen energy of the impurities without coupling to the leads. |S〉,
|++〉, and |− −〉 are degenerate and have lower energy.

7.4 Effective Theory near the Level Crossing

To gain insight into the conductance peak, we develop an effective theory near the

level crossing, where |S〉, |++〉, and |− −〉 are degenerate and have lower energy,

as shown in Fig. 7.7. Using Γ/U as a small parameter, an effective Hamiltonian

can be derived by integrating out the high energy excitations within a lowest order

perturbation theory [40]. Higher-order terms in Γ/U are neglected. This process is

equivalent to a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [40].

7.4.1 Effective Hamiltonian

Let us write the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.1) into

H = H0 +HV +Ht, (7.11)

where H0 represents leads and the dot part

H0 =
∑
i,s,k

εkc
†
iskcisk +

∑
i=L,R

∑
s=+,−

εdd
†
isdis

+
∑
i=L,R

Un̂i+n̂i− + U ′(n̂L+n̂R− + n̂L−n̂R+), (7.12)

and HV and Ht are the dot-lead tunneling part and the dot-dot tunneling part

HV = V
∑
i,s,k

(c†iskdis + H.c.)

Ht = t
∑
s=+,−

(d†LsdRs + d†RsdLs). (7.13)
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We first consider the part of effective Kondo Hamiltonian without dot-dot tun-

neling t. We use a second order perturbation theory, in which the dot-lead cou-

pling V is the small parameter. The matrix element of HV
1

E−H0
HV in the subspace

{| + +〉, | − −〉, |S〉}, where H0 as described in Eq. (7.12) is the energy of the inter-

mediate states, can be written as



〈+ + |HV
1

E−H0
HV |S〉 = J I

∑
kk′

(c+
k−Lck′+L − c

+
k−Rck′+R)

〈− − |HV
1

E−H0
HV |S〉 = −J I

∑
kk′

(c+
k+Lck′−L − c

+
k+Rck′−R)

〈+ + |HV
1

E−H0
HV |+ +〉 = J I

∑
kk′

(c+
k+Lck′+L + c+

k+Rck′+R − c
+
k−Lck′−L − c

+
k−Rck′−R)

〈− − |HV
1

E−H0
HV | − −〉 = J I

∑
kk′

(c+
k−Lck′−L + c+

k−Rck′−R − c
+
k+Lck′+L − c

+
k+Rck′+R)

(7.14)

where E represents eigenenergies of the low energy subspace, and J I = 4V 2/(U+U ′).

Some potential scattering terms are neglected, since they are not relevant to our

problem. Then, the t = 0 part of the effective Hamiltonian reads Heff = Hlead +

HKondo, where

H t=0
Kondo =

∑
kk′

J{(|+ +〉〈S| − |S〉〈− − |)(c+
k−Lck′+L − c

+
k−Rck′+R)

+(|S〉〈+ + | − | − −〉〈S|)(c+
k+Lck′−L − c

+
k+Rck′−R)

+(|+ +〉〈+ + | − | − −〉〈− − |)
∑
i=L,R

(c+
k+ick′+i − c

+
k−ick′−i)} (7.15)

The model reduces to the standard SU(2) spin-1 Kondo model.

Then, let us consider the part including tunneling t between left and right dots.

For the processes of order Γt/U2

HV
1

H0

Ht
1

H0

HV , Ht
1

H0

HV
1

H0

HV , HV
1

H0

HV
1

H0

Ht (7.16)
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Therefore, the tunneling part of the effective Kondo Hamiltonian which has the order

of Γt/U2 reads

H t
Kondo =

∑
kk′

J II
(√

2(|+ +〉〈S|+ |S〉〈− − |)(c+
k−Lck′+R − c

+
k−Rck′+L)

+
√

2(|S〉〈+ + |+ | − −〉〈S|)(c+
k+Rck′−L − c

+
k+Lck′−R) (7.17)

+(|+ +〉〈+ + |+ | − −〉〈− − | − 2|S〉〈S|)
∑
s=+,−

(c+
ksLck′sR + c+

ksRck′sL)
)

Note that these terms can not be included into Eq. (7.15), and must induce some new

physics other than SU(2) spin-1 Kondo physics. Processes of the order of Γtn/Un+1

produce the same terms in the effective Hamiltonian as Γ/U and Γt/U2 processes,

which will modify the bare coupling J I and J II and do not lead to any essential

difference.

In the leads, only the combinations
∑

k c
†
isk ≡ c†0,is need be considered as these

are the locations to which the dots couple. The resulting total effective Kondo

Hamiltonian reads

Heff
Kondo = J I

⊥(M I
+S

I
− +M I

−S
I
+) + 2J I

zM
I
zS

I
z

+ J II
⊥(M II

+S
II
− +M II

−S
II
+) + 2J II

z M
II
z S

II
z . (7.18)

The definition of the S operators in Eq. (7.18) is

SI
± = (c†0,L±c0,L∓ − c†0,R±c0,R∓)

SI
z =

1

2

∑
i=L,R

(c†0,i+c0,i+ − c†0,i−c0,i−)

SII
± = (±c†0,R±c0,L∓ ∓ c†0,L±c0,R∓)

SII
z =

1

2

∑
s=+,−

(c+
0,Lsc0,Rs + c+

0,Rsc0,Ls) . (7.19)
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The definition of the six M operators in Eq. (7.18) is

M
I/II
+ =

√
2(|++〉〈S| ∓ |S〉〈−−|) = (M

I/II
− )†

M I
z = |++〉〈++| − |− −〉〈−−|

M II
z = |++〉〈++| + |− −〉〈−−| − 2|S〉〈S| , (7.20)

For t/U � 1 and particle-hole symmetry, J⊥I ' JzI ' 4V 2/(U + U ′) and J⊥II ' JzII '

8V 2t/(U + U ′)2.

The S operators satisfy the following commutation relations:

[SI
+, S

I
−] = 2SI

z [SI
z, S

I
±] = ±SI

±

[SII
+, S

II
−] = 2SI

z [SII
z , S

II
±] = ±SI

±

[SI
+, S

II
−] = 2SII

z [SI
z, S

II
±] = ±SII

± (7.21)

[SII
+, S

I
−] = 2SII

z [SII
z , S

I
±] = ±SII

±

[SI
+, S

II
+] = 0 [SI

−, S
II
−] = 0 [SI

z, S
II
z ] = 0 .

These relations generate the SO(4) algebra, so the six S operators form an SO(4)

algebra. However, the six M operators do not form an SO(4) algebra. If the standard

basis for the fundamental representation of SU(3) is Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8 [148], then

the M operators can be written as the linear combinations

M I
z = F3, M II

z = (2/
√

3)F8,

M I
+ = (F4 + iF5 − F6 + iF7)/

√
2, M I

− = (F4 − iF5 − F6 − iF7)/
√

2, (7.22)

M II
+ = (F4 + iF5 + F6 − iF7)/

√
2, M II

− = (F4 − iF5 + F6 + iF7)/
√

2 .

The two missing operators |++〉〈−−| and |− −〉〈++| can be written as

|++〉〈−−| = F1 + iF2, |− −〉〈++| = F1 − iF2 . (7.23)

Therefore, the six M operators combined with the two missing operators form an

SU(3) algebra.
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7.4.2 Scaling

Renormalization effects in Heff
Kondo can be analyzed using poor man’s scaling [? ],

yielding the scaling equations

dJ I
⊥/d lnD = −2ρ(J I

⊥J
I
z + 3J II

⊥J
II
z )

dJ II
⊥/d lnD = −2ρ(J II

⊥J
I
z + 3J I

⊥J
II
z )

dJ I
z/d lnD = −2ρ[(J I

⊥)2 + (J II
⊥)2]

dJ II
z /d lnD = −4ρJ I

⊥J
II
⊥ . (7.24)

Numerical solution (using Mathematica) of these equations reveals that at a certain

value of D, all the coupling constants simultaneously diverge. This defines the prob-

lem’s characteristic energy scale D0, which can be considered the Kondo temperature

at the level crossing, T LC
K . The coupling constants have a fixed ratio as they diverge:

limD→D0 J
I
⊥ : J II

⊥ : J I
z : J II

z →
√

2 :
√

2 : 1 : 1, suggesting an emergent symmetry in the

ground state.

Up to order Γ/U , there is no direct process which leads to |++〉 ⇔ |− −〉. The

only path leading to |++〉 ⇔ |− −〉 is via the singlet state as an intermediary:

|++〉 ⇔ |S〉 ⇔ |− −〉. When higher-order terms (Γ/U)2 are considered, the four

electron hopping terms do produce a direct |++〉 ⇔ |− −〉 process:

Heff
flip = A

∑
k,k′ ,q,q′

(
|++〉〈−−|c†kL−ck′L+c

†
qR−cq′R+ + h.c.

)
. (7.25)

The scaling dimension of free fermion operator is [c] = 1/2 for one spatial dimension.

Since Heff
flip is comprised of four electron operators, the naive scaling dimension of the

coupling is negative: [Heff
flip] = d − 4[c] = 1 − 4 × 1

2
= −1; suggesting that Heff

flip is

irrelevant. To check this, consider the one-loop RG equations. The scaling equations

for the system combining Heff
flip with Heff

Kondo consist of the original four equations in
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Eq. (7.24) plus one additional equation:

dA

d lnD
= −2ρJ I

⊥A . (7.26)

Solving these five equations numerically with J I
⊥ > 0, we find that the coupling A

flows to 0 for any initial value. Therefore, Heff
flip is an irrelevant operator near the

level crossing 5, which confirms the naive scaling-dimension analysis.

7.4.3 Symmetry Analysis

The six S operators form an SO(4) algebra. However, the six M operators do not;

rather they form part of an SU(3) algebra—the missing operators are |++〉〈− −

| and |− −〉〈+ + |. Since Heff
Kondo is the product of two objects which generate

different algebras, the symmetry of the system must be a subgroup of both SO(4)

and SU(3). To study the complete symmetry group of both the bare and fixed-point

Hamiltonians, consider the total z-component of pseudospins type I and II,

SI
z,Tot ≡ M I

z +
∑
k

SI
z,k, (7.27)

SII
z,Tot ≡ M II

z +
∑
k

SII
z,k, (7.28)

where S
I/II
z,k is defined by replacing c0 with ck in the defination of S

I/II
z . One can check

that

[SI
z,Tot, Hlead +Heff

Kondo] = 0, (7.29)

which gives a (pseudo)spin U(1) symmetry for the bare Hamiltonian. The bare

Hamiltonian also commutes with interchanging L and R or interchanging + and −.

Thus,the symmetry of the bare Hamiltonian is U(1)S× Z2,LR× Z2,+− [an irrelevant

charge U(1) is ignored].

5 Note that this is always true at three level crossing. However, as shown in section 7.5, when
the low energy subspace only includes |++〉〉 and |− −〉〉, the operator Heff

flip can be either relevant
or irrelevant depending on the parameters.
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At the fixed point, limD→D0 J
I
⊥/J

II
⊥ → 1 implies that both SI

z,Tot and SII
z,Tot com-

mute with the Hamiltonian: there is an additional U(1) symmetry. Furthermore,

note that

exp(iθSII
z,Tot)c

±
kLs exp(−iθSII

z,Tot) = cos

(
θ

2

)
c±kLs ± i sin

(
θ

2

)
c±kRs, (7.30)

so exp(iθSII
z,Tot) generates the L ↔ R transformation for θ = π. Therefore, the

Z2,LR symmetry of the bare Hamiltonian is enhanced, becoming an emergent U(1)

symmetry. The complete symmetry group at the fixed point (ground state) is U(1)S×

U(1)LR × Z2,+−, where the Z2,+− symmetry is irrelevant for the Kondo physics.

7.4.4 Robustness

Until now all the argument is based on a highly symmetric model (ΓL+ = ΓL− =

ΓR+ = ΓR− = Γ, UL = UR = U , U
′
1 = U

′
2 = U ′ and t1 = t2 = t). To make sure

U(1)S× U(1)LR ground state is experimental realizable without fine tune all the

parameters, the robustness need to be considered. By tuning the gate voltage in a

Coulomb blockade measurement, one can easily reach the condition εL+ w εL− w

εR+ w εR−. We assume the condition |UL−UR|
UL+UR

� 1 and
|U ′1−U

′
2|

U
′
1+U

′
2

� 1 can be realized

such that |S〉, |− −〉 and |++〉 have the lower energy. We also assume that, by fine

tuning a single parameter, the condition εL+ + εR+ = εL− + εR− can be achieved so

that |−−〉 and |++〉 are degenerate. Then we have following independent parameters

{ΓL+, ΓL−, ΓR+, ΓR−, UL, UR, U
′
1, U

′
2, t1, t2}. The deviation from symmetric point
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Figure 7.8: Scaling of asymmetric case with 10 independent couplings. Numerical
solution of one-loop RG show that J1L = J1R = J2A = J2B, J+R

1z = J−R1z = J+L
1z = J−L1z

and J†2z = J−2z in strong coupling limit.

can lead to 10 independent coupling in the effective Hamiltonian

Heff
Kondo = M I

+(J1Lc
†
k−Lck′+L − J1Rc

†
k−Rck′+R) +M I

−(J1Lc
†
k+Lck′−L − J1Rc

†
k+Rck′−R)

+ 2M I
z

1

2

∑
i=L,R

(J+i
1z c

+
k+ick′+i − J

−i
1z c

+
k−ick′−i) +M II

+ (J2Ac
†
k−Lck′+R − J2Bc

†
k−Rck′+L)

+M II
− (J2Ac

†
k+Rck′−L − J2Bc

†
k+Lck′−R) + 2M II

z

1

2

∑
s=+,−

Js2z(c
+
ksLck′sR + c+

ksRck′sL)

(7.31)
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The scaling equations become

d ln J+R
1z

d lnD
= −2ρ(J2

1R + J2
2A)

d ln J−L1z

d lnD
= −2ρ(J2

1L + J2
2A)

d ln J−R1z

d lnD
= −2ρ(J2

1R + J2
2B)

d ln J+L
1z

d lnD
= −2ρ(J2

1L + J2
2B)

d ln J1L

d lnD
= −ρ[J1L(JL+

1z + JL−1z ) + 3(J2AJ
†
2z + J2BJ

−
2z)]

d ln J1R

d lnD
= −ρ[J1R(JR+

1z + JR−1z ) + 3(J2AJ
−
2z + J2BJ

†
2z)]

d ln J2A

d lnD
= −ρ[J2A(JR+

1z + JL−1z ) + 3(J1LJ
†
2z + J1RJ

−
2z)]

d ln J2B

d lnD
= −ρ[J2B(JL+

1z + JR−1z ) + 3(J1RJ
†
2z + J1LJ

−
2z)]

d ln J†2z
d lnD

= −2ρ(J1LJ2A + J1RJ2B)

d ln J−2z
d lnD

= −2ρ(J1LJ2B + J1RJ2A) (7.32)

The numerical solution of these RG equations shows that
J1L = J1R = J2A = J2B,
J+R

1z = J−R1z = J+L
1z = J−L1z ,

J†2z = J−2z,

(7.33)

in strong coupling limit (T → 0) (shown in Fig. 7.8), thus the asymmetry is irrelevant

at the strong coupling fixed point. The system will always tend to the U(1)×U(1)LR

ground state in the low temperature. Therefore, the ground state physics is robust

against small variation of parameters {ΓL+,ΓL−,ΓR+,ΓR−, UL, UR, U
′
1, U

′
2, t1, t2} as

long as εL+ w εL− w εR+ w εR−, |UL−UR|
UL+UR

� 1 and
|U ′1−U

′
2|

U
′
1+U

′
2

� 1 are satisfied.

7.5 Effective Theory near QPT

To study the physics in which the degenerate state |++〉 and |− −〉 have the lower

energy as shown in Fig. 7.9 , we develop a low energy effective theory closely following
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Figure 7.9: The eigenenergies of the impurities without coupling to the leads. |++〉,
and |− −〉 are degenerate and have lower energy.

Refs. [62] and [63, 64]. First, consider the effective Hamiltonian in the large U ′

limit without tunneling, and note that the energy of |S〉 is much higher than that

of {|+ +〉, |− −〉}. Using Γ/U as a small parameter, we make a Schrieffer-Wolff

transformation to integrate out |T0〉 and |S〉; higher-order terms are neglected. The

resulting fixed point Hamiltonian is

Heff
CO =

∑
k,s=L/R,σ=+/−

εksσc
†
ksσcksσ +K

∑
kk′sσ

(
n̂Lσ + n̂Rσ − 1

)
c†ksσck′sσ . (7.34)

The ground state corresponds to a charge-ordered state with two-fold degeneracy,

{|++〉, |−−〉}: the two electrons are frozen in either the upper two quantum dots or

the lower dots. The charge order can be screened by Heff
filp given in Eq. (7.25). The

model here is very similar to that for the orthogonality catastrophe in the x-ray edge

problem [149, 150], as pointed out in Refs. [62] and [63, 64]; we briefly summarize

their argument here.

The x-ray edge problem describes the interaction between an electron band and a

deep hole which can be created sending x-ray [149, 150]. The deep hole is represented

by a single localized fermionic state, and the interaction couples the electron scatter-

ing processes with the density of the hole state. The x-ray coupling corresponds to

the processes creating a hole and exciting an electron in the band. Hopfield noticed

that the collective response of the Fermi sea in long time t limit depends on the

change of electrons ∆n of the fermi sea : The Green function of the x-ray coupling

operator shows a power law dependence G ∼ t−(∆n)2
, which is also called Hopfield’s
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rule of thumb [151].

Our problem includes four independent Fermi sea (four leads L+, L−, R+, R−)

instead of only one in the original problem [149, 151, 150]. The quadruple dots cor-

respond to the deep hole state. We are interested in a operator f̂ ≡ |++〉〈− −

| c†kL−ck′L+c
†
qR−cq′R+, which can flip the charge-ordered state (if this is relevant,

Kondo effect occur and screen the charge-ordered state). This actually corresponds

to the x-ray coupling operator for x-ray problem. According to Hopfield’s rule of

thumb [151], the correlation function of f̂ in the charge-ordered phase is given by〈
f̂ †(t)f̂(0)

〉
Heff

CO

∼ t−α where α =
∑

i=L+,L−,R+,R−

(∆ni)
2 (7.35)

is related to the change of electron number ∆ni of each leads. ∆ni can be expressed

in terms of the conduction band phase shift δ through the Friedel sum rule; therefore,

the anomalous exponent can be related to δ,

α =
∑

i=L+,L−,R+,R−

(∆ni)
2 = 4

(
2δ

π
− 1

)2

. (7.36)

In a 1D problem such as ours, the power-law decay of correlations in Eq. (7.35) leads

to the criteria 
α/2 > 1 irrelevant Charge Ordered state
α/2 < 1 relevant Charge Kondo state
α/2 = 1 marginal Critical Point

because of the possible infrared (long time) singularity. Thus the criterion for the

critical point separating the charge-ordered and charge-Kondo states is

2

(
2δc
π
− 1

)2

= 1 =⇒ δc =
π

2

(
1− 1√

2

)
. (7.37)

The phase shift δ depends on the coefficient K of the potential scattering term in

Heff
CO, while K itself depends on U , U ′, and Γ. Therefore, the phase shift is a function
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of U , U ′, and Γ, and

δc(U,U
′
QPT,Γ) =

π

2

(
1− 1√

2

)
=⇒ U ′QPT = f(U,Γ) . (7.38)

So, when U > U ′QPT, we have α > 2, Heff
filp is irrelevant, and the system is in the

charge-ordered phase with a two-fold degenerate ground state. However, when U <

U ′QPT, α < 2, Heff
filp is relevant, and so this four electron hopping operator produces

|++〉 ↔ |− −〉 which screens the pseudospin state |++〉〉 and |− −〉〉 to form the

charge-Kondo state. 6 There is a quantum phase transition [62, 63, 64] at U ′ = U ′QPT.

Since the four-electron operator f̂ can be relevant in some parameter regime

(U ′ < U ′QPT), one must include those four-electron terms in the effective Hamiltonian.

Rewriting n̂Lσ + n̂Rσ − 1 by |++〉 and |− −〉 yields

Heff
CO =

∑
k,s,σ

εksσc
†
ksσcksσ +K

(
|++〉〈+ +| − |− −〉〈− −|

)∑
kk′s

(
c†ks+ck′s+ − c

†
ks−ck′s−

)

+A
(
|++〉〈− −| c†kL−ck′L+c

†
qR−cq′R+ + |− −〉〈+ +| c†kL+ck′L−c

†
qR+cq′R−

)
(7.39)

This effective Hamiltonian reduces to the anisotropic Kondo model, which displays

a quantum phase transition of BKT type.

In contrast to Refs. [62] and [63, 64], we must consider the influence of the tun-

neling t on the QPT (i.e. direct tunneling between L+ and R+, and between L−

and R−). To include tunneling, processes of order Γt/U2 need to be considered 7.

The low energy effective Hamiltonian in the charge-ordered phase becomes

Heff
CO,t =

∑
k,s=L/R,σ=+/−

εksσc
†
ksσcksσ +K

∑
kk′sσ

(n̂Lσ + n̂Rσ − 1)c†ksσck′sσ

+ K̃t

∑
k,k′ , σ

(n̂Lσ + n̂Rσ − 1)(c+
kLσck′Rσ + c+

kRσck′Lσ) . (7.40)

6 Note that this charge Kondo state is different from the individually screened Kondo state, which
is near t/Γ ∼ 0 and U ′/Γ ∼ 0.

7 Γtn/Un+1 gives the same terms as Γ/U and Γt/U2 in effective Hamiltonian, which does not lead
to essential difference.
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The contribution of the tunneling merely adds the possibility of potential scattering

between the electrons in the left and right leads; note that the dependence on the

filling of the four dots, either |++〉 or |− −〉, is the same. Thus, tunneling does

not introduce a charge order flip process, but does contribute to the phase shift

experienced by the lead electrons when the dot flips. We expect, then, that t does

not affect the essential physics of the charge-ordered phase and QPT. We should

check, however, whether the tunneling leads to a relevant process in addition to Heff
filp

which can screen the charge order. The lowest order screening terms induced by

tunneling are

f̂1 = |+ +〉〈− − |c†kL−ck′L+c
†
qR−cq′L+ , f̂2 = |+ +〉〈− − |c†kL−ck′L+c

†
qL−cq′L+ .

(7.41)

Following the arguments given above, we find that the anomalous exponent for f̂1

is α/2 = 2(2δ/π − 1)2 + 1 ≥ 1, while that for f̂2 is α/2 = 2(2δ/π − 1)2 + 2 > 1.

Therefore, both f̂1 and f̂2 are irrelevant operators in the charge ordered phase. The

tunneling does not affect the essential physics (i.e. the quantum phase transition)

of the system. Its influence is only felt through the phase shift δ which depends on

the tunneling t. U ′QPT, then, is a function of U , Γ, and now t. Thus, the tunneling

t does affect where the QPT occurs (Fig. 7.2); in particular, to observe the QPT in

experiments, t can be tuned instead of or in addition to the interaction U ′.

In the quadruple dot system, the tunneling t+ through the upper dots and t−

through the lower dots are two independent tunable parameters. Although one can

measure the conductance as a function of both t+ and t−, it is still crucial to study

how the tunneling asymmetry affects the physics of the system [QPT and U(1)×U(1)

Kondo state]. It is easy to check that the U(1) × U(1) state is robust against this

asymmetry: we have looked at the RG flow near the U(1) × U(1) fixed point for

t+ 6= t− and checked that the fixed point is stable. For the QPT, if t+ 6= t−, one has

K̃t+ 6= K̃t−. Since the phase shift δ depends on K̃t, K̃t+ 6= K̃t− results in δ+ 6= δ−.
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Air Bridge 

Floating Metallic Electrode 
            or Air Bridge 

(a) (b)

Figure 7.10: Possible experimental realizations of the quadruple dot system. (a)
: Carbon nanotube based realization: 4 dots in 2 adjacent nanotubes. The purple
gates define the dots, while the green ones control the energy of the levels in the dots.
Veritcal and diagonal pieces of metal (one of which must be an air bridge) enhance
the capacitances. (b) : Lateral quantum dot setup. The special convex feature in
the dot is designed to increase the tunneling t but without the U increase.

We can assume δ+ = δ + ∆ and δ− = δ −∆, where ∆ is a small quantity depending

on δ+ − δ−. In this case, Eq. (7.37) above becomes

(
2(δc + ∆)

π
− 1

)2

+

(
2(δc −∆)

π
− 1

)2

= 1 . (7.42)

If ∆ is not large (8∆2/π2 < 1), this equation has a real solution which shows that

the QPT does still exist, though its position will be affected by ∆. If ∆ is large

(8∆2/π2 > 1), the equation above does not have a real solution, and there is no

QPT. Therefore, as long as the asymmetry |δ+ − δ−| is not too large, the essential

nature of QPT will not be affected.

7.6 Experimental Accessibility

Two possible experimental realizations of the quadruple dot system are shown in

Fig. 7.10. We also address two main experimental issues: making of the system and

sensitivity to symmetry of parameters. Due to the tunneling t, a small capacitive
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coupling Uh between dots in the horizontal direction will be present. However, the

QPT and U(1)×U(1) state both still exist provided that U ′−Uh > U ′BKT. This may

be achieved by using floating metallic electrodes [152] or an air bridge [153] over the

diagonal dots to boost U ′, shown in Fig. 7.10. Experimentally, tuning through the

transition will result from changing t rather than U ′ [i.e. a vertical cut in Fig. 7.2(b)].

When tuning t, Uh will be affected, but the change is small and can be neglected.

We need U � U ′ to exclude configurations involving both electrons on the left or

right side; the total number of electrons in the four dots can be determined by higher

temperature Coulomb blockade experiments.

Possible experimental observation is greatly aided by the fact that not all the

symmetries are essential. Those involving the tunneling betweent the dots or the

coupling to the leads, for instance, merely change the coupling constants in the

effective Hamiltonian. In both cases, an RG analysis shows that the U(1)× U(1)

strong-coupling fixed point remains stable (see section 7.4.4 above). For the QPT,

since the asymmetry of t+ and t− does not introduce a relevant operator, it does not

affect the essential nature of the QPT.

For our scenario, the one crucial symmetry is that |++〉 and |−−〉 be degenerate;

this can be achieved by fine tuning the gates controlling the levels in the dots. For the

U(1)×U(1) state we need to have the three-level crossing (by varying one parameter)

which gives rise to the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (3). If the detuning is smaller than

T LC
K (the Kondo temperature at the three level crossing), the crossover is still sharp

and the U(1)×U(1) state remains stable. For the QPT, the detuning δε induces a

relevant perturbation in the CO phase [63, 64]. However, a sharp (but continuous)

crossover does still occur in the conductance as long as δε� T LC
K and T . δε [63, 64].

Note that observation of a charge Kondo effect separately in the left and right dots

could be used to zero in on a small δε because of the requirement δε < TCK
K .
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7.7 Conclusion

We design and study a quadruple quantum dot system in which three competing

interactions determine the ground state physics: 1) Kondo coupling of each dot

with its lead, 2) Heisenberg exchange coupling between dots, and 3) Ising coupling

between dots. Heisenberg and Ising interaction together forms anisotropic Heisenberg

interaction, in which the z direction coupling can be tuned by Ising interaction.

First of all, we solve the Anderson-type model exactly by using world line quan-

tum Monte Carlo simulation with directed loop update. The thermodynamic quan-

tities and linear conductance are obtained. We fine a strikingly sharp conductance

peak corresponding to the three energy level (|S〉, |++〉, |−−〉) crossing and a discon-

tinuous jump in conductance at low temperature limit. The discontinuous jump does

not coincide with the conductance peak and occurs at a little larger Ising interaction.

Secondly, we derive a low energy effective Hamiltonian by integrating out the

high energy excitations in a lowest order perturbation theory which is equivalent

to a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation. The effective model is analyzed near the level

crossing and the conductance jump. We find: 1) three level degeneracy leads to a

Kondo-like emergent symmetry from U(1)S×Z2,LR to U(1)S×U(1)LR which induces

the conductance resonance, and 2) the discontinuous jump is associated with the

Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless quantum phase transition between charge-ordered

and charge-liquid [SU(2) Kondo] phases.

Finally, we obtain the phase diagram as shown in Fig. 7.2. In the absence of

Ising interaction we start in the “local spin singlet” phase. Upon increasing the Ising

strength, the system first evolves continuously to a Kondo-type state with U(1)×U(1)

ground state. Then there is a crossover to a SU(2) charge Kondo state. Finally,

an additional small increase of Ising interaction leads to a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-

Thouless quantum phase transition to the charge-ordered state (unscreened doubly
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degenerate ground state).
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8

Tunable Quantum Phase Transition in a
Dissipative Resonant Level

We show that quantum phase transitions (QPT) exist in a model with a resonant

level coupled to dissipative leads. 1 The electromagnetic environment couples both

to tunneling processes (characterized by lead resistance Re) and to the total charge

fluctuation of the dot (characterized by effective resistance Rc). By using bosoniza-

tion and a unitary transformation, we map this dissipative resonant level model to a

model including a resonant level coupled to two Luttinger liquid leads with interac-

tion parameter gf = 1/(1 + Re/RQ) and an extra Coulomb interaction between the

dot and the leads. We also show that the transport properties, such as current and

linear conductance, of the two models are equivalent. Using both a weak coupling RG

analysis and a strong coupling analysis, we obtain the phase diagram. For the sym-

metric case and Re + Rc > 2h/e2, a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless QPT separates

strong-coupling and weak-coupling phases. Interestingly, in the symmetric coupling

1 Part of the text of this chapter has been adapted from the following previously published article:
Dong E. Liu, Huaixiu Zheng, Henok T. Mebrahtu, Gleb Finkelstein and Harold U. Baranger,
“Tunable Quantum Phase Transition in a Dissipative Resonant Level” .
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case, all relevant backscattering processes disappear, leading to perfect transmission

at zero temperature. A second order QPT is also induced by tuning the coupling

asymmetry for Re + Rc < 2h/e2 . The two phases correspond to the resonant level

merging with the right lead while the left lead decouples, and vice versa.

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will study a tunable quantum phase transition in a very simple

model : a resonant level in the presence of environmental coupling, a system which

has already been experimentally realized by using a spinless quantum dot coupled

to resistive leads [117]. As shown in chapter 7, boundary quantum phase transition

(QPT) can be achieved by introducing competition among different interactions: dot-

lead Kondo interaction, dot-dot Heisenberg exchange and Ising interaction. However,

boundary QPT can be realized in much simpler systems, an example of which only

contains a resonant level coupled to resistive leads [117]. Tunneling between the

resonant level and resistive leads exchanges energy with the environment, and thus

couples to the environment. The environmental degree of freedom can be described

by a set of harmonic oscillators, i.e. a bosonic bath [154, 67], which induce dissipation

effects. The bosonic bath leads to dissipation-induced QPT [155, 156, 157, 158, 159,

160, 161] when the bath couples to boundary degree of freedom, like spin or energy

level.

In the case of quantum tunneling, the bosonic modes generally reduce the tun-

neling rate. The degree of suppression depends on the bosonic density of states and

the coupling strength [67]. The model can be experimentally realized in a tunneling

junction with resistive leads [162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167]. The single barrier tunnel-

ing with dissipation exhibits a power law conductance suppression G ∝ T 2r for zero

bias (as a function of temperature) or G ∝ |V |2r for zero temperature (as a function

of bias), where r is related to the lead resistance Re, r = Re/RQ with RQ = h/e2.
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This model can be mapped to the single barrier problem in a Luttinger liquid [168].

Considering the quantum tunneling into a resonant level (spinless quantum dot) with

dissipation, one would expect that the model can be mapped to the double barrier

problem in a Luttinger liquid (or quantum dot embedded into two Luttinger liquid

wire) [72, 73, 169, 170, 171, 172]. Therefore, one may also expect that QPT [72]

occurs in such simply system. The Kondo effect in the presence of dissipation are

studied in a spinful case by poor man’s scaling method [173]. While, as far as we

know, the detail investigations of quantum tunneling in a dissipative resonant level

model, especially the QPT and the relation to the Luttinger liquid, are not well

established.

In this chapter, we investigate the problem of resonant tunneling with dissipation,

where the resonant level can be realized by a spinless quantum dot. The dot couples

to the resistive leads S and D with total resistance Re so that the tunneling through

the dot couples to the Ohmic environment with coupling strength r = Re/RQ. We

also consider a “noisy” dot potential (effective gate) [159, 174], i.e. the dissipation

due to the effective voltage fluctuation (coupled to the dot energy level) characterized

by coupling strength rc = Rc/RQ (with effective resistance Rc) is included. By using

bosonization and unitary transformation, we map this model to a model including

a resonant level coupled to two Luttinger liquid leads [72, 171, 172] with interaction

parameters gf = 1/(1 + Re/RQ) and an extra Coulomb interaction between the dot

and the leads. We also show that the transport properties, such as current and

linear conductance, of the two models are equivalent. After analyzing the effective

model by using a “Coulomb-gas” representation, we obtain the phase diagram of the

system. In the case of symmetric coupling VS = VD = V , the system for r + rc < 2

will always flow to strong coupling limit corresponding to a homogeneous Luttinger

liquid at T → 0, while for r+ rc > 2, a BKT type QPT separating a strong coupling

phase and weak coupling phase occurs if we tune the coupling V . The weak coupling
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phase at low temperature T → 0 is dominated by sequential tunneling process. For

asymmetric coupling VS 6= VD, a second order QPT emerges if we tune the coupling

VS or VD for r + rc < 2. The two phases correspond to dot merging with the right

lead, while the left lead decouples, and vice versa. They are separated by a critical

point, i.e. the strong coupling fixed point in the symmetric VS = VD case .

8.2 Review of Dissipative Tunneling

Before moving to the dissipative resonant level problem (with two tunneling barriers),

I will first review the electron tunneling through a single junction in the presence of

dissipative environment [162]. As shown in Fig. 8.1 (a), the electron tunneling pro-

cesses through a single junction excite the electromagnetic modes of the environment,

and furthure induce energy exchange between tunneling electrons and environment,

which induces the inelastic scattering and current drop at low voltage.

8.2.1 Hamiltonian of the Environment

To understand the environmental effects, one can model the tunneling device by a

quantum circuit as shown in Fig. 8.1 (b). The junction can be modeled by a capaci-

tance C, which is in series with a impedance Z(ω) and connected to an voltage source

V . The impedance Z(ω) represents the frequency response of the electromagnetic

environment.

To derive a effective Hamiltonian for the environment, we fisrt introduce the

phase

ϕV (t) =
e

~

∫ t

−∞
dt′U(t′) (8.1)

where U(t) = QV (t)/C is the voltage drop at the junction. The voltage drop can be

written in two parts U(t) = δU(t) +V , where δU(t) is the voltage fluctuation due to
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Figure 8.1: (a): electron tunneling through a single junction in the presence of
dissipative environment. The tunneling electron will exchange energy with the en-
vironment. (b) : The quantum circuit describing the dissipative tunneling. The
capacitance of the junction is C. The impedance Z(ω) models the frequency re-
sponse of the electromagnetic environment.

the impedance. It is therefore convenient to introduce the phase fluctuation

ϕ(t) = ϕV (t)− e

~
V t (8.2)

and the charge fluctuation

Q(t) = QV (t)− CV. (8.3)

To quantize the circuit, one can introduce the commutation relation between phase

fluctuation and charge fluctuation

[ϕ,Q] = ie. (8.4)

The environmental degree of freedom can be described by a harmonic oscillator bath,

which is formed by a set of LC-circuits bilinearly coupled to the phase variable ϕ

(we will see later that this model with the linear system-bath coupling leads to a

Langevin type equation which describe the system dissipation correctly). Then the

Hamiltonian for the environmental coupling reads [162]

HENV =
Q2

2C
+

N∑
n=1

[ q2
n

2Cn
+
(~
e

)2 1

2Ln
(ϕ− ϕn)2

]
. (8.5)
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In the second term, we sum over the environmental degree of freedom represented

by harmonic oscillators with frequency ωn = 1/
√
LnCn. The effective dissipative

environment corresponds to the large N limit (N →∞).

8.2.2 Phase-Phase Correlation

In this subsection, we want to understand the dynamics of the phase ϕ, and obtain

the phase-phase correlation which is very important to understand the rest of this

chapter. To obtain the dynamics of the system shown above, one can write down the

Heisenberg equations of motion for the variables ϕ, Q, ϕn and qn. After eliminating

the variables ϕn and qn related to LC-circuits and the charge variable Q, one then

obtain the Langevin euqation for the phase

Cϕ̈(t) +

∫ t

0

dt′Y (t− t′)ϕ̇(t′) =
e

~
Inoise(t) (8.6)

where the damping kernel is

Y (t) =
N∑
n=1

cos(ωnt)

Ln
(8.7)

The damping kernel function Y (t) describing the relaxation of the charge into equi-

librium. The impedance function is related to the Fourier transform of the damping

kernel

Z(ω) =
1

Y (ω)
, (8.8)

so, a physical system with a fixed impedance Z(ω) can be described by the model

shown in Eq. (8.5) with an adequate choice of the parameters Ln and Cn. The

function Inoise is the quantum noise current, 2 and is a random operator with zero

2 Quantum noise can actually be considered as error when treating the quantum problem classi-
cally. The quantum mechanical effects (rooted in heisenberg uncertainty principle) are included in
those quantum noise terms. For example, the discrete character of electrons in electronic circuits
results in the random fluctuations of signals, which is one kind of quantum noise, called shot noise.
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expectation value. The dynamical susceptibility χ(ω) describing the response of the

phase to the current can be obtained by Fourier transforming Eq. (8.6)

ϕ(ω) = χ(ω)I(ω) (8.9)

where

χ(ω) =
( e
~
)2Zt(ω)

iω
, with Zt(ω) =

1

iωC + 1/Z(ω)
(8.10)

Based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the imaginary part of the response

function χ(ω) is related to the phase autocorrelation function [175, 176]∫ ∞
−∞

dteiωt〈ϕ(t)ϕ(0)〉 =
2~

e−β~ω − 1
Im[χ(ω)] (8.11)

Then, we can get the phase-phase correlation function

〈ϕ(t)ϕ(0)〉 = 2

∫ ∞
−∞

dω

ω

ReZt(ω)

RQ

e−iωt

1− e−β~ω , with RQ = h/e2 (8.12)

For Ohmic dissipation, the impedance corresponds to the frequency-independent

impedance Z(ω) = R, and if we define r = R/RQ, one has

ReZt(ω)

RQ

= r
1

1 + (ω/ωR)2
' r , for ω � ωR =

1

RC
(8.13)

At zero temperature, the long time behavior of the phase correlation becomes [162]

〈ϕ(t)ϕ(0)〉 − 〈ϕ2〉 = −2 r ln(iωRt) . (8.14)

8.2.3 Electron Tunneling through single junction

In the previous part, we treat the the tunneling junction as a capacitor and neglect

the electron tunneling. Now, we will write down a model to allow the electron

tunneling through the junction for a spinless system

H =
∑
kL

εkc
†
kLckL +

∑
kR

(εk − eV )c†kRckR +HENV +HT (8.15)
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where the first and second part of the right hand side correspond to the left and right

electrode. eV represents the external voltage across the junction. The third part

corresponds to the environmental Hamiltonian shown in section 8.2.1. Tunneling

through the junction is introduced in the last term of Eq. (8.15), and it reads

HT = VT
∑
kk′

c†LkcRk′e
iϕ + h.c. (8.16)

Since the environment induces phase fluctuation at the junction, a fluctuating phase

shift is introduced as an electron tunnels through the junction. Then, phase operator

eiϕ appears in the tunneling Hamiltonian, and thus establishes a coupling between

the tunneling electron and the environment. Note that when there is voltage differ-

ence across the junction, one can apply an unitary transformation [162] to remove

the voltage difference and the payoff is the introduction of a phase factor in the

tunneling processes. For the case of without fluctuation, a reverse transformation

can always remove such phase factor. However, when the voltage across the junction

are fluctuate, one cannot remove the phase factor totally and must leave a phase

fluctuation terms as mentioned above.

One then can calculate the tunneling rate

Γi→f =
2π

~
|〈f |HT |i〉|2δ(Ei − Ef ) (8.17)

which give the transition between the initial state |i〉 and finial state |f〉. Ei/f =

Ee
i/f + ER

i/f is the total energy (both electron and reservoir) for the initial state

|i〉 = |Ei〉|Ri〉 and the finial state |f〉 = |Ef〉|Rf〉, where |E〉 represents the state of

electron system and |R〉 represents the state of environmental reservoir. Note that

the energy for the electrons is not conserved due to the coupling to the environment,

while the total energy is conserved Ee
i + ER

i + eV = Ee
f + ER

f . After summing over

all the initial states and finial states, one can obtain the total tunneling rate for the
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electron tunneling from left to right [162]

ΓL→R =
2π|VT |2

~

∫ ∞
∞

dEdE ′f(E)[1− f(E ′ + eV )]P (E − E ′) (8.18)

where

P (E) =
1

2π~

∫ ∞
∞

dt exp
( i
~
Et
)

exp(〈ϕ(t)ϕ(0)〉 − 〈ϕ2〉) (8.19)

For the dissipationless tunneling, the phase fluctuation 〈ϕ(t)ϕ(0)〉 − 〈ϕ2〉 vanishes,

and thus the distribution function P (E) becomes a δ function, which results in the

energy conservation of the tunneling electron. Here, the expression for P (E) is more

general, and includes the energy exchange processes between the tunneling electron

and the environment. P (E) is actually the probability to emit energy |E| to the

environment (positive E) or absorb energy |E| from the environment (negative E).

For Ohmic dissipation, Eqs. (8.14) and (8.19) yields

P (E) ∼ E2r−1. (8.20)

Then, one can obtain the conductance to lowest order in the tunneling amplitude for

the Ohmic dissipation [162] :

G =
~
e2

dI

dV
∼
{
|V |2r , for zero temperature
T 2r , for zero voltage bias

(8.21)

The conductance is strongly suppressed in the low temperature or low bias limit due

to the ohmic dissipative environment. Similiar conductance behavior is also found in

a Luttinger liquid with a single barrier [72]. By using a bosonization technique, Safi

and Saleur show that tunneling through a single junction with Ohmic environment

behaves exactly the same as the single barrier in a Luttinger liquid [168]. It is not

fully clear that what is the tunneling behavior through a resonant level (need two

junctions) with Ohmic environment and whether it’s related to a system with double

barrier in a Luttinger liquid. We will answer this question in the rest of this chapter.
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Figure 8.2: Schematic: a spinless quantum dot is coupled to two conducting leads
with tunneling amplitudes VS and VD. The dot-leads system is attached to a voltage
source V via the environmental impedance, Re, equal to the sum of the lead resis-
tances. A electrostatic gate is capacitively coupled to the dot. The gate is a gate
with the resistance RG.

8.3 Model : a Dissipative Resonant Level

Now, we will discuss a dissipative resonant level model, which can be realized by a

spinless quantum dot coupled to two conducting leads in the presence of an ohmic

dissipative environment, as shown in Fig. 8.2. The Hamiltonian can be written as

H = HDot +HLeads +HT +HT
Env +HG

Env, (8.22)

where HDot = εdd
†d is the dot Hamiltonian with energy level εd and electron creation

operator d†. The second term

HLeads =
∑
α=S,D

∑
k

εkc
†
kαckα (8.23)

represents the source (S) and drain (D) leads. HT describes the tunneling between

the dot and the leads:

HT = VS
∑
k

(c†kSe
−iϕSd+ h.c.) + VD

∑
k

(c†kDe
iϕDd+ h.c.), (8.24)
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where the operators ϕS/D account for the phase fluctuations of the tunneling ampli-

tude between the dot and the leads. These phase operators are canonically conjugate

to the operators QS/D corresponding to the charge fluctuations on the S and D junc-

tions. As shown in section 8.2, this is a standard way to treat macroscopic quantum

tunneling in the presence of dissipation [162, 177]. A very similar model has been

used, for instance, in previous work on a resonant level [178] and for a quantum dot

in the Kondo regime connected to resistive leads [173]. Once writing the single phase

factor exp(−iϕα) into the tunneling Hamiltonian to describe to dissipative environ-

ment, we actually neglect the transitions between different momentum state within

the same lead, and thus neglect the electron relaxation and decoherence [177]. This

assumption is true if the electromagnetic filed propagating much faster than electrons

propagating [177].

Following Refs. [162] and [173], one can introduce two new phase operators ϕ and

ϕc, related to the phases ϕS/D by

ϕS = κSϕ+ ϕc/2 and ϕD = κDϕ− ϕc/2, (8.25)

where κS/D = CS/D/(CS + CD) and CS/D is the capacitance of the S/D junction.

Here, we assume that the gate capacitance is much smaller than junction capacitance

CG � CS, CD. ϕc is the variable conjugate to the fluctuations of the total charge on

the dot Qc = QS −QD, and ϕ is the phase fluctuation of the total capacitance C =

CSCD/(CS + CD), which conjugates to the charge fluctuation of the whole junction

Q = (CSQD + CDQS)/(CD + CS). Assuming CS = CD, we have ϕS = ϕ/2 + ϕc/2

and ϕD = ϕ/2− ϕc/2. In this case, the tunneling Hamiltonian becomes

HT = VS
∑
k

(c†kSe
−iϕ/2−iϕc/2d+ h.c.) + VD

∑
k

(c†kDe
iϕ/2−iϕc/2d+ h.c.). (8.26)

The phase operator ϕ bilinearly couples to the environmental degrees of freedom
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Figure 8.3: (a) The circuit of the dissipative resonant level when considering the
charge fluctuation of the dot. (b) The effecitve circuit with a single effective capaci-
tance Cc and a single effecitve resistance Rc coupled to the dot.

represented by harmonic oscillators [67, 162, 179]

HT
Env =

Q2

2C
+

N∑
n=1

[
q2
n

2Cn
+

(
~
e

)2
1

2Ln
(ϕ− ϕn)2

]
. (8.27)

The second term sums over the harmonic oscillators of frequency ωn = 1/
√
LnCn.

This Hamiltonian describes an effective dissipative environment for the tunneling

process, which is characterized by resistance Re for the Ohmic environment.

Consider the effect of the dot charge fluctuation, the circuit of the system is

shown in Fig. 8.3 (a). Here, RS and RD are the resistance of the source and drain

leads, which satisfies the relation RS + RD = Re. An effective model with a single

capacitance Cc (i.e. effective gate coupled to the dot) and a single resistance Rc

is shown Fig. 8.3 (b) 3 . In this effective circuit, the charge fluctuation of the dot,

i.e. Qc, is equal to the charge fluctuation of the capacitance Cc. From a simple

calculation, one can show that the effective capacitance reads

Cc = CG + CS + CD, (8.28)

3 There is an effective inductance Lc in this circuit. In the limit of CG � CS = CD = C, one have
Lc ∼ C(RS −RD)2/8. In the case of RS ∼ RD, the inductance can be neglected.
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and the effective resistance is

Rc =
RGC

2
G +RSC

2
S +RDC

2
D

(CG + CS + CD)2
. (8.29)

In the limit of CG � CS = CD, one have

Rc =
RS +RD

4
=
Re

4
. (8.30)

For general case, effective resistance Rc depends on the values of all resistances and

capacitances in the circuit.

For the “noisy” effective gate [159, 174], the phase operator ϕc also bilinearly

couples to the environmental degrees of freedom characterized by effective resistance

Rc for the Ohmic dissipation. The corresponding Hamiltonian reads

HG
Env =

Q2
c

2Cc
+

N∑
m=1

[
q2
m

2C ′m
+

(
~
e

)2
1

2L′m
(ϕc − ϕm)2

]
. (8.31)

To understand the physical meaning of the phase factor e−iϕc/2, one can apply a

unitary transformation U = exp[i(d†d−1/2)ϕc] [171, 174, 180], and then the effective

Hamiltonian reads

H̃T = U †HTU

= VS
∑
k

(c†kSe
−iϕ/2d+ h.c.) + VD

∑
k

(c†kDe
iϕ/2d+ h.c.). (8.32)

and

H̃G
Env = U †HG

EnvU = HG
Env + e

Qc

Cc
(d†d− 1/2). (8.33)

Here, we drop a term ∼ (d†d − 1/2)2, which can be absorbed by dot energy level

εd. Other parts of Eq. (8.22) are unchanged. With this unitary transformation,

one eliminates the phase factor exp(iϕc/2) from the tunneling Hamiltonian HT, but
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introduces a new term eQc(d
†d−1/2)/Cc describing the capacitive coupling between

the effective voltage fluctuation Qc/Cc and the dot charge density [159, 174]. Actu-

ally, such capacitive coupling is the physical origin of the phase factor exp(iϕc/2) in

the tunneling Hamiltonian. We will use the form Eq. (8.26) as the starting point to

solve the dissipative resonant level model in the rest of this chapter.

8.4 Bosonization

In this section, we will bosonize the dissipative resonant level model and map it to

an effective model with decoupled environmental degree of freedom, following closely

the previous literature for tunneling through a single barrier [168] and for a Kondo

quantum dot [173]. The two metallic leads can be reduced to two non-chiral semi-

infinite one-dimensional free fermionic baths. By unfolding the two semi-infinite

fermionic fields, one can obtain two chiral free fermionic fields, which both couple to

the dot at x = 0. We bosonize the fermionic fields in the standard way [181]

cS/D(x) =
1√
2πa

FS/D exp[iφS/D(x)], (8.34)

Here, FS/D is the Klein factor which preserves the anti-commuting relation of the

fermion, φS/D is the bosonic field, and a is the short time cutoff. After introducing

the flavor field φ0
f and the charge field φ0

c

φ0
f =

φS − φD√
2

and φ0
c =

φS + φD√
2

, (8.35)

we rewrite the Hamiltonian of the leads as

HLeads =
vF
4π

∫ ∞
−∞

dx
[(
∂xφ

0
c

)2
+ [
(
∂xφ

0
f

)2
]
. (8.36)
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The tunneling Hamiltonian in Eq. (8.26) becomes

HT = VS

(
1√
2πa

FS exp

[
−i
φ0
c(0) + φ0

f (0)
√

2

]
e−iϕ/2−iϕc/2d+ h.c.

)

+ VD

(
1√
2πa

FD exp

[
−i
φ0
c(0)− φ0

f (0)
√

2

]
eiϕ/2−iϕc/2d+ h.c.

)
. (8.37)

Note that the phase variable ϕ and ϕc enters in a way very similar to that of φ0
f (0)

and φ0
c(0). Indeed, since the correlation function of ϕ and ϕc has the same type of

power-law decay in (imaginary) time as that of the free chiral fields describing the

leads 4, we shall be able to combine ϕ with the flavor field φ0
f (0) and combine ϕc

with the charge field φ0
c(0).

Since the perturbation (e.g. tunneling) only acts at x = 0, it is convenient to

perform a partial trace in the partition function and integrate out fluctuations in

φ0
c/f (x) for all x away from x = 0 [72]. For an ohmic environment, one can also

integrate out the harmonic modes [67, 168, 173]. Then, the effective action for the

leads and the environment can be written as

Seff
Leads+Env =

1

β

∑
n

|ωn|
(
|φ0
c(ωn)|2 + |φ0

f (ωn)|2 +
RQ

2Re

|ϕ(ωn)|2 +
RQ

2Rc

|ϕc(ωn)|2
)
,

(8.38)

where RQ = h/e2, Re (Rc) is the total resistance of the leads (the effecitve resistance

coupled to the dot), and ωn = 2πn/β is the Matsubara frequency. The phase factors

satisfy the following commutation relations

[φ0
i (τ), φ0

j(τ
′)] = iδijπ sign(τ − τ ′), i, j = c, f.

[ϕ(τ), ϕ(τ ′)] = iπ
2Re

RQ

sign(τ − τ ′), (8.39)

[ϕc(τ), ϕc(τ
′)] = iπ

2Rc

RQ

sign(τ − τ ′).

4 When we integrate out the harmonic oscillator bath, one can obtain an effecitve theory for phase
factors ϕ and ϕc. In this effective theory, phase factors show power-law correlation.
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The phase operator ϕ in the tunneling Hamiltonian can be absorbed by the flavor

field φ0
f by redefining the flavor field and the phase-fluctuation field as

φf =
√
gf

(
φ0
f +

1√
2
ϕ

)
,

ϕ′ =
√
gf

(√
Re

RQ

φ0
f −

√
RQ

Re

1√
2
ϕ

)
, (8.40)

where gf = 1/(1 + r) < 1 with r = Re/RQ. In a similar way, the phase operator ϕc

in the tunneling Hamiltonian can be absorbed by the charge field φ0
c by redefining

the charge field and the phase-fluctuation field as

φc =
√
gc

(
φ0
c +

1√
2
ϕc

)
,

ϕ′c =
√
gc

(√
Rc

RQ

φ0
c −

√
RQ

Rc

1√
2
ϕc

)
, (8.41)

where gc = 1/(1 + rc) < 1 with rc = Rc/RQ. The prefactors are chosen so that the

new fields obey canonical commutation relations:

[φi(τ), φj(τ
′)] = iδijπ sign(τ − τ ′), i, j = c, f.

[ϕ′(τ), ϕ′(τ ′)] = iπ sign(τ − τ ′), (8.42)

[ϕ′c(τ), ϕ′c(τ
′)] = iπ sign(τ − τ ′).

Now, the effective action for the leads and environment becomes

Seff
Leads+Env =

1

β

∑
n

|ωn|
(
|φc(ωn)|2 + |φf (ωn)|2 + |ϕ′(ωn)|2 + |ϕ′c(ωn)|2

)
. (8.43)

Likewise, the Lagrangian for the tunneling term reads

LT = −VS
(

FS√
2πa
e
−i 1√

2gc
φc(τ)

e
−i 1√

2gf
φf (τ)

d+ c.c.

)

−VD
(

FD√
2πa
e
−i 1√

2gc
φc(τ)

e
i 1√

2gf
φf (τ)

d+ c.c.

)
. (8.44)
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Then, we have mapped the dissipative resonant level model to an effective model

with the full action

Seff0 = SeffLeads+Env + SDot + ST (8.45)

where

SDot =

∫ β

0

dτ d̄(∂τ − εd)d, ST =

∫ β

0

LT(τ)dτ. (8.46)

and SeffLeads+Env is given above in Eq. (8.43).

Because of the coefficients in the exponentials for the tunneling Hamiltonian, the

transformed fields have become effectively interacting: the Ohmic environment (the

phase factor ϕ and ϕc) is incorporated in the new flavor field φf and new charge

field φc at the expense of modified interaction parameters gf = 1/(1 + Re/RQ) and

gc = 1/(1 +Rc/RQ). Then, the dot effectively couples to two Luttinger liquids. The

new phase fluctuations ϕ′ and ϕ′c decouples from the system. A similar mapping was

obtained for a quantum dot in the Kondo regime in Ref. [173] and for a dissipative

dot coupled to a single chiral luttinger liquid in Ref. [174]. Note that although the

partition function and thermodynamics (see section 8.6) can be obtained from the

effective model shown in Equations (8.43)-(8.46), this Hamiltonian does not describe

the electron hopping between quantum dot and real physical leads (note the three

body interaction term in Eq. (8.44)). I will show how to map the dissipative resonant

level model into a model with real Luttinger liquid leads in next section.

8.5 Mapping to Resonant Level with Two Luttinger Liquid Leads

In this section, we will map our model to a real physical model, i.e. a resonant level

coupled to two Luttinger liquid leads. Naively, one might think such mapping can be

easily achieved by a unitary transformation. If one is just interested in the thermody-

namic properties and the scaling of the coupling constant, any unitary transformation

would not be a problem. However, transport properties, such as current through the
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resonant level, may be affected by unitary transformations. Therefore, we must find

a mapping, in which the corresponding transformation commutes with the current

operator such that the current is unaffected.

As shown in Section 8.4, two metallic leads can be reduced to two chiral free

fermionic field cS/D(x), and the resonant level couples to cS/D(0). Due to the linear

dispersion of the chiral fermions, the current operator can be written as the difference

between the densities of the incoming and outgoing electrons in either the S or D

channel [171, 182]. Then we have

IS/D = evF
(
c†S/DcS/D(x→ −∞)− c†S/DcS/D(x→∞)

)
(8.47)

One can rewrite the density operators in terms of bosonic field, c†S/D(x)cS/D(x) =

∂xφS/D(x)/2π, yielding

IS/D =
evF
2π

(
∂xφS/D(−∞)− ∂xφS/D(∞)

)
(8.48)

Since the current I = αIS − (1− α)ID for any 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the current operator can

be transformed into the φ0
c/f basis shown in Eq. (8.35), and yields

I =
evF

2
√

2π

(
∂xφ

0
f (−∞)− ∂xφ0

f (∞)
)

(8.49)

The charge field does not contribute to the current. Now, we will see how the current

operator is affected by the absorption of the environment phase factor ϕ as shown in

Eq. (8.40). Note that the environment phase factor ϕ is only defined in the time axis.

Therefore, to perform the rotation Eq. (8.40) in the full (both time and spatial)

space, we have to perform an analytic continuation ϕ(t) → ϕ(t, x), in which the

commutation relations must also be extended to the full space. Then, the rotation

Eq. (8.40) gives the current operator in the new basis

I =
evF

2
√

2π

√
gf
(
∂xφf (−∞)−∂xφf (∞)

)
+

evF

2
√

2π

√
gf
√
r
(
∂xϕ

′(−∞)−∂xϕ′(∞)
)

(8.50)
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The Hamiltonian becomes

H =
vF
4π

∫ ∞
−∞

dx
[
(∂xφc)

2 + (∂xφf )
2]+HT +HENV(ϕ′, ϕ′c) (8.51)

where

HT = VS[
FS√
2πa

e
−i

φf (0)√
2gf e

−iφc(0)√
2gc d+ h.c.] + VD[

FD√
2πa

e
i
φf (0)√

2gf e
−iφc(0)√

2gc d+ h.c.] (8.52)

Since the phase fluctuation field ϕ′ decouples from the other parts of the system, its

contribution to the current vanishes (∂xϕ
′(−∞)−∂xϕ′(∞)) = 0. Finally, the current

operator is

I =
evF

2
√

2π

√
gf
(
∂xφf (−∞)− ∂xφf (∞)

)
. (8.53)

So, the current operator only depends on the φf field.

To eliminate the gc dependence in the tunneling Hamiltonian, one can apply a

unitary transformation U = exp[i(1/
√

2gc − 1/
√

2gf )(d
†d − 1/2)φc(0)] [171, 180].

Note that any unitary transformation of the form U = exp[iα(d†d− 1/2)φc(0)] [171,

180] commutes with current operator, and thus cannot affect the current. If we

redefine new “source” and “drain” channels

φ̃S =
φc + φf√

2
and φ̃D =

φc − φf√
2

, (8.54)

the Hamiltonian becomes

H̃ = U †HU

= H0 + VS[
FS√
2πa

e
−i

eφS√
gf d+ h.c.] + VD[

FD√
2πa

e
−i

eφD√
gf d+ h.c.]

+
1√
2π

(
1
√
gc
− 1
√
gf

)(d†d− 1/2)
(
∂xφ̃S(x = 0) + ∂xφ̃D(x = 0)

)
. (8.55)

Here, we drop a decoupled environmental part HENV. Then, the original model is

mapped to a physical system including a resonant level coupled to two Luttinger
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Figure 8.4: The original dissipative resonant level model can be mapped to a model
of a resonant level embedded into two Luttinger liquid with interaction parameter
gf .

liquid leads with interaction parameter gf = 1/(1 + Re/RQ) (1/2 < gf < 1) as

shown in Fig. 8.4. At the same time, an extra electrostatic Coulomb interaction

between the leads and the dot (d†d− 1/2)(∂xφ̃S(x = 0) + ∂xφ̃D(x = 0)) is generated.

The current operator can be written as the difference between the densities ρ̃S/D =

√
gf∂xφ̃S/D(x)/2π of incoming and outgoing particles in either channel. Transforming

back to φf/φc channels, one obtains exactly the same current operator as the one in

Eq. (8.53), which shows that the mapping does not affect the current of the original

system.

The gf = 1/2 case (corresponding to r = 1) can be mapped onto the two-

channel Kondo model. To understand the relation between our model and the two-

channel Kondo model, we can apply another unitary transformation U = exp[i(d†d−

1/2)φc(0)/
√

2gc] [180, 171] to eliminate the φc field in the Hamiltonian shown in

Eq. (8.51). As mentioned before, an extra electrostatic Coulomb interaction between

the leads and the dot is generated. Along with the bare electrostatic Coulomb

interaction Ub (interaction between the resonant level and the sites of the leads

which couple to the resonant level), we have

HC =

√
2

π
(Ub −

1

gc
)(d†d− 1/2)∂xφc(x = 0). (8.56)

The interaction Ub is week in the in the real physical system and not essential to the
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physics. When Ub = 1/gc and HC = 0 for gf = 1/2, i.e. the Toulouse point, this

model reduces to a Majorana resonant level model [180], which is exactly solvable.

For the special value gf = 1/2, we can refermionize the problem by defining ψc,f =

eiφc,f/
√

2πa. Then, at VS = VD (and r = 1), our model is mapped onto the two-

channel Kondo model [180, 171], which shows an exotic non-Fermi-liquid behavior.

Note that the value of gc and the bare electrostatic Coulomb interaction Ub(d
†d −

1/2)∂xφc(x = 0) are not essential to two-channel Kondo model.

8.6 Quantum Phase Transition and Scaling Relation

8.6.1 Coulomb Gas Representation

To understand how the dissipative environment affects the low temperature physics,

we rewrite our model, following Refs. [72] and [172], in the “Coulomb-gas” represen-

tation, which can be accomplished by expanding the partition function in powers of

VS and VD. Following Eq. (8.43)-(8.46), the partition function can be written as

Z =

∫
[Dϕc][Dϕf ][Dd]e−S

eff
0 e−ST (8.57)

After integrating out the φf (τ) and φc(τ) fields in each term by evaluating the cor-

relators like

〈e±i
φf (τ2n)√

2gf e
±i

φf (τ2n−1)√
2gf · · · e±i

φf (τ1)√
2gf 〉Seff0

〈e±i
φc(τ2n)√

2gc e
±iφc(τ2n−1)

√
2gc · · · e±i

φc(τ1)√
2gc 〉Seff0

, (8.58)
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one obtains a classical one-dimensional statistical mechanics problem with the par-

tition function

Z =
∑
σ=±

∑
n

∑
{qi=±}

V
P
i(1+qipi)/2

S V
P
i(1−qipi)/2

D

×
β∫

0

dτ2n

τ2n∫
0

dτ2n−1......

τ2∫
0

dτ1 exp{
∑
i<j

Vij} exp{εd[β
1− σ

2
+ σ

∑
1≤i≤2n

piτi]},

Vij =
1

2gf
[qiqj +K1pipj +K2(piqj + pjqi)] ln(

τi − τj
τc

) . (8.59)

τc is a short-time cutoff. Note that the partition function can also be obtained

from Eq. (8.55), because the partition function is unchanged under any unitary

transformation. We consider the on-resonance case, εd = 0, so that the last term in

the partition function is equal to 1. There are two types of electromagnetic charges

in this 1D problem [72]: qi charge and pi charge, both of which can be ±1. The

total system is charge neutral,
∑

i qi =
∑

i pi = 0. The qiqj terms are obtained

from the correlators related to φf field, which gives qiqj/2gf . Physically, the qi

charge corresponds to a tunneling event between the dot and the leads (+1 : from

the S-lead to the dot or from the dot to the D-lead; −1: from the D-lead to the

dot or from the dot to the S-lead). There is no particular ordering restriction on

these tunneling process, so the qi charge can have any ordering satisfying the charge

neutrality constraint. Therefore, the interaction between the qi charges, gf , does not

vary in the RG flow. The pipj terms are obtained from the correlators related to φc

field, which gives pipj/2gc. The bare K1 (initial value in RG flow) in our problem is

Kbare
1 = gf/gc in contrast to the resonant tunneling between two Luttinger liquids

[72], where the initial value is Kbare
1 = 1. The pi charge corresponds to hopping onto

(pi = +1) or off (pi = −1) the dot. Physically, the processes of hopping onto and off

the dot must alternate in time, therefore the sign of the pi charge must alternate in
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time, which leads to the renormalization of the interaction between pi charge, K1.

The bare value of K2 is zero, but it will be generated in the RG flow. Hence, our

model is equivalent to the model of resonant tunneling in a Luttinger liquids [72],

except that the initial value for interaction between pi charges ( Kbare
1 = 1 for the

Luttinger liquid model [72] ) becomes tunable by changing the dissipative resistance:

Kbare
1 = gf/gc = (1 + rc)/(1 + r), where r = Re/RQ and rc = Rc/RQ. In the point of

view of section 8.5, the dot-lead electrostatic Coulomb interaction can be controlled

by changing r or rc.

8.6.2 Weak Coupling Analysis

We can analyze the problem by using real-space renormalization group [72] in the

weak coupling limit. By integrating out the degrees of freedom between τc and τc+dτ ,

one can obtain the effective couplings at cutoff τc + dτ . Following the process for

resonant tunneling in Luttinger liquids, one obtains the renormalization group (RG)

equations[72].

dK1

d ln τc
= −4τ 2

c [K1(V 2
S + V 2

D) +K2(V 2
S − V 2

D)] (8.60)

dK2

d ln τc
= −2τ 2

c [K2(V 2
S + V 2

D) + (V 2
S − V 2

D)] (8.61)

dVS
d ln τc

= VS[1− 1

4gf
(1 +K1 + 2K2)] (8.62)

dVD
d ln τc

= VD[1− 1

4gf
(1 +K1 − 2K2)] (8.63)

For symmetric coupling VS = VD = V , The RG equation for K2 reduces to

dK2

d ln τc
= −2τ 2

cK2(V 2
S + V 2

D) (8.64)

Thus, K2 will not be generated from the RG process. The schematic RG flow diagram

is shown in Fig. 8.5. For Kbare
1 = gf/gc < 4gf − 1, i.e. r + rc < 2, the tunneling
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Figure 8.5: Schematic representation of the renormalization group flow for sym-
metric case corresponding to VS = VD = V , (a) V vs.K1 and (b) V vs.rc. For
Kbare

1 < 4gf − 1 (r + rc < 2), the system flows to strong coupling fixed point which
corresponds to a uniform system (“healed chain” in the spin chain language [73]).
For Kbare

1 > 4gf − 1 (r + rc > 2), as we decrease the bare coupling V along the red
dash line, there is a BKT type QPT at V = V ∗.

V grows under the RG flows and goes to the strong coupling limit (later on, a

strong coupling analysis predicts that this corresponds to perfect transmission.). For

K ini
1 = gf/gc > 4gf − 1 and 4gf − 1 > 0, i.e. r + rc > 2 and r < 3, although large

tunneling V will flow to strong coupling limit, as the bare tunneling V decreases a

separatrix is crossed (V ∗) below which V will flow to zero. The resonant tunneling is

completely destroyed at zero temperature for V < V ∗. In that case, one can observe

a Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) type quantum phase transition by tuning

the bare tunneling V . The BKT fixed point corresponds to Kc = 4gf − 1 at V = 0.

For 4gf − 1 < 0, i.e. r > 3, the tunneling V flows to zero for any bare value.

For asymmetric coupling VS 6= VD, the schematic RG flow is shown in Fig. 8.6

for K ini
1 = gf/gc < 4gf − 1, i.e. r + rc < 2 [72, 73]. Both VS and VD will flow to

strong coupling limit (perfect transmission) along the symmetric line VS = VD. For

VS < VD, VD will flow to strong coupling (perfect transmission) and VS will flow

to zero. For VS > VD, VS will flow to strong coupling (perfect transmission) and

VD will flow to zero. In that sense, asymmetric tunneling case corresponds to the
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Figure 8.6: Schematic representation of the renormalization group flow for the two
tunneling amplitudes, VS and VD. The diagonal is the symmetric coupling case; it
flows into the intermediate coupled quantum critical point at (1,1) which corresponds
to a uniform system (“healed chain” in the spin chain language [73]). Point (1,0)
describes the strong coupling point for VS, while VD = 0 (level incorporated into
the S lead); similarly, point (0,1) describes the strong coupling point for VD, while
VS = 0 (level incorporated into the D lead).

single barrier problem in a Luttinger liquid [72]. So, the zero temperature fixed point

corresponds to two disconnected semi-infinite Luttinger liquid with the resonant level

being absorbed by one of the two leads. We stress that the quantum phase transition

can be realized by tuning the coupling VS or VD, which is second order. The critical

value corresponds to the symmetric coupling case VS = VD, which separates the

phases denoted as (0, 1) and (1, 0). These two correspond to the dot merging with

the D lead, while the S lead decouples, or vice versa.

8.6.3 Strong Coupling Analysis

Since the weak coupling RG is no longer valid at strong coupling limit, we want

treat the large tunneling as small barrier in the spirit of Kane and Fisher [72] for the

effective model Eq. (8.55) in section 8.5. Note that an extra electrostatic Coulomb

interaction is generated by the unitary transformation. We will analyze the contri-
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bution of this term.

The scaling dimension for this density interaction operator (d†d− 1/2)(∂xφ̃S(x =

0) + ∂xφ̃D(x = 0)) is 1 (from the corelator 〈∂xφi(τ)∂xφi(τ
′
)〉 ∼ 1/(τ − τ ′)2 one can

obtain the scaling dimension of ∂xφi, see section 3.3 in chapter 3), therefore, it is

marginal. Whether it is relevant or irrelevant is not universal and depends on all the

bare couplings (gf , gc, and V ). Since this model is equivalent to the Coulomb gas

model, the results should exactly correspond to the results shown in section 8.6.2. If

we are interested in the symmetric case VS = VD = V , the results are shown in section

8.6.2 and summarized as follows. For gf/gc < 4gf − 1 (r + rc < 2), it is marginally

irrelevant and the tunneling V will flow to strong tunneling. For gf/gc > 4gf − 1(

r+ rc < 2), it is also marginally irrelevant if V > V ∗, and it is marginally relevant if

V < V ∗ and the tunneling will flow to zero. Since we are only interested in the strong

coupling limit, this density interaction term is irrelevant and can be neglected.

Now, one can analyze the model (Eq. (8.55)) in the strong coupling limit and

rewrite the two tunneling coupling term into the weak reflections from the double

barrier structure [72, 73]. The action of such double barrier problem can be written

in the representation of the duel field of φ [72], i.e. the phonon-like displacement field

θ, which satisfies the canonical commutation relation [φ(x), θ(y)] = −iπ sign(x− y).

Therefore, this action reads

S = S0 +

∫
dτ [VS cos(2

√
πθS) + VD cos(2

√
πθD + kFd)] (8.65)

where kF is Fermi wave vector and d represents the distance between the two barriers

in the Luttinger liquid. For symmetric coupling (VS = VD) and ∆Vgate = 0, the

double barrier problem can be mapped onto an effective single barrier problem [72]

with effective potential

Veff = V cos(πn0) cos(2
√
πθ) (8.66)
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where θ = (θS + θD)/2 and cos(2
√
πθ) corresponds to the 2kF backscattering pro-

cess (we neglect the 4kF backscattering and other higher order process, which are

irrelevant for gf > 1/4.). n0 is controlled by tuning the gate voltage of the dot,

and n0 = 1/2 corresponds to the condition for resonance. There, the 2kF reflection

vanishes, leading to the perfect transmission with G = e2/h, which corresponds to

the strong coupling fixed point (1, 1) in Fig. 8.6.

One can tune away from the unitary resonance by applying the gate voltage,

∆Vgate 6= 0, while keeping VS = VD. In this case, the double barrier problem reduces

to an effective single barrier with a nonvanishing 2kF reflection term with n0 =

1/2 + ∆Vgate/π. For small ∆Vgate, the coupling coefficient of this 2kF reflection is

proportional to the bare value of ∆Vgate,

δHBS = ∆Vgate cos(2
√
πθ), (8.67)

We can also tune away from the unitary resonance by inducing asymmetry, VS 6=

VD, while keeping ∆Vgate = 0. In this case, There is also a non-vanishing 2kF

backscattering term proportional to the bare value of ∆V = VS − VD.

δHBS = ∆V cos(2
√
πθS,D)), (8.68)

where ∆V = VS − VD, and one chooses θS (θD) if VS (VD) is larger. Therefore, the

fixed point at VS = VD and ∆Vgate = 0 is unstable in both directions, as observed

in the experiment in Ref. [117]. In addition, the backscattering terms produced

either by asymmetry or by applying the gate voltage have exactly the same form.

Therefore, the same scaling law is expected along both directions, which is confirmed

by the experimental data shown in Fig.3 of Ref. [117].

8.7 Sequential Tunneling

In this section, we calculate the linear conductance in the sequential tunneling regime

folloing Ref. [183]. Since the asymmetric case will flow to an effective single barrier
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problem, we only consider the symmetric case VS = VD = V in this section. To

treat the problem perturbatively, we assume that the bare coupling Γ� T . We also

assume the energy is conserved in each tunneling process, only keep the lowest order

in HT , and neglect the higher order processes (i.e. virtual intermediate processes).

We will see this approximation is valid for r + rc > 2 in the low temperature limit

or for r + rc < 2 in the high temperature limit.

In the lowest order in HT , the transition rates from the state |nd〉 = |0〉 to the

state |1〉 due to tunneling an electron into the dot through the left or right lead can

be obtained from Fermi golden rule :

PS(nd = 0; 1) = (
V

~
)2

∫ ∞
−∞

dte−iεdt/~|〈1|d†|0〉|2 × 〈e−i
φc(t)√

2gc e
−i

φf (t)√
2gf e

i
φc(0)√

2gc e
i
φf (0)√

2gf 〉

=
T

~
e−εd/2TγS(εd, T ) (8.69)

PD(nd = 0; 1) = (
V

~
)2

∫ ∞
−∞

dte−i(εd−eVbias)t/~|〈1|d†|0〉|2 × 〈e−i
φc(t)√

2gc e
i
φf (t)√

2gf e
i
φc(0)√

2gc e
−i

φf (0)√
2gf 〉

=
T

~
e−(εd−eVbias)/2TγD(εd, T ) (8.70)

where εd is controlled by the gate voltage of the dot, and eVbias is the voltage drop

from the left lead to the right lead. The linear conductance can be obtained by using

a master equation method [183]

G =
e2

2~ cosh(εd/2T )

γS(εd, T )γD(εd, T )

γS(εd, T ) + γD(εd, T )
(8.71)

where γR/L(εd, T ) can be evaluated [183] by integrating the correlator

〈e−i
φc(t)√

2gc e
−i

φf (t)√
2gf e

i
φc(0)√

2gc e
i
φf (0)√

2gf 〉 =
1

α

{ iΛ
πT

sinh
[πT (t− iη)

~

]}−( 1
2gf

+ 1
2gc

)

(8.72)
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where α is the short time cutoff and Λ is the high energy cutoff or band width. For

εd = 0, one has

γL/R(0, T ) = C
Γ

T

(T
Λ

) 1
2gf

+ 1
2gc
−1

(8.73)

where C is a constant. Therefore, the on-resonance symmetric conductance in the

sequential tunneling limit scales as

G ∝ T
1

2gf
+ 1

2gc
−2

= T
r+rc

2
−1 (8.74)

To examine when the sequential tunneling approximation is valid, two conditions

need to be satisfied. First of all, the elements of the tunneling matrix must be much

smaller than unit, which leads to γL/R(0, T )� 1. Therefore, the sequential tunneling

regime corresponds to

T � Λ
( Λ

CΓ

) 1
1/2gf+1/2gc−2 (8.75)

for 1
gf

+ 1
gc
> 4 (i.e. r + rc > 2), and

T � Λ
(CΓ

Λ

) −1
1/2gf+1/2gc−2 (8.76)

for 1
gf

+ 1
gc

< 4 (i.e. r + rc < 2). By performing a second order perturbation

calculation, one can easily check that the higher order tunneling processes are neg-

ligibly small compared with the sequential tunneling process, if conditions shown in

Eq. (8.75) and (8.76) are satisfied.

The conductance can also be obtained from the RG equations near the weak

coupling fixed points, i.e. low T limit for r + rc > 2 and high T limit for r + rc < 2.

For symmetric case, the RG equations (8.62) and (8.63) reduce to

dV

d ln τc
= V [1− 1

4gf
(1 +K1)] (8.77)
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where K1 = gf/gc. For small coupling V limit, the solution can be obtained V ∝

T 1/4gf+1/4gc−1. So, the conductance

G ∝ V 2 ∝ T
1

2gf
+ 1

2gc
−2

= T
r+rc

2
−1 (8.78)

This result is exactly the same as the the result from the sequential tunneling ap-

proximation.

So, we can conclude that the low T limit for r + rc > 2 (also need small bare

tunneling V ) and the high T limit for r + rc < 2 are in sequential tunneling regime.

8.8 Conclusions and Discussions

In this chapter, we investigate the problem of resonant tunneling with dissipation.

The real experimental system [117] corresponds to a spinless quantum dot coupled

to two leads with Ohmic dissipation characterized by lead resistance r = Re/RQ.

The dissipation due to the voltage fluctuation of the “noisy” effective gate is also

included, which is characterized by the effective gate resistance rc = Rc/RQ. By using

bosonization and unitary transformation, we map this model to a model including

a resonant level coupled to two Luttinger liquid leads [72, 171, 172] with interaction

parameter gf = 1/(1+Re/RQ) and an extra Coulomb interaction between the dot and

the leads controlled by both r and rc . We also show that the transport properties,

such as current and linear conductance, are unchanged after the mapping.

To understand how the dissipative environment affects the low temperature physics,

we firstly rewrite the model in the “Coulomb-gas” representation. We find that our

model at εd = 0 is exactly the same as double barrier tunneling problem in a spinless

non-chiral Luttinger liquid [72] except that the bare K1 (initial value in RG flow)

characterizing the interaction between pi charges is Kbare
1 = gf/gc = (1 + rc)/(1 + r).

In contrast, the initial value of K1 for the double barrier tunneling problem in a
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Luttinger liquid is Kbare
1 = 1. In that sense, one can control the initial value of K1

in the RG flow by tuning the resistance r or rc.

For symmetric coupling, if K ini
1 = gf/gc < 4gf − 1, i.e. r+ rc < 2 5, the tunneling

V will flow to strong coupling with on-resistance conductance e2/h at T = 0. If

K ini
1 = gf/gc > 4gf − 1 and 4gf − 1 > 0, i.e. 2 < r + rc < 3 6, however, a BKT

type quantum phase transition can be observed by tuning the bare coupling V :

V will flow to strong coupling for V > V ∗ while V will flow to zero for V < V ∗.

For asymmetric coupling, the model reduces to single barrier problem in spinless

Luttinger liquid [72]. A second order quantum phase transition can also be observed

by tuning the coupling VS or VD [117]. The critical point corresponds to strong

coupling fixed point for symmetric case VS = VD. In addition, the backscattering

produced by either inducing asymmetry or by applying the gate voltage have exactly

the same form. Therefore, the same scaling law is expected along both directions

(asymmetry and gate voltage).

Finally, we list the main results from the Luttinger liquid theory, which are

relevant for understanding our model. In the case of symmetric tunneling VS =

VD = V and for modest dissipation (r + rc < 2), the system always flows to strong

coupling at low temperature, which corresponds to a homogeneous Luttinger liquid

with conductance peak height G = e2/h [72]. By analyzing the universal scaling

function [72], the width of the resonant peak is found to scale to zero as Γ ∝ T 1−gf =

T r/(1+r) in the low temperature limit. For the case of asymmetric tunneling VS 6= VD,

either VS or VD will flow to zero so that the conductance in the zero temperature

limit vanishes, and the height of the resonant peak scales as G ∝ T 2(1/gf−1)= = T 2r

[72], while the width of the resonance saturates [184, 170, 171].

5 In the limit of CG � CS , CD, rc = r/4. So, this condition becomes r < 8/5.
6 In the limit of CG � CS , CD, rc = r/4. So, this condition becomes 8/5 < r < 12/5.
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9

Detecting a Majorana Fermion using a Quantum
Dot

We propose an experimental setup for detecting a Majorana zero mode consisting of

a spinless quantum dot coupled to the end of a p-wave superconducting nanowire. 1

The Majorana bound state at the end of the wire strongly influences the conductance

through the quantum dot: driving the wire through the topological phase transition

causes a sharp jump in the conductance by a factor of 1/2. In the topological phase,

the zero temperature peak value of the dot conductance (i.e. when the dot is on

resonance and symmetrically coupled to the leads) is e2/2h. In contrast, if the wire

is in its trivial phase, the conductance peak value is e2/h, or if a regular fermionic

zero mode occurs on the end of the wire, the conductance is 0. The system can also

be used to tune Flensberg’s qubit system [PRL 106, 090503 (2011)] to the required

degeneracy point.

1 Part of the text of this chapter has been adapted from the following previously published articles:
Dong E. Liu and Harold U. Baranger, “Detecting a Majorana-Fermion Zero Mode Using a Quantum
Dot”, Physical Review B (Rapid Communication) 84, 201308 (2011)
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9.1 Introduction

Majorana fermions in solid state system, an exotic type of quasi-particle with non-

Abelian statistics, are attracting a great deal of attention due to both their funda-

mental interest and their potential application for decoherence-free quantum com-

putation. In this section, I will review the following issues : 1) non-abelian quasi-

particles, 2) Majorana fermions and their realizations in solid state systems, 3) the

relation to topological quantum computation.

The building blocks of our universe are the elementary particles: electrons,

quarks, photons, gluons, and..., which are all satisfy either fermionic or bosonic statis-

tics. In condensed matter physics, other types of particles emerge from the low energy

collective excitations, which are non-elementary and called quasi-particles. Famous

examples include quasi-electron in weak interacting electron gas and phonons due to

the collective excitations of the lattice vibration. Those familiar quasi-particles are

also either fermions or bosons. The question is whether there are any other quasi-

particles beyond fermions and bosons? Leinaas and Myrheim [185] and Wilczek

[186, 187] first realized that an exotic type of quasi-particle called anyons can exist

in 2+1 dimensions.

Quantum statistics distinguishes different type of particles: the wavefunction of

a set of many identical particles should satisfy certain symmetry under the exchange

of two particles. Suppose we have N identical particles (quasi-particles) from initial

positions x1,x2, ......,xN . If one particle at xi is exchanged with the other at xj, the

wavefunction can change by a phase factor:

Ψ(...,xi, ...,xj, ...) −→ eiθΨ(...,xj, ...,xi, ...) (9.1)

The phase angle θ = 0 for bosons, and θ = π for fermions. From a topological

point of view [185], in 3+1 or higher dimensions exchange of two particles in either

anticlockwise or clockwise way as shown in Fig. 9.1 are topologically equivalent, since
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Figure 9.1: In 3 + 1 or higher dimensions, the exchange of the two particles in
anticlockwise path can continuously connect to clockwise path by a π rotation along
the line jointing the two particles.

the two paths can be continuously connected by rotating π along the line jointing the

particles. Therefore, in 3+1 or higher dimensions, one always has eiθ = e−iθ, which

leads to θ = 0 (bosons) or θ = π (fermions). However, in 2+1 and 1+1 dimensions,

the anticlockwise path and clockwise path can not be continuously connected, and

the phase angle θ can be any values beside 0 and π. Particles with other values of

phase angle θ are called anyons [188]. The exchange of anyons is also called braiding.

In strict 1+1 dimensions, quantum statistics is not well defined, because particles

cannot exchange without passing through each other. However, anyonic statistics

can be restored by introducing a 1+1 dimensional network [189].

If the N-anyon ground state is non-degenerate and gapped, the braiding of the

two anyons just introduce a phase factor in the ground state. Those anyons are called

abelian anyons since the order of braiding operations is unimportant. But if the N-

anyon ground state is degenerate, the braiding of anyons may lead to a transition

from one ground state to another ground state. One can define the g-fold degenerate

ground state of a N-anyon system Ψα, α = 1, 2, ..., g. The operations M(i, j) which

exchange anyons i and j are g× g matrices acting on the ground state Hilbert space

[190],

Ψα −→ [M(i, j)]αβΨβ (9.2)

If there exist two matrices M(i, j) and M(s, k) such that

M(i, j)M(s, k) 6= M(s, k)M(i, j), (9.3)
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then these anyons are called non-abelian anyons (if they commute for any exchange

of anyons, the braiding statistics is abelian). Braiding non-abelian anyons will create

non-trivial rotation within the degenerate Hilbert space. Since the degenerate ground

states are gapped, at low temperature and large length scale, the transition between

different ground states can only be induced by the braiding operations. In addition,

the operations M(i, j) do not rely on the detail of the braiding paths, and just depend

on the topology of the path [190]. Therefore, non-abelian anyons provide a potential

platform for fault tolerant quantum computation.

Due to their fundamental interests and potential application for quantum compu-

tation, non-abelian anyons attract a great deal of attention. One type of non-abelian

anyon is called Majorana fermion, which firstly goes back to E. Majorana’s discovery

[6] in particle physics. Majorana fermion [190] is a fermion which is own anti-particle,

which satisfies

η = η† (9.4)

Two Majorana fermions η1 and η2 can form a single Dirac fermion ψ{
η1 = (ψ + ψ†)/

√
2

η2 = −i(ψ − ψ†)/
√

2
and

{
ψ = (η1 + iη2)/

√
2

ψ† = (η1 − iη2)/
√

2
(9.5)

and they also define a single two level system

H = 2iεη1η2 = εψ†ψ (9.6)

where ε is the coupling between the two Majorana fermions. If the two Majorana

fermions are isolated and the coupling is zero, the two level system is degenerate with

zero energy. In BCS superconducting systems, the Hamiltonian 2 can be described

by a mean-field Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian

H =
1

2

∑
k

(ψ†k, ψk)HBdG

(
ψk
ψ†k

)
(9.7)

2 Here, the Hamiltonian corresponds to a spinless case, and HBdG is a 2× 2 matrix. For spin full
case, the operator ψk is replaced by (ψk,↑, ψk,↓) and HBdG is a 4× 4 matrix.
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where

HBdG =

{
H0 ∆
∆∗ −H0

}
(9.8)

The superconductor imposes a particle-hole symmetry on the quasi-energy spectrum

ΞHBdGΞ−1 = −HBdG, with Ξ2 = I, (9.9)

where Ξψ = τxψ
∗ and τx is a Pauli matrix. One can obtain ΞψE = ψ−E, and then

the creation operator at energy E is related to the annihilation operator at energy

−E by η†E = η−E. Given a quasi-energy state with E = 0 in superconductor, one

has η†0 = η0 corresponding to a Majorana fermion.

Due to the zero energy nature, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STM) provides a

powerful method for detecting Majorana fermion zero modes , which show a zero-bias

conductance peak when coupling to a Majorana fermion [191, 192] . Of course, not all

the zero energy bound states in superconductor are Majorana fermion. Zero energy

surface Andreev bound states [193] can also be formed in the potential well of the

high-Tc superconductor surface, which do not have particle-hole symmetry, and are

thus not Majorana fermions. Therefore, the observation of the zero bias peak cannot

distinguish the Majorana fermion with the zero energy surface Andreev bound state3.

The motivation of this chapter is to find a way to distinguish Majorana fermion from

regular fermionic zero mode, and we will address this issue in next section.

Now, one may want to know why Majorana fermions are non-abelian anyons.

Remember the conditions for non-abelian anyons: 1) N-particle ground state must

be degenerate, 2) finite gap between degenerate ground state and excited states,

and 3) there must exist at least two braiding operations which do not commute.

Since two isolated Majorana fermion zero modes form a two level system in which

3 Although the zero-bias conductance is always 2e2/h (a spinful tip) for any STM-Majorana
coupling in contrast to other zero energy modes which changes as the coupling changes. However,
the 2e2/h signature can arise from other unrelated sources, e.g. mesoscopic quantum dot, therefore,
this is less than a “smoking-gun” signature.
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Figure 9.2: Exchange of two Majorana fermion, from Ivanov’s argument in
Ref. [194].

both empty and filled state have zero energy, 2N isolated Majorana fermion zero

modes form 2N−1 fold degenerate ground states (since the full fermion parity is

conserved in superconductor, the degeneracy is 2N−1 instead of 2N). Those zero

energy Majorana fermions are separated by gapped superconducting bulk states,

therefore, excitations from the degenerate ground state cost a finite amount of energy

which corresponds to the superconducting gap ∆. Transitions between different

ground states are prohibited by ∆ for T � ∆. To understand condition 3), I will

follow Ivanov’s argument [194] for a 2D px + ipy superconductor below. Majorana

fermions corresponds to the E = 0 Bogoliubov quasi−particles η = uψ† + vψ with

u = v∗. Considering a U(1) gauge transformation, if the superconducting order

parameter changes 2π : ∆→ e2iπ∆, the fermion operator ψ change a phase π (since

the superconducting pairing term has the form ∆ψψ + h.c.) and Majorana operator

change sign: η → −η. Since the plan is multivalued (Majorana fermion η change

sign under a change of superconducting phase by 2π ), branch cuts are introduced to

connect each Majorana fermion to the left infinity of the plane as shown in Fig. 9.2).

The exchange of two Majorana femrions ηi and ηj corresponds to first interchange

both Majorana fermions and branch cuts, and then rotate one cut by 2π (order

parameter also change 2π). Therefore, one has the following transformation rule:

T (i, j) :


ηi −→ ηj
ηj −→ −ηi
ηk −→ ηk for k 6= i, j.

(9.10)
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From Eq. 9.10, one can construct the transformation operator M(i, j) which satisfies

M(i, j)ηl[M(i, j)]−1 = T (i, j)ηl, (9.11)

therefore, one can obtian

M(i, j) =
1√
2

(1 + ηiηj). (9.12)

To check whether condition 3) is satisfied, we consider two braiding operations

M(1, 2) and M(2, 3)

[M(1, 2),M(2, 3)] = η1η3 6= 0, (9.13)

where Majorana fermion operators has the following properties: {ηi, ηj} = 2δi,j and

η2
i = 1. Therefore, there are at least two operations which do not commute. Then,

one can say Majorana fermions are non-abelian anyons.

Majorana fermions are first theoretically predicted in condensed matter systems

two decades ago, i.e. in the superfluid Helium-3 [195] and the ν = 5/2 fractional

quantum hall state [196]. Recently, many other ways to realize unpaired Majorana

fermions in a vortex core in a p-wave superconductor [7, 20, 197, 21, 22] and super-

fluid [198] have been proposed. Majorana bound states (MBS) may also be realized

at the ends of a one-dimensional p-wave superconductor [8] for which the proposed

system is a semiconductor nanowire with Rashba spin-orbit interaction to which both

a magnetic field and proximity-induced s-wave pairing are added [18, 19]. In view

of these proposals, how to detect and verify the existence of MBS becomes a key

issue. Suggestions include noise measurements [199, 200], resonant Andreev reflec-

tion by an tunneling spectroscopy [191, 192], and 4π periodic Majorana-Josephson

currents [8, 201, 18, 19]. Tunneling spectroscopy measurement (with 2e2/h zero bias

conductance) is the easiest way to detect the zero energy signature, but less than a

“smoking gun” signature, which can also appear in some other systems, e.g. meso-

scopic quantum dot. 4π periodic Majorana-Josephson currents provide a “smoking
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gun” signature for Majorana fermions; however, this method is experimentally hard

because of the following reasons: First, beside the 4π periodic current, there is a

the 2π periodic normal osephson current in parallel; second, the 4π periodic current

can easily reduce to a 2π period current due to many disturbances: the hybridiza-

tion between different Majorana fermions, thermal excitations, and other inelastic

processes.

With regard to quantum computation, the braiding of Majorana bound states

in a network of wires by applying a “keyboard” of individually tunable gates [189]

leads to non-trivial computation. Such braiding can not result in universal quantum

computation; it must be supplemented by a topologically unprotected π/8 phase gate

[202]. Recently, Flensberg introduced a system consisting of a quantum dot coupled

to two MBS (MBS-dot-MBS) through which this π/8 phase gate can be achieved

[203]. A key point is that the system must be fine tuned so that the ground state is

degenerate [203].

The goal of this work is to find a way to detect and verify the existence of

Majorana bound state in the nanowire/superconductor setup [18, 19] by using simple

transport measurements. In addition, we want to find a way to tune Flensberg’s

device to a required degeneracy point. In section 9.2, we consider a spinless quantum

dot coupled to a single Majorana bound state, and study the conductance G through

the dot by adding two external leads. In section 9.3, we analysis the result in a

Majorana chain representation. In section 9.4, we consider a more realistic model

to study the robustness of the result in the real physical system. In section 9.5, we

review Flensberg’s π/8 gate and study how to tune the qubit system to the energy

degeneracy point by using a quantum dot.
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Figure 9.3: Sketch of dot-MBS system:the semiconductor wire on a s-wave super-
conductor surface, and a magnetic field perpendicular to the surface (ẑ direction).
The dot couples to one end of the wire; the conductance through the dot is measured
by adding two external leads.

9.2 Quantum Dot coupled to Single Majorana Bound State

As shown in Fig. 9.3, we consider a semiconductor nanowire with Rashba spin-orbit

interaction, proximity-induced s-wave superconductivity ∆, and Zeeman splitting Vz

induced by a magnetic field [18, 19]. By solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation,

Lutchyn, et al.[18] and Oreg, et al. [19] show that unpaired Majorana zero energy

bound states appear at the ends of the wire when the wire is in the topological

superconducting phase with condition Vz >
√

∆2 + µ2. I will first review Alicea’s

argument [22], and show why the Majorana bound states appear at the end of the

quantum wire. The Hamiltonian of such a system can be written as

H = H0 +HSC (9.14)

where H0 represents the free electrons in the nanowire which includes the Rashba

interaction term and Zeeman splitting term

H0 =

∫
dyΨ†α

[(
p2

2m
− µ

)
δαβ + αRp σ

x
αβ − Vzσzαβ

]
Ψβ. (9.15)
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Here, we assume the wire is along the ŷ direction (p ≡ py), the Rashba spin-orbit

interaction αR aligns the spin along or against the x̂ direction, and the Zeeman

splitting Vz is along ẑ direction. The indice α, β =↑, ↓ represent the spin direction.

Ψα(y) annihilates spin-α electrons at position y. The second part of the Hamiltonian

is the s-wave superconducting term due to proxmity effect with order parameter ∆.

The superconductor surface is along x̂− ŷ plane. This term can be written as

HSC = i

∫
dy∆Ψ†α

σyαβ
2

Ψ†β + h.c. (9.16)

It is convenient to switch to k-space by Fourier transformation

Ψα(y) = 1/
√

2π

∫
dk eikyΨα(k), (9.17)

the Hamiltonian becomes

H0 =

∫
dkΨ†α(k)

[(
k2

2m
− µ

)
δαβ + αRp σ

x
αβ − Vzσzαβ

]
Ψβ(k) (9.18)

and

HSC =

∫
dk∆Ψ†↑(k)Ψ†↓(−k) + h.c. (9.19)

The eigenstates are not spin-up and spin-down states, and become

 Ψ+(k) = 1√
N

[
αRkΨ↓(k) +

(
Vz +

√
V 2
z + α2

Rk
2
)

Ψ↑(k)
]

Ψ−(k) = 1√
N

[
−
(
Vz +

√
V 2
z + α2

Rk
2
)

Ψ↓(k) + αRkΨ↑(k)
]
,

(9.20)

where N is the normalization factor. Their corresponding eigen-energies are

E±(k) = k2/2m− µ±
√
V 2
z + α2

Rk
2 (9.21)
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Figure 9.4: Band structure for the semiconductor wire with Rashba spin-orbit
interaction, proximity-induced s-wave superconductivity ∆, and Zeeman splitting
Vz induced by a magnetic field. It forms a two-band structure. µ is the chemical
potential.

If we rewrite the Hamiltonian in the Ψ± basis, one can obtain

H =

∫
dk
(
E+(k)Ψ†+(k)Ψ+(k) + E−(k)Ψ†−(k)Ψ−(k)

)
−
∫
dk fp(k) Ψ†+(k)Ψ†+(−k) +

∫
dk fp(k) Ψ†−(k)Ψ†−(−k)

+

∫
dk fs(k) Ψ†+(k)Ψ†−(−k) + h.c. (9.22)

where

fp(k) = ∆
αRk

2
√
V 2
z + α2

Rk
2

fs(k) = ∆
Vz√

V 2
z + α2

Rk
2
. (9.23)

Then, the emergence of the Majorana bound states becomes clear as shown in

Fig. 9.4. The Rashba spin-orbit interaction separates spin up and down bands such

that a Helical liquid (two counterpropagating fermion bands with opposite spin)

is formed. The Zeeman energy induces a gap proportional to Vz and breaks the
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helical structure into a two-band structure (with upper band Ψ+ and lower band

Ψ−). When the Cooper pairs are injected due to the proximity effect, we see that

the pairing terms become p-wave type for both lower and upper band, while there is

also s-wave pairing between lower band electrons and upper band electrons. When

the Zeeman splitting is large, the splitting between the upper and lower band is

large. In that case, if the chemicial potential is within the gap, the upper band can

be neglected. The system becomes one dimensional p-wave spinless superconductor,

and a Majorana fermion zero modes emerge at the ends of the wire [8]. To make

the Majorana bound state robust, one needs the p-wave pairing fp(kF ) at the Fermi

energy to be large.

To detect the Majorana bound state, we consider the setup in which a quantum

dot is coupled to the end of a semiconductor nanowire as shown in Fig. 9.3. We

assume the nanowire and superconductor are not grounded and have a negligible

charging energy (see Appendix C). The magnetic field is smaller than the super-

conductor’s upper critical field, but the Zeeman splitting Vz = gµBB/2 must be

large enough for the wire to be in the topological SC phase, Vz >
√

∆2 + µ2 where

∆ is the SC order parameter and µ is the chemical potential of the wire. Isolated

Majorana fermion zero modes η1 and η2 appear in this case at the two ends of the

wire, which is the zero-energy solution of the Boguliubov−de Genne equation and

can be described by

ηi =

∫
dr
∑
σ

(
uσi(r) Ψσ(r) + vσi(r) Ψ+

σ (r)
)

(9.24)

where Ψ+
σ (r) create an electron with spin σ =↑, ↓ at position r in the wire. η1 and

η2 corresponds to the two Majorana bound state at the two end of the wire. Here,

we assume that the Zeeman splitting is the largest scale Vz � |Vbias|, T,Γ, λ, where

Vbias is the source-drain voltage, T is temperature, and Γ = ΓL + ΓR is the dot-leads
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coupling. In this case, one need only consider a spinless single level in the dot.

Suppose the dot is coupled to a single Majorana fermion η1 and the operators d†

(c†kα) create an electron in the dot (leads). The Hamiltonian can then be written as

4

H = HLeads +HDot +HD-L + iεMη1η2 + λ(d− d†)η1, (9.25)

where

HLeads =
∑
k

∑
α=L,R

εkc
†
kαckα (9.26)

describes the left and right metallic leads with chemical potential µlead = 0, HDot =

εdd
†d describes the dot with a gate tunable level εd, and

HD-L =
∑
α=L,R

∑
k

Vα(c†kαd+ h.c.) (9.27)

describes the coupling between the dot and the leads, with the coupling Γα=L/R ≡

π|Vα|2ρ0 and ρ0 the density of states of the leads. εM ∼ e−L/ξ is the coupling

between the two Majorana bound states, where L is the length of the wire and ξ

is the superconducting coherence length. The last part of H describes the coupling

between the dot and MBS.

It is helpful to switch from the Majorana fermion representation to the com-

pletely equivalent regular fermion one by defining η1 =
(
f + f †

)
/
√

2 and η2 =

i
(
f − f †

)
/
√

2. The last two terms in H become

HMBS = εM(f †f − 1

2
) + λ(d− d†)

(
f + f †

)
/
√

2 . (9.28)

The linear conductance through the lead/dot/lead system is related to the Green

4 Strictly speaking, the last two terms in H should include raising and lowering operators for
the number of Cooper pairs in the ungrounded, bulk superconductor. However, using the BCS
wavefunction, we can show that these operators simply introduce a phase factor which can then be
absorbed into d and f . An exact proof is shown in Appendix C.
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function of the dot level, GR
dd(ω), by [204]

G =
e2

h

∫
dω

2π

ΓLΓR
ΓL + ΓR

(
−2 Im

[
GR
dd(ω)

])(
−∂nf
∂ω

)
. (9.29)

In the symmetric case ΓL = ΓR, zero temperature on-resonance conductance is

G(T = 0, εd = 0) = −(e2/h) ΓIm[GR
dd(ω → 0)]. Now, we want to calculate the

Green’s function GR
dd(ω) by the standard equation of motion method [204]. We can

define the retarded Green functions
GR
dd(t, t

′) = −i θ(t− t′)〈{d(t), d†(t′)}+〉
GR
kα d

(t, t′) = −i θ(t− t′)〈{ckα(t), d†(t′)}+〉
GR
fd(t, t

′) = −i θ(t− t′)〈{f(t), d†(t′)}+〉,
(9.30)

where {...}+ represents the fermionic anti-commutator. Due to the pair creation and

annihilation operators in the Hamiltonian, one needs to define the anomalous Green

functions 
FR
dd(t, t

′) = −i θ(t− t′)〈{d†(t), d†(t′)}+〉
FR
kα d

(t, t′) = −i θ(t− t′)〈{c†kα(t), d†(t′)}+〉
FR
fd(t, t

′) = −i θ(t− t′)〈{f †(t), d†(t′)}+〉
(9.31)

an exact expression for the Green function of this model can be obtained by the

standard equation of motion method

{
i∂tG

R
AB(t, t′) = δ(t− t′)δAB + (−i) θ(t− t′)〈{[A,H]−(t), B†(t′)}+〉

i∂tF
R
AB(t, t′) = −i θ(t− t′)〈{[A†, H]−(t), B†(t′)}+〉

(9.32)

Then, we can get the impurity Green function [205]

GR
dd(ω) =

1

ω − εd + iΓ− |λ|2K(ω)[1 + |λ|2K̃(ω)]
, (9.33)

with K(ω) = 1/(ω − ε2M/ω) and

K̃(ω) =
K(ω)

ω + εd + iΓ− |λ|2K(ω)
. (9.34)
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Figure 9.5: Spectral function of the quantum dot in the on-resonance (εd = 0)
and symmetric (ΓL = ΓR = Γ/2) case. (a) Coupling from dot to MBS (λ) and
leads (Γ) varies at fixed εM = 0. Solid lines: Γ = 0.2 and λ from 0 to 0.1. Dashed
lines: λ = 0.02 and Γ from 0.05 to 0.1. The spectral function evolves from a simple
resonant tunneling form in the absence of coupling to a three-peak structure; the
middle peak is a direct result of the Majorana zero mode. (b) MBS-MBS coupling
strength varies at fixed Γ = 0.2, λ = 0.1. Note that A(ω = 0) = 1/2 whenever a
Majorana is coupled. The unit is chosen so that the lead band width is DL = 40 for
all calculations.

For εM = 0 and εd = 0, one has GR
dd(ω → 0) = 1/2(ω + iΓ), and so the on-resonance

(εd = 0) and symmetric (VL = VR), i.e. peak, conductance at zero temperature is

Gpeak = −(e2/h) Γ Im[GR
dd(ω → 0)] = e2/2h . (9.35)

This result is distinct from both the case of a dot coupled to a regular fermionic

zero mode, which gives Gpeak =0 [206] (due to the interference between two electron

tunneling paths: the path that electrons directly go through the dot without entering

the side-coupled zero energy state, and the path that electrons pass both the dot and

the side-coupled state) , and that of a dot disconnected from the wire, for which the

conductance simply corresponds to the spinless quantum dot result Gpeak =e2/h. For

asymmetric coupling (VL 6=VR), there is a pre-factor 4ΓLΓR/(ΓL + ΓR)2 for all cases.

Therefore, the signature of the Majorana fermion is that the conductance is reduced

by a factor of 1/2.

The spectral function of the dot, A(ω) = −2Γ Im[GR
dd(ω)], is shown in Fig. 9.5(a)
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for several values of the dot-MBS coupling λ and dot-lead coupling Γ for εM = 0.

The energy unit is chosen so that the lead band width is DL = 40 throughout the

chapter. Consistent with our assumption that the Zeeman splitting is the largest

energy scale, we consider the spectrum for only the spin-down channel. For λ = 0,

the spectral function reduces to the result of the resonant level model. For small

dot-MBS coupling (λ = 0.02, 0.05), the spectrum shows two peaks at ω ∼ ±λ which

come from the energy level splitting caused by coupling to the MBS. As we increase

λ with fixed Γ = 0.2, the two peak structure evolves into a spectrum with three

peaks, showing clearly the presence of the Majorana zero mode. Note that the zero

frequency spectral function always gives A(ω = 0) = 1/2 as long as εM = 0 and λ 6= 0.

For small dot-MBS coupling (λ = 0.02), the three peak spectrum also appears upon

decreasing Γ.

The dot spectrum for different strengths of MBS-MBS coupling εM appears in

Fig. 9.5(b). Even for very small coupling εM = 0.02, the zero frequency spectrum

shows A(ω = 0) = 1 not 1/2. The width of the narrow peak is proportional to

εM . For large coupling (εM = 0.3), the spectrum reduces to the resonant level result

along with two additional small peaks at ω ∼ ±εM corresponding to the energy of

the effective Dirac fermionic state f . If the wire is long enough so that εM � T, λ,

one can still observe the Gpeak =e2/2h signature.

9.3 Majorana Chain Representation

To further understand this result, we rewrite the model (for on-resonance symmetric

case) into the Majorana representation [8]. The probe leads are described by two

semi-infinite tight-binding fermionic chains ci (i= ...,−1, 0, 1, 2, ...) joined at the dot,

i=0

H = −t
∑
i 6=0,−1

(c†i−1ci + h.c.) + V (c†0c1 + c†0c−1 + h.c.) + λ(c0 − c†0)η1. (9.36)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.6: (a) Majorana chain representation for leads-dot-MBS system (Gpeak =
e2/2h). (b) Dot-leads system with nothing side-coupled (left) and the Majorana chain
representation (right) (Gpeak = e2/h). (c) Dot-leads system with side-coupled regular
fermionic zero mode (left) and Majorana chain representation (right) (Gpeak = 0).

By transforming to the Majoranas (Greek letters) , βi = (ci + c†i )/
√

2 and ηi =

(−ici + ic†i )/
√

2, our model reduces to two decoupled Majorana chains, as shown in

Fig. 9.6(a). The side-coupled MBS in the lower chain corresponds to the MBS η1.

The conductance through the dot is, then, the sum of the conductance from two

decoupled Majorana chain G = Gupper +Glower.

Consider now two other cases. First, for a system without a side-coupled mode,

the Majorana representation leads to two decoupled chains as shown in Fig. 9.6(b).

Second, for a system with a side-coupled regular fermionic zero mode, the Majorana

representation consists of two decoupled chains, each of which has a side-coupled

MBS [Fig. 9.6(c)]. For both cases, Hupper =−H lower. We want to see how Gupper is

related to Glower for those two cases. Since the conductance can be obtained from

Eq. (9.35), we can compare the retarded Green function for the upper Majorana

chain with the one for lower chain. For the upper chain, the Green function of the
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site β0

GR
β0β0

= −iθ(t)〈{e−iHuppertβ0e
iHuppert, β0}+〉 (9.37)

For the lower chain, if we regard the two sets of operators equally, γi ↔ βi and

η1 ↔ η2, then one has

GR
γ0γ0

= −iθ(t)〈{e−iHlowertγ0e
iHlowert, γ0}+〉

= −iθ(t)〈{e−iHupper(−t)β0e
iHupper(−t), β0}+〉 (9.38)

One can expand the commutator

{e−iHuppertβ0e
iHuppert, β0}+ = {β0 + it(...) +

1

2!
(it)2(...) + ..., β0}+ (9.39)

For the lattice model with only nearest neighbor coupling, the terms (it)n with odd

n do not contain the operator β0. So, one has

{e−iHuppertβ0e
iHuppert, β0}+ = {β0 +

1

2!
(it)2(...) +

1

4!
(it)4(...)..., β0}+ (9.40)

Therefore, the retarded Green functions with Hupper =−H lower are even functions of

t. Then, one can obtain GR
β0,β0

(t) = GR
γ0,γ0

(t) and GR
β0,β0

(ω) = GR
γ0,γ0

(ω), thus one

has the conductance relation

Gupper =Glower. (9.41)

Since the peak conductance for a dot with (without) a side-coupled regular fermionic

zero mode is 0 (e2/h), the result for a single Majorana chain with (without) a side-

coupled MBS is 0 (e2/2h).Therefore, the conductance of our model [Fig. 9.6(a)] is

Gpeak =0 + e2/2h = e2/2h. (9.42)

9.4 Quantum Dot coupled to a More Realistic Wire

To analyze the robustness of the MBS signature in the real physical system, the

single MBS in Eq. (9.25) is replaced by the whole nanowire [18, 19] shown in Fig. 9.3.
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We study numerically a lattice tight-binding Hamiltonian [207],

Hwire =H0 +HRashba +HSC, (9.43)

where H0 includes nearest-neighbor hopping along the wire (ŷ direction),

H0 =
∑
i,s

[
−t
(
w†i+1,swi,s + h.c.

)
− µLATw†i,swi,s

]
+
∑
i

Vz

(
w†i,↑wi,↑ − w

†
i,↓wi,↓

)
,

(9.44)

where w†i,s creates an electron with spin index s on site i of the wire. The free electron

energy in the lattice model is εk = −2t cosk−µLAT , the band width is 4t. µLAT is the

chemical potential of the wire in the lattice model. The band has a energy −2t shift

compared to the continuum Hamiltonian εk = k2/2m−µ. So, the chemical potential

in this two model are not the same, they must satisfy the relation µLAT = µ − 2t.

A magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the surface (ẑ direction) causing the

Zeeman splitting Vz. The effective mass m in the continuum Hamiltonian can be

obtained by m = 1/ (∂2εk/∂k
2)k=kF

. The Rashba spin-orbit interaction is

HRashba =
∑
i,ss′

−i αRw†i+1,sẑ · (~σss′ × ŷ)wi,s′ + h.c. (9.45)

where −→σ are the Pauli matrices. Finally, the s-wave pairing term with supercon-

ducting order parameter ∆ is

HSC = ∆
∑
i

w†i,↑w
†
i,↓ + h.c. (9.46)

We also have the quantum dot, the coupling between the dot and two normal lead,

and the coupling between the dot and the end of the wire

HDot =
∑
α=↑,↓

εdd
†
αdα + V dot

z

(
d†↑d↑ − d

†
↓d↓

)
+HD−L + λ

∑
α=↑,↓

(
d†αwN,α + h.c.

)
, (9.47)
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where εd is the gate voltage of the dot, and V dot
z is the Zeeman splitting of the dot

energy which may not be the same as the Zeeman splitting of the nanowire Vz. If

we assume the dot is made of the same material as the wire, the g-factor should be

the same. In that case, we can assume for the moment Vz ' V dot
z in our calculation.

HD−L represents the coupling between the dot and the normal conducting leads

with coupling ΓL(ΓR) for the left (right) lead. The last term represents the coupling

between the dot and the last (N th) site of the chain (the end of the wire).

For the superconductor problem, we use the standard Nambu spinor represen-

tation. Since the Rashba spin-orbit interaction contains spin flip processes, we

need double the space, which means we have 4 components in the spinor. The

Bogoliubov−de Gennes quasi-particle can be written as

γ† =
∑
i

γ†i =
∑
i

(
ui↑w

†
i↑ + ui↓w

†
i↓ + vi↑wi↑ + vi↓wi↓

)
(9.48)

The Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation can be obtained by

[H, γ†] = Eγ† =⇒
∑
i,j

H4×4
i,j


uj↑
uj↓
vj↑
vj↓

 = E


ui↑
ui↓
vi↑
vi↓

 (9.49)

One can evaluate the commutator above to extract the matrice H4×4
ij . The nanowire

is for i = 1, 2, ...N . The dot is denoted by “d′′. The matrices for i = 1, 2, ...N are

Hi,i =


−µLAT + Vz 0 0 ∆

0 −µLAT − Vz −∆ 0
0 −∆ µLAT − Vz 0
∆ 0 0 µLAT + Vz

 (9.50)

and

Hi,i+1 =


−t −αR 0 0
αR −t 0 0
0 0 t αR
0 0 −αR t

 = (Hi+1,i)
† . (9.51)
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The matrix for the dot d is

Hd,d =


εd + V dot

z 0 0 0
0 εd − V dot

z 0 0
0 0 −εd + V dot

z 0
0 0 0 −εd − V dot

z

 (9.52)

and dot lead coupling

Hd,1 =


−λ 0 0 0
0 −λ 0 0
0 0 λ 0
0 0 0 λ

 = (H1,d)
† . (9.53)

For a small system size, the full tight-binding model can be analyzed directly by

exact diagonalizetion. However, for sufficiently large system, exact diagonalization is

not realizable. We will solve the BdG equation by a recursive Green function method

[206, 208]. We first write down the exact form for the surface Green function [206]

of the dot without coupling to the wire

GR,sur
dd (ω) =


1

ω−(εd+V dotz )+iΓ
0 0 0

0 1
ω−(εd−V dotz )+iΓ

0 0

0 0 1
ω+(εd+V dotz )+iΓ

0

0 0 0 1
ω+(εd−V dotz )+iΓ


(9.54)

Starting with the Green function for the left end of the chain of length n, one can

construct the Green function for the left (right) end of the chain of length n+ 1 by

GR
(n+1,n+1)L(ω) =

1

(ω + iη)I4×4 −Hn+1,n+1 −Hn+1,nGR
(n,n)L(ω)Hn,n+1

GR
(n+1,n+1)R(ω) =

1

(ω + iη)I4×4 −Hn+1,n+1 −Hn+1,nGR
(n,n)R(ω)Hn,n+1

(9.55)

From this process, one can obtain the Green’s function GR
(N,N)L(ω) for the last site

(the N th site which couples to the dot) of the chain. Then, we combine the surface
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Figure 9.7: Dot spectral function and peak conductance in the more realistic
nanowire case (the dot is on-resonance and symmetrically coupled to the probe leads).
A(ω) for different values of (a) the SC order parameter at fixed αR = 2 and (b) the
Rashba interaction strength at fixed ∆ = 3. The results are qualitatively similar
to those of the simple model (Fig. 2). (Parameters: Γ = 0.1, λ = 0.3, and Vz = 6.)
(c),(d) Conductance as a function of Zeeman energy for different temperatures at
fixed ∆ = 3. The sharp change at Vz = ∆ is a signature of the topological phase
transition. (Parameters: (c) αR = 2, λ= 0.1, Γ = 0.1; (d) αR = 10, λ= 0.3, Γ = 0.08.)
Throughout, µ=0, the hopping in the nanowire t=10 corresponds to a band width
D=40, and the wire consists of 1000 sites.

Green function GR,sur
dd (ω) and the GR

(N,N)L(ω) by the Dyson equation

GR
dd(ω) =

1[
GR,sur
dd (ω)

]−1

−Hd,NGR
(N,N)L(ω)HN,d

. (9.56)

Since the Zeeman splitting is the largest scale for the quantum dot and we assume

the spin down state has lower energy, we only consider the spin down channel for

the dot. We can obtain the dot spectral function for spin down channel A(ω) =

−2 Im
[
GR

dd(ω)
]

(2,2)
(GR

dd is a 4× 4 matrix with particel ↑, particel ↓, hole ↑ and hole

↓).
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The dot spectral function is shown in Fig. 9.7 for several values of the SC order

parameter ∆ and Rashba interaction strength αR (for an on-resonance, symmetrically

coupled dot)5. When the wire is in the topologically trivial phase (∆>Vz, no MBS),

the spectrum is similar to the resonant level result [Fig. 9.7(a)]. In contrast, when

the wire is in the topological SC phase (∆<Vz =6, µ=0), the value of the spectral

function at zero frequency is 1/2. For ∆ small (∆ = 0.5), the spectrum shows two

peaks, but upon increasing ∆ (∆ = 1, 3), the two peaks become more separate and

the three-peak structure emerges. Curiously, a further increase of ∆ (∆ = 4.5, 5.2)

leads to a smaller separation between the outer peaks. Similar phenomena occur

upon varying the Rashba interaction αR: increasing αR leads to first an increase in

the splitting of the outer peaks (αR=1, 4, 10) and then a decrease (αR=15, 25).

The non-monotonic shifts in the positions of the outer peaks can be understood

as follows. When ∆ or αR is small, the p-wave SC pairing fp is weak as shown in

Eq. (9.23), leading to a less robust MBS and small peak splitting. On the other hand,

when ∆ is large and close to the transition value ∆=Vz, SC pairing between the lower

and upper band [22] makes the MBS less robust. For large αR, the eigenfunction

of the lower band at the fermi surface has a large spin-up component as shown

in Eq. (9.20), while the dot and leads are spin-down due to the Zeeman splitting;

therefore, the coupling between the dot and MBS is suppressed. As a function of

both parameters, then, there is non-monotonic behavior.

To detect the MBS, a clear signature appears in the conductance as a function of

Zeeman splitting [Fig. 9.7(c) and (d)]: the conductance at zero temperature shows

a sharp jump at Vz = ∆ due to a topological phase transition. For Vz < ∆, the

wire is in the topologically trivial phase, and the peak conductance is e2/h. For

5 The parameters used in Fig. 3 fall within the possible range of parameters for an InAs wire on Nb.
For typical experimental values taken from Ref. [18] and references therein, and for Bz about half
of the critical field of Nb, the parameters used in Fig. 3(c), (∆SO, Vz,∆) = (11, 6, 3), correspond
to (220, 120, 60)µeV while the experimental values are (∼250,∼120,∼30-120)µeV.
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Vz > ∆, the wire is in the topological SC phase in which a MBS appears, and

the peak conductance is e2/2h. (Both of these values are multiplied by the factor

4ΓLΓR/(ΓL + ΓR)2 for asymmetric coupling to the leads.) At finite temperature, the

jump becomes a crossover, which is still quite sharp near the transition point. For

small αR, λ and large Γ, the spectrum has two peaks, so the finite T conductance is

larger than e2/2h [Fig. 9.7(c)]. For large αR, λ and small Γ, the spectrum has three

peaks, causing the finite T conductance to be smaller than e2/2h [Fig. 9.7(d)].

We emphasize that the change in conductance by a factor of 1/2 is universal as

long as the MBS appears and couples to the dot. With regard to the effect of disorder

in the wire [209], a short range impurity potential does not affect the MBS and thus

the Gpeak = e2/2h result, while a sufficiently strong long range impurity potential

may induce mixing of the MBS at the two ends and therefore lead to Gpeak = e2/h

as shown in Fig. 9.5(b).

9.5 Topological Unprotected π
8 Phase Gate

In this section, I will first review Flensberg’s idea for the Majorana fermion qubit

operation by using quantum dots [203] and how the topological unprotected π/8

phase gate can be achieved. Finally, I will show how to reach the required energy

degeneracy point by measuring the conductance through the dot.

I first review Flensberg’s idea [203]. Considering two isolated Majorana fermions

η1 and η2, they can define a zero energy regular fermionic state f = (η1 + iη2)/
√

2

and form a qubit with empty state |0〉M and filled state |1〉M . The Majorana fermion

η1 couples to a single spinless quantum dot, and the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = εdd
†d+ (λ∗1d

† − λ1d)(f + f †), (9.57)

where εd is the energy level of the dot which can be controlled by an extral gate. Since

the total fermion parity of the system is conserved, tuning the gate voltage εd/λ1
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Figure 9.8: (a) Conductance for MBS-dot-MBS system as a function of the phase
φ = Φ/Φ0 for different temperatures; the dot is on-resonance and symmetrically
coupled to the STM tips. (T = 0.01, 0.005, 0.00125, and 0, from top to bottom;
parameters are λ1 = λ2 = Γ1 = Γ2 = 0.1.) This curve does not depend on the value
of |λ1/λ2|. (b) Sketch of MBS-dot-MBS system. The two MBS appear at the ends of
the nanowire; Φ is the magnetic flux through the loop. The conductance is measured
using dual-tip STM, allowing tuning to the degeneracy point.

from −∞ to ∞ just introduces the transition |1〉D|0〉M → |0〉D|1〉M or |1〉D|1〉M →

|0〉D|0〉M . For any state |1〉D(α|0〉M +β|1〉M) , tuning the gate voltage εd/λ1 between

−∞ and ∞ induces the transition

|1〉D(α|0〉M + β|1〉M)←→ |0〉D(α|1〉M + β|0〉M) (9.58)

The operation of the quantum dot coupled to Majorana fermion η1 can be expressed

as [203]

P1 : |i〉M −→ η1|i〉M (9.59)

where |i〉M is any state of the Majorana fermion system. Suppose that a number

of Majoran fermions are coupled to quantum dots, one can preform a series of P

operations, i.e. P1, P2, ...Pn, then yields a new state η1η2...ηn|i〉M .

Consider the geometry proposed by Flensberg [203] for implementing a π/8 phase

gate: a dot coupled to both ends of the nanowire—and hence to two MBS—with

magnetic flux Φ through the loop, as shown in Fig. 9.8(b). The conductance through
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the dot is measured using two external leads; since electron tunneling between the

dot and environment should be avoided during qubit operation, a dual-tip STM

setup [210, 211] is proposed so that one can remove the external leads after tuning

the system. The Hamiltonian of this MBS-dot-MBS system [203] can be written as

H = εdd
†d+ (λ∗1d

† − λ1d)η1 + i(λ∗2d
† + λ2d)η2 . (9.60)

The phase difference between the two couplings, φ≡ 2 arg(λ1/λ2), is related to the

flux Φ via φ= Φ/Φ0, where Φ0 =h/2e. Without loss of generality, we take λ1 to be

real (λ1 = |λ1| and λ2 = |λ2|e−iφ/2), and the Hamiltonian reduces to

H = εd†d+ λ(d†η12 + η†12d) (9.61)

where η12 ≡ (|λ1|η1 + ieiφ/2|λ2|η2)/λ and λ≡
√
|λ1|2 + |λ2|2. For φ = (2n + 1)π (n

integer), we have η12 = η†12. In this case, the dot is effectively coupled to a single

MBS

η12 =
1

λ
(|λ1|η1 − |λ2|η2) (9.62)

Tuning the gate voltage of the dot in this case will generate

P12 : |i〉M −→ η12|i〉M (9.63)

Applying two such operations P12 and P ′12 leads to

P12P
′
12 =

1

λ
(|λ1|η1 − |λ2|η2)

1

λ′
(|λ′1|η1 − |λ′2|η2) (9.64)

If we choose the basis of iη1η2 eigenstates, iη1η2 acts as σz, while η1 and η2 acts as

σx and σy [194]. Then, one has

P12P
′
12 =

|λ1||λ′1|+ |λ2||λ′2|
λλ′

I2×2 − i
|λ1||λ′2| − |λ2||λ′1|

λλ′
σz (9.65)

If one can achieve

P12P
′
12 = eiθ

{
1 0
0 ei

π
8

}
, (9.66)
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by fine tuning of the coupling ratio λ1/λ2, then the π/8 phase gate is generated. This

gate is sensitive to the electric noise on the coupling ratio, therefore, it is topologically

unprotected.

One key point for such gate is that the flux must be the special value φ = (2n+1)π.

To tune Flensberg’s system to this required point, we propose a system shown in

Fig. 9.8 and measure the conductance through the dot by adding two external leads.

For φ = (2n+ 1)π, the dot is effectively coupled to a single MBS η12; therefore, the

T = 0 on-resonance conductance is e2/2h. For φ 6= (2n + 1)π, we have η12 6= η†12

corresponding to a regular fermionic zero mode, for which the T = 0 on-resonance

conductance is zero. Following the method for single MBS, one can exactly solve for

the dot Green function GR
dd(ω) in this two MBS problem in the case of εM = 0:

GR
dd(ω) =

{[
GR0
dd (ω)

]−1 − A(ω)−B(ω)
}−1

(9.67)

where A(ω) = −iΓ + (|λ1|2 + |λ2|2)/2ω and

B(ω) =
1

4ω2

[
|λ1|4 + |λ2|4 + 2|λ1|2|λ2|2 cos(φ− π)

]
ω + εd + iΓ− (|λ1|2 + |λ2|2)/2ω

. (9.68)

The conductance peak value as a function of the phase difference φ can be ob-

tained from Eq. (9.29) and is shown in Fig. 9.8(a). For T = 0, the G = e2/2h

signature appears only at φ = (2n + 1)π, corresponding to the energetically degen-

erate state in Flensberg’s qubit [203], with G = 0 otherwise. For T 6= 0, the peak

width becomes finite; note that the peak is fairly wide even for T = 0.01 but that

the temperature is still low enough to see the MBS. By tuning the conductance to

a resonance peak, one can tune the MBS-dot-MBS to the desired degenerate energy

point.
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9.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we consider a spinless quantum dot coupled to a MBS at the one

end of a p-wave superconducting (SC) nanowire, and study the conductance, G,

through the dot by adding two external leads (schematic in Fig. 9.3). We find that

the conductance is independent of the properties of the MBS, the nanowire, or the

superconductor. The dependence of G on the dot properties has the same functional

form whether an MBS is present or not. Therefore, the conductance behavior can

be conveniently summarized by its peak value, when the dot is on resonance and

symmetrically coupled to the probing leads. It is e2/2h in the topological SC phase,

Gpeak = 1/2, in contrast to that for a dot coupled to a regular fermionic zero mode,

Gpeak = 0, as well as to that for a dot coupled to the wire in its topologically trivial

phase, Gpeak = 1. Thus, as the wire is driven through the topological phase transition,

the conductance shows a sharp jump by a factor of 1/2. The conductance through

the dot is, then, a probe of the presence of the MBS. We also consider coupling the

dot to both ends of the wire (two MBS), with a magnetic flux Φ through the loop.

The conductance as a function of phase shows peaks at Φ = (2n+ 1)πΦ0 which can

be used to tune Flensberg’s qubit system [203] to the energy degeneracy point.
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10

Conclusions and Perspectives

In the final chapter of this thesis, I summarize the main results and findings of our

work. Based on these results, I will suggest some directions for future work.

10.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have investigated a broad selection of topics in quantum condensed

matter physics: Kondo effects, boundary quantum phase transitions, and Majorana

Fermions. All those phenomena are associated with the boundary degree of freedom,

therefore, we call them boundary quantum phases. The nanostructures, e.g. quan-

tum dots, provide ways to study those effects. Our goal is to theoretically investigate

: What are the conditions and parameter regimes that those effects can be achieved

in nanostructures? How to probe those effects in nanostructures? In chapter 1, we

raise three specific problems and answer them in the main body of this thesis.

In chapter 5, we study a system including a Kondo impurity coupled to a meso-

scopic bath, and demonstrate that there is a continuous connection between two dis-

tinct Fermi liquids corresponding to the high temperature uncoupled non-interacting

electron gas and the low temperature strong coupling Nozières Fermi liquid. We find
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that the fluctuations of single particle properties in the two limits are highly corre-

lated, universal, and very sensitive to time reversal symmetry. We also study the

change in the intensity of an eigenfunction at an arbitrary point which is relevant

to conductance measurement, and find that the strongly-coupled impurity consid-

erably changes the wave function. This result can be observed by measuring the

conductance through the large dot or the ac response to the tip.

In chapter 6, we proposed and test a new method to calculate the linear conduc-

tance of quantum impurity models in the low temperature regime by using quantum

Monte Carlo simulation along with a numerical analytic continuation method. We

find this method works very well for the low temperature regime including the Kondo

regime. This method is adopted by chapter 7.

Chapter 7 and 8 focus on the exotic correlation effects, i.e. boundary quantum

phase transitions (QPT) and novel Kondo effects, by inducing competition among

different interactions. In chapter 7, we proposed a system of four quantum dots de-

signed to study the three competing interactions: Kondo, Heisenberg, and Ising. We

find a BKT-type QPT between charge-ordered and charge-liquid phases, and Kondo-

like emergent symmetry from Z2 to U(1). In chapter 8, we show that QPT exist

in a simple dissipative resonant level (QD) system, in which the competing interac-

tions are the QD-fermionic bath coupling and the QD-bosonic bath coupling. The

bosonic bath comes from the electromagnetic environment. Two types of QPT are

found in this model: A second order QPT for small lead resistance and a Berezinsky-

Kosterlitz-Thouless QPT for large lead resistance. An exact mapping is established

from a dissipative resonant level model to a resonant level model with Luttinger

liquid leads.

In chapter 9, we propose an experimental setup for detecting a Majorana fermion

using a spinless quantum dot coupled to the end of a p-wave superconductor wire.

The Majorana Fermion strongly influence the transport properties of the quantum
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dot. The zero temperature conductance peak value (when the dot is on resonance

and symmetrically coupled to the leads) is e2/2h. In contrast, if the wire is in its

topological trivial phase, the result is e2/h; if the side-coupled mode is a regular

fermionic zero mode, the result is zero. Driving the wire through the topological

phase transition causes a sharp jump in the conductance by a factor of 1/2. This

result can be used to detect the existence of Majorana fermions.

10.2 Perspectives

Quantum phase transitions (QPT) and quantum critical phenomena have recently

become a widespread topic. Although a lot of works focus on the bulk QPT, nanos-

tructures provide a tunable and controllable way to study their boundary counter-

parts. As mentioned in this thesis, many schemes are proposed theoretical, and some

of them have already been experimentally achieved ( e.g. in Ref. [117]), which allow

us to to propose the directions for the possible future research. Particularly, we have

the following suggestions:

1. The fast parameter control can be achieved by optical absorption experiment

[212], which provide a way to study the quantum quench [213, 214] near quan-

tum critical point. Here, quantum quench means a sudden change of certain

physical parameters in a quantum system. One may study the following ques-

tions: How does the system thermalize and how the response functions behave

under quantum quenches? Do they show special universal behaviors? Does the

quantum quenches provide a way to prob quantum phase transitions?

2. How the quantum phase transition behave far from equilibrium? What is the

scaling behavior of the physical quantities at zero temperature but finite voltage

bias near the transition? Do they show similar behavior as quantum critical

regime ( i.e. finite temperature T > 0 and zero bias equilibrium state near
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quantum critical point) ?

3. Whether some new quantum critical points can be engineered in nanostruc-

tures. One interacting experimental realizable system is the resonant level

with super-ohmic or sub-ohmic leads (chapter 8 considered a case with ohmic

leads). Another interesting system involves a multi-impurity Kondo problem

with SU(N) symmetry with N > 2. One simple experimental realization cor-

responds to the double carbon nanotube QDs (with SU(4) symmetry). But

the finite tunneling can not be avoided in the case of non-zero exchange inter-

action, which will introduce extra relevant interactions and kill the quantum

critical point. How to solve this problem?

The search of Majorana fermion in condensed matter system is attracting a great

attention due to their potential application in topological quantum computation. A

lot of schemes are proposed to-date to realize, detect and control Majorana Fermions.

Kouwenhoven claimed [215] that his group found signatures of Majorana fermion in a

semiconductor nanowire system (with proximity-induced superconductivity and Zee-

man splitting). There are still many unsolved questions which need to be answered

in the future. I list two interesting problems here:

1. It is not clear that how disorder affects the 1D superconducting gap and Ma-

jorana fermion in the presence of the interaction. For Gaussian disorder (weak

and dense disorder potential), the disorder effects can be included in an effective

action by the replica method. Then, one can find that the disorder term have

the same scaling dimension as the superconducting term for non-interacting

case, while the disorder term is more relevant for repulsive interaction. Further

investigations and understanding can be carried out by bosnization along with

RG and Hartree-Fork mean-field approximation [216].
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2. Recently, several groups proposed that the so-called Floquet topological phase

[217, 218, 219] and Floquet Majorana fermion [220] can be realized by introduc-

ing periodically driven potential, even if the system is initially in the topological

trivial phase. One may ask the following questions: Can the driven field pro-

vide an easier way to realize the Majorana fermions? Since the conventional

thermodynamics for time-independent system is not applicable for the Floquet

systems, what is the temperature effect of the Floquet Majorana fermions?
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Appendix A

Constraint on the sum of the eigenvalues of the
resonant level model

In this appendix, we briefly demonstrate Eq. (5.47) constraining the sum of the

eigenvalues of the RLM. Starting from 〈ψκ|HRLM|ψκ〉 = λκ〈ψκ|ψκ〉 we may insert the

identity I =
∑N

i=0 |i〉〈i| on the right hand side (with the notation that ε0 ≡ E0 and

|i = 0〉 ≡ |f〉) and obtain

N∑
i=0

(λκ − εi)〈ψκ|i〉〈i|ψκ〉 = v

( N∑
i=0

φi(0)〈f |ψκ〉〈ψκ|i〉+ h.c.

)
. (A.1)

The sum of these equations,
∑N

κ=0, is

N∑
κ=0

λκ −
N∑
i=0

εi = v
( N∑
i,κ=0

φi(0)〈f |ψκ〉〈ψκ|i〉+ h.c.
)

= v
( N∑
i=0

φi(0)δ0i + h.c.
)

= 0 ; (A.2)

thus, the sum of the two sets of eigenvalues must be equal.
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Appendix B

Toy model for wave function correlation

Using again the Green function Eq. (5.26), we can define the quasi-particle wave-

function probability |ψκ(r)|2 as the pole at λκ of 〈r|Ĝ|r〉 =
∑

jj′ ψj(r)Gjj′ψj′(r).

From the expression Eq. (5.22) of Gjj′ we thus have

|ψκ(r)|2 =
∑
jj′

ψj(r)v∗j
λκ − εj

· uκ ·
ψ∗j′(r)vj′

λκ − εj′
, (B.1)

where vj = ηV0φj(0) is the coupling of the state j to the impurity and uκ ≡ |〈ψκ|f〉|2

is given by Eq. (5.29). Therefore

|ψκ(r)|2 · |φi(r)|2 =
∑
jj′

Ωκ
jj′ ψj(r)ψ∗j′(r)ψi(r)ψ∗i (r) , (B.2)

where we have defined

Ωκ
jj′ ≡

v∗j
λκ − εj

· uκ ·
vj′

λκ − εj′
. (B.3)

In our random matrix model, there is no correlation between different wave-

functions or between wave-functions and energy levels. We thus have

|φi(r)|2|ψκ(r)|2 − |φi(r)|2 · |ψκ(r)|2 =
∑
jj′

Ωκ
jj′ · giijj′ (B.4)
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where

gii′jj′ ≡
[
ψi(r)ψ∗i′(r)ψj(r)ψ∗j′(r)

− ψi(r)ψ∗i′(r) · ψj(r)ψ∗j′(r)
]
. (B.5)

Because the wave-functions are independent and Gaussian distributed

gii′jj′ = (2/β)δii′δjj′δij|ψi(r)|2
2

(B.6)

(remembering the normalization |ψi(r)|2 = 1/N and β = 1 for GOE while β = 2 for

GUE). In the same way, we have σ(|φi(r)|2) = giiii = (2/Nβ). Furthermore, using

Eq. (B.1) and the limit Γ� ∆, we have σ(|ψκ(r)|2) ' (2/Nβ) which then yields

Ci,κ = Ωκ
ii = uκ ·

|vi|2
(λκ − εi)2

. (B.7)

[As a side remark, we note that by differentiating Eq. (5.27) with respect to εi, one

can show that ∂λ2
κ/∂εi = Ωκ

ii, and thus Ci,κ = ∂λκ/∂εi.]

A good approximation to Ci,κ(i) can then be obtained from the bulk-value, Let

us consider the perturbed eigenlevel λκ ∈ [εi, εi+1] , and δκ ≡ (λκ−εi)/∆. Eq. (5.27)

reads in the bulk limit

λκ − Ē0

Γ̄
=

1

π

∑
j

1

δκ − j
, (B.8)

and likewise Eq. (5.29) for the overlap uκ = |〈ψκ|f〉|2 is (assuming Γ̄� ∆)

uκ =
π∆

Γ̄

1∑
j (δκ − j)−2

. (B.9)

Using the identities

∑
j

1

δκ − j
= π cotan(πδκ) , (B.10)

∑
j

1

(δκ − j)2
= π2[1 + cotan2(πδκ)] , (B.11)
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together with Eq. (B.8), one obtains

∑
j

1

(δκ − j)2
= π2[1 +

(λκ − Ē0)2

Γ̄2
] . (B.12)

Then, using Eq. (B.9) to evaluate (B.7) in the bulk limit yields

(Ωκ
ii)

bulk ≡
[
δ2
κ

∑
i

1

(i+ δκ)2

]−1

, (B.13)

where δκ = (λκ(i) − εi)/∆. Using Eqs. (B.8), (B.10), and (B.11), we thus have

Ci,κ(i) '
1

[cotan−1 (δε̄i/Γ)]
2 (

1 + (δε̄i/Γ)2) , (B.14)

which, as anticipated, depends only on the ratio (δε̄i/Γ). The curve resulting from

this expression is shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 and is in good agreement with the

numerical data.
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Appendix C

Effect of the superconductor phase factor

In this appendix, I will show the phase factors, which raise or lower the number

of Cooper pairs in the superconductor bulk, do not affect the physics we discussed

in the main text, if the superconductor/wire system is large such that the charging

energy can be neglected.

In the present analysis, we consider only the dot, the Majorana bound state

(MBS), and the superconducting bulk; we drop the metallic leads for the time being

since they do not directly couple to the MBS and superconducting bulk, returning

at the end to address this issue. The Hamiltonian of this system can be written as

H = εdd
†d+ λ[df exp(iφ) + fd† + df † + f †d† exp(−iφ)] . (C.1)

We now denote the number state of the superconducting bulk with n Cooper pairs by

|n〉, and so the operators exp(±iφ) are raising and lowering operators, exp(±iφ)|n〉 =

|n± 1〉. Since we consider a large s-wave superconductor and spin-orbit wire system

(the real experimental case), the charging energy U is minute compared to any energy

scale in our paper (U � T < ∆) and so can be totally neglected.

We assume that the superconducting bulk is in its ground state and has an even
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number of electrons, and so we take this state to be the BCS state, which is, of

course, a superposition of Cooper pair number states. To evaluate the action of

the Hamiltonian (2) on this state, we follow a classic argument given, e.g., in the

book “Superconductivity of Metals and Alloys” by P.G. DeGennes (1966), which

we reproduce here (pp. 105-109). We write the BCS wavefunction in terms of the

Cooper pair number states as

|ψBCS〉 =
∑
n

an|n〉 ; (C.2)

the distribution of |an|2 is sharply peaked as a function of n at the the average

number of Cooper pairs in the BCS state, n∗ = 〈n〉, with a width of
√
n∗.
√
n∗ is

large with respect to 1, and therefore an ≈ an±p for p �
√
n∗. Suppose that the

operator F conserves the number of Cooper pairs: F could be df or f †d† because

they act only on dot and MBS, while only the phase factors exp(±iφ) change the

number of Cooper pairs. Then, we have

〈ψBCS|Fe±iφ|ψBCS〉 =
∑

n

∑
n′ a
∗
nan′〈n|Fe±iφ|n′〉 =

∑
n

∑
n′

a∗nan′〈n|F |n′ ± 1〉

=
∑

n

∑
n′ a
∗
nan′∓1〈n|F |n′〉 =

∑
n

a∗nan∓1〈n|F |n〉

=
∑

n |an|2〈n|F |n〉 = 〈ψBCS|F |ψBCS〉 . (C.3)

Therefore, the phase factors exp(±iφ) do not affect the matrix elements of such an

operator F .

One can then use this result to trace out the degrees of freedom of the super-

conducting bulk in many cases of interest. Consider an operator Ô that acts in the

space of only the dot and Majorana fermions. Its expectation value reads

〈Ô〉 =
Tr[e−β(HSC+H)Ô]

Tr[e−β(HSC+H)]
=

TrDM

{
TrSC[e−β(HSC+H)]Ô

}
TrDM {TrSC[e−β(HSC+H)]}

(C.4)
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where HSC is the Hamiltonian for the superconducting bulk and TrDM (TrSC) traces

out the degrees of freedom for the dot-MBS (the superconducting bulk). For temper-

ature much smaller than ∆, the excited states in the superconducting bulk can be ne-

glected, and the TrSC operation will involve evaluating terms like TrSC[e−βHSCFe±iφ] =

〈ψBCS|e−βHSCFe±iφ|ψBCS〉 where F is an operator like df or f †d†. From the last para-

graph, we have 〈ψBCS|Fe±iφ|ψBCS〉 = F and thus TrSC[e−βHSCFe±iφ] = 〈ψBCS|e−βHSC |ψBCS〉F .

By using the Baker-Hausdorff-Campbell formula, Eq. (C.3), and the argument above,

we therefore find that

TrSC[e−β(HSC+H)] = 〈ψBCS|e−βHSC |ψBCS〉e−βH
′

(C.5)

where

H ′ = εdd
†d+ λ

[
df + fd† + df † + f †d†

]
. (C.6)

Finally, we obtain for the expectation value

〈Ô〉 =
TrDM[e−βH

′
Ô]

TrDM[e−βH′ ]
. (C.7)

Thus, when one traces out the Hilbert space of the superconducting bulk, one obtains

the problem as stated in our manuscript. This actually shows that the phase factors

exp(±iφ) do not affect the results—they can be absorbed by redefining the d and f

operator.

For large charging energy (corresponding to a very small superconducting and

spin-orbit wire system), the ground state of the superconducting bulk is a particular

number state. In that case, the phase factors exp(±iφ) suppress the df and d†f †

process in the Hamiltonian, and the dot is effectively coupled to a regular fermionic

state. We emphasize that this is not the case for our system. We believe that if

the charging energy were increased from 0 to a large value, there would be a smooth

crossover from G = e2/2h to G = e2/h (in the on-resonance symmetric case). This

is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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